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Updates for the current release

Summary of documentation updates for the current release.
Version
22R2 GA
(6.4.0)

Changes
Information on using:
• Dynamic URI and Link parameters
• The SendSms method in the IFS CE System provider.

22R2 (6.4.0rc1)

• Authentication for public portals
An example sign in page (challenge app) is available on all tenants. This
is the IFS CE Example Challenge App. An example of a public portal that's
configured to use the challenge app is available for download from the
Sample Templates page.
• The IFS CE System provider has new type and methods for generating
secured links. For further details, download the example apps from the
Sample Templates page.
• Each social media type can now have its own default media app.
• iFrames can now embed other CE Studio apps.
• Styling CE Studio apps using themes.

22R1 SU 4
(6.3.4)

More information about the endpoint URL for FSM providers.
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Version
22R1 SU 3
(6.3.3)

Changes
• Add additional languages (locales) for use when localizing labels in CE
Studioapps. Select the languages in the Admin Portal, on the Contact Center
> Manage Languages page.
• If the provider takes too long to respond to the request (invoke) then the
request times out. The default timeout is 30 seconds, and this returns an error
Studio Service Rpc 500 error. the operation was canceled.
You can ask IFS Support to extend the timeout to allow more time for the
endpoint to respond.

22R1 SU 2
(6.3.2)

• Using the new operators Matches Pattern, Not Matches Pattern.
• Explanation of how to troubleshoot an issue with an imported app.
• Working with child provider types in IFS Applications providers

22R1 SU 1
(6.3.1)

• Update to the Actions example template to cover unit tests.
• How to access the unbound methods (Metrix Perform Methods) exposed by
FSM by generating an IFS CE oData provider.
• Explanation of how the methods in an IFS Applications provider or an IFS CE
oData provider are generated. Note on enabling Concurrency checks and IFS
etags.
• Explanation of how to troubleshoot an issue with data grids and forms that fail
to display any data even though correctly subscribed.

22R1 GA
(6.3.0)

• Swagger documentation for Studio Services API.
• Updated example CE Studio apps with label elements, unit tests and display
text formatting.
• Information on how to use conditional formatting in adaptive cards.
• Additional information on how the IFS Field Service Management Provider
handles Booleans.
• For actions with conditions, additional information on action filters.
• Additional information on the dialinfo.dialOutEx method (Agent Desktop
provider)
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Version
22R1 EA
(6.3.0-rc1)

Changes
• How to configure public portal apps for unauthenticated users.
• Tenant oData 4 service.
• Display formats for dates and numbers.
• How to test actions by configuring unit tests.
• Configuring combo boxes to use a provider as the data source.
• Additional advice on working with c# expressions in data transformations.
• For providers created for IFS Cloud and oData 4, an explanation of how the
Required? value is determined. See IFS Applications provider data types and
properties.
• You must create a new provider version after updating the credentials on the
Single Sign-On Details tab.
• Update to the section that describes the forceWrapUp method in the Agent
Desktop provider. See General methods in the Agent Desktop provider.

6.2.4

Updates to the sample templates to fix several issues (display tasks and
actions).

6.2.0

• Microsoft Adaptive cards
• Tab groups (including a sample template for tab groups)
• OData provider for any OData 4 web service

6.1.3

• The redirect URL for portal logout buttons has changed in this release. You
will need to update any existing URLs. See here for details.
• The URL to access CE Studio Designer (and all other services) now has
an additional ce part, which provides a Customer Engagement namespace
within the tenant. The full URL is therefore https://{data region
FQDN}/{tenant_name}/ce/{service}/login
• Additional information on uploading and downloading documents.
• Apps and templates that use public resources must use exactly the same
version of the provider. See Public topics and templates for details of what this
means.

6.1.2

• Sample template for an IFS Applications/IFS Cloud integration.

6.1.1

• How to select work definition elements as workflow provider properties.
• Limitation on sorting in the IFS Applications provider.
• Example template for appointment calendars.
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Version
6.1.0

Changes
• Add charts, calendars and data elements to apps and templates.
• Configure CE Studio apps for registered users to view and update their
information. These portal apps are accessed via the tenant's portal.
• Configure wallboards that show live data for the contact center. Data is
provided by the Realtime Statistics provider.
• Configure complex data transformations as part of the action set.
• View the properties, methods and relationships in your data using the Using
the Metadata Viewer.
• Report provider for accessing reports created in Report Designer (part of the
Admin Portal).
• Global action sets for making external data available for reporting and for use
in the Media Script Editor.
• iFrame component. The URL can be configured using a Navigate display
task.
• Sample templates that demonstrate the features of CE Studio and integration
with other products. If you are reading this as a PDF then these are only
available from the CE Studio help on the Sample Templates page.
• Add timers to refresh components that display real-time data.
• Configure bulk updates and deletes for data grids (multi-row select)
• The topics that are published by actions in templates can now be made
public. This makes the data returned by these actions available to the
standard apps that use the template. See Public topics and templates.
• Changes to how FSM provider authenticates with the FSM deployment
• When you create a new app, you now select an app group and optional
category. This makes it possible to organize the apps on the home page.
This guide also contains additional information on:
• Data types and methods exposed by the Workflow provider
• In Linking CE Studio apps to Agent Desktop media types, information on
home page apps and apps for offline working

Additional information
The following guides and documents are also available for IFS Customer Engagement.
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IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide Explains how contact center managers and
supervisors can configure reports, import data
for entities, set up email templates, add users
and manage access to contact centers.
This guide also covers how the contact center
unit(s) are configured.
IFS Customer Engagement Studio Guide

Intended for CE Studio administrators who
need to design and manage the apps used in
Agent Desktop.

IFS Customer Engagement Agent Desktop
User Guide

Intended for anyone who needs to understand
how to use the Agent Desktop toolbar, including
anyone who needs to design CE Studio apps
for Agent Desktop.

IFS Customer Engagement Release Notes
Note To open a guide, select Help from the ? menu in the top right of the application window.
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About this release

Details of supported media types, providers, templates and upgrade considerations.
For additional background information, see About CE Studio apps.

Supported media types
Note Not applicable to self-service only tenants.
The following media channels are supported in this release.

Voice (Inbound)

Inbound Voice
template v2

v2

v2

Voice
(Outbound)

Outbound Voice
template v1

v1

v1

Outbound
Campaign Call

Progressive and
Predictive Dialing
template v1

v3

v2

Social Media

System

Workflow

Agent Desktop

Media Types

Default CE
Template

Chat

Email

Minimum Provider Versions

v4
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Email

Email template v2

Chat

Chat template v2

Social Media
(Facebook,
Twitter,
WhatsApp)

v2

System

Social Media

Media Types

Workflow

Default CE
Template

Agent Desktop

Chat

Email

Minimum Provider Versions

v2

v2

v3

v2

Social Media
template v3

v4

v3

v2

SMS

Social Media
template v4

v5

v6

v3

Custom
workflow

Callback template
v3

v3

v3

v2

v4

Important You will not automatically upgrade to new versions of providers or templates. You
must select the version(s) yourself. In new tenants, the standard CE templates default to the
latest provider version.

Additional requirements
Media Type
Voice

Requirement
Where there is no existing telephony infrastructure then CE can be
configured to use Twilio as the SIP trunk provider. All requests relating to
Twilio are handled through Service Now.
CE can also be configured to:
• Connect to other SIP trunks that are already used by the client and
managed by them.
• Connect over the internet to an existing PBX system.
You manage non-Twilio trunk groups in the Admin Portal.
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Media Type

Requirement

Chat

You need to develop a chat client that uses the CE chat API. A sample
chat client is provided as a starting point.

Social Media

You need to set up the Facebook and Twitter accounts, and for
WhatsApp go through the approval process. In version 6.4 and later,
sending and receiving SMS messages requires Social Media.

Supported providers
CE Studio is designed with integration as its first principle. CE Studio allows for orchestrating of
data from disparate data sources to produce mashup applications in CE Studio Designer. The
data pulled from different sources is presented in a unified graphical interface. In IFS Customer
Engagement, data sources are known as providers.
Important You will not automatically upgrade to new versions of providers or templates. You
must select the version(s) yourself. In new tenants, the standard CE templates default to the
latest provider version.

CE providers for external data sources
Provider Name
IFS CE oData provider

Description
Lets clients integrate with any oData service that supports oData
version 4.
Note The web service must adhere to the standards
specified in the version 4 protocol for CE to be able to
consume it.

IFS CE OpenAPI provider

Lets clients integrate with any OpenAPI service that supports
version 2 or 3.

IFS Applications provider

Lets clients integrate with an IFS Applications 10 or IFS Cloud
deployment. See IFS Applications provider for details.
Note CE supports IFS Applications 10 Update 12, and IFS
Cloud 21R1.
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Provider Name
IFS Field Service
Management provider

Description
Lets clients integrate IFS Customer Engagement with an IFS
Field Service Management 6+ deployment. The provider retrieves
all the properties and methods exposed by that version of the
FSM service.
Important In version 6.0.0, an FSM provider worked
even when there was no integration user and password
configured. This issue is now fixed so the FSM deployment
must have either have SSO enabled or an integration user
configured.

Note To use FSM's Metrix Perform Methods, use the IFS
CE oData provider. For details, see Metrix Perform Methods
(unbound methods in FSM).

Note You can access IFS Planning and Scheduling
Optimization data through the IFS Field Service Management
provider.

Note CE providers do not currently support webhook requests.
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CE system providers for both self-service and fully-featured tenants
Name
IFS CE System provider

Version
6

Description
Provides generic functions and access to the translations in
the CE Studio Message Store.
Note Version 6 supports authentication in public
portals.
Version 5 supports public portals.
Version 4 provides a method for SMS sending from a
CE Studio app, version 3 supports social media and
version 2 supports self-service portals.

IFS CE Reports provider

1

Retrieves reports configured and generated in the Admin
Portal and pushes them to CE Studio apps.

CE system providers for fully-featured tenants only
Name

Version

Description

IFS CE Email provider

2

Use this when designing apps or templates for receiving,
sending and retrieving emails. The provider is a layer on
top of the tenant's email service and handles backend
functions such as sending email.

IFS CE Chat provider

2

Provides utility functions for chat.

Agent Desktop provider

5

Provides functions for integrating CE Studio apps with
the Agent Desktop toolbar. For example, the tools for
accepting, closing and wrapping up activations.
Note In version 5, you can select agent state names
from a list rather than enter the state number.
Version 4 supports WhatsApp and version 3 supports
only Facebook and Twitter.

IFS CE Workflow provider

2

Provides the ability to manage work objects created from
work definitions, such as campaign dialing, and call backs
or ring backs.
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Name

Version

Description

IFS CE Real Time
Statistics provider

1

Gives access to real-time data on the Agent Desktop
queue. Used for wallboards.

IFS CE Social Media
provider

4

Give service agents the ability to manage public Facebook
and Twitter messages, Facebook and Twitter direct
messages, WhatsApp, SMS.

Standard CE templates for media apps
Note Not applicable to self-service only tenants.
IFS Customer Engagement provides standard templates for commonly-used components in media
apps, such as voice, email, social media, and chat, as well as sample templates for integration
purposes.
Important You will not automatically upgrade to new versions of providers or templates. You
must select the version(s) yourself. In new tenants, the standard CE templates default to the
latest provider version.
The following standard templates are available in this release. For details of the providers required
for these templates. see Supported media types.
Name
IFS CE Callback Template

Version
3

Description
Provides a simple component for callbacks or
ringbacks. The service agent can use it to place
the call and reschedule the call for later if the caller
doesn't answer. Requires the Call Backs workflow
definition that can be downloaded from the Admin
Portal help.
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Name

Version

Description

IFS CE Chat Template

2

Where clients have a chat client, embedded in a
web page or mobile application, you can add a
ready-made chat component to any CE Studio
app. This lets agents reply to callers, end the chat
with the caller and end the Wrap Up phase of the
activation freeing the agent to accept another
activation. A caller can also be transferred to an
agent with a different skill set.

IFS CE Email Template

2

This template provides a ready-built email
component for any CE Studio app. This lets service
agents reply, forward or close incoming emails,
see the conversation history, and create and send
outbound emails with attachments.

IFS CE Inbound Voice Template 2

Provides a simple component for inbound calls,
with buttons to hang up the call and wrap up the
activation.

IFS CE Outbound Voice
Template

1

Provides a simple component for use when making
outbound calls, with buttons to hang up the call and
wrap up the activation.

IFS CE Social Media Template

4

Provides a ready-built component for each social
media type. The supported types are grouped in a
tab group. The correct tab is automatically displayed
when the social media activation is presented to an
agent in Agent Desktop. The tab group is hidden
when viewed in Agent Desktop.
Note Use version 4 for SMS.
Use version 3 for WhatsApp.

IFS CE Progressive and
Predictive Dialing Template

1

Provides a simple component for making outbound
campaign calls. Requires the Campaigns workflow
definition that can be downloaded from the Admin
Portal help.
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Name

Version

IFS CE Example Challenge App 1

Description
Example of a public portal app that provides a
sign-in page when using single or multi-factor
authentication with a public portal. Requires IFS CE
System provider version 6 or later.
Note This is an example and you should not
use it in a production environment.

Note You can modify and extend any of the standard templates by cloning a template as a
new template, and then modifying the new template as required.
The following sample template for IFS Field Service Management is also provided at this release.
You can download this from the Sample Templates page in the CE Studio help and import it into
CE Studio.
Name
IFS FSM CE Template Mar-01-2022

Description
Example template for creating a CE Studio app for
use with an FSM deployment.

See the Samples page in the CE Studio help for details of how to download and import the
templates.

Supported browsers
IFS Customer Engagement tests all releases on the latest released version of the browsers listed
below.
Testing on the latest release version, ensures that we are testing with the latest security features
and fixes. We therefore expect customers to regularly update their browsers to the latest version.
Important Please note that the IFS Customer Engagement product is not supported or tested
on any thin client solutions, such as Citrix.

Supported browsers for Agent Desktop and Admin Portal
The CE web applications, Agent Desktop, Admin Portal have been tested on the latest, released
version of the following browsers:
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• Chrome (Chrome supports the Integrated VoIP client)
• Firefox
Note For the best experience, we recommend that clients use Chrome.
We have not tested these applications on the following browsers:
• Edge
• Safari
Supported browser for CE Studio Designer
The CE Studio Designer application is supported on Chrome only.

Demo chat client and Chat API
Note Not applicable to self-service only tenants.
IFS Customer Engagement provide a chat API for developing chat clients. For full details, see the
Admin Portal webhelp.
A demo chat client is provided as a starting point for customers to implement their own chat client,
and also for testing chat queue progression scripts. You can download an example from the
samples page of the Admin Portal webhelp.
Important You will need to develop your own chat client. The demo chat client is not
supported for production use, for example, it does not address any security vulnerabilities.

Upgrade considerations
The 22R2 GA release is the general availability release (version 6.4.0). By default, you will not
automatically upgrade to this release unless:
• Your tenant is configured to take minor feature releases
• Or you request it through IFS Services.
The upgrade will run at the first opportunity depending on the quiet period configured for the
tenant and/or contact center.
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About the update policy
You can request a change to the update policy for your tenant in Service Now. The following
options determine which new CE versions, if any, are automatically deployed to your tenant:
Update policy
Major feature
releases

Details
All newer releases, including major releases, are automatically deployed to
the tenant.
Important Major releases may include changes that might affect
backwards compatibility, such as the removal of previously deprecated
APIs or features.
For this reason, we recommend that you carefully review the release
notes prior to deploying new major releases.

Minor feature
releases

Newer versions of the currently selected major release are automatically
deployed to the tenant, that is new minor releases, feature releases, patches
and revisions. Customer Engagement, release 22R2 GA version 6.4.0. This is
a minor feature release.
Note This is probably a suitable setting for most tenants.

Patch releases

Any newer version of the currently selected minor release (that is new
patches and revisions only) is automatically deployed to the tenant. Customer
Engagement, release 22R2 SU 1 is version 6.4.1. This will be a patch
release.

New revisions
only

Only newer revisions of the currently selected patch release are automatically
deployed to the tenant.
Note This is a suitable setting if you need to deploy a custom pre-release
package to select/preview tenants or regions.
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About CE Studio apps

Brief overview of CE Studio apps and data providers.
In CE Studio you can configure different types of CE Studioapps.
These are the different types of app available:
• Portal apps
You can configure self-service apps where authentication is provided by CE Studio. This type of
app is intended for authorized users to view and update their information. Portal users access
these apps through a portal landing app that you also configure in CE Studio.
Tenant type: Self-service, Fully Featured (with contact center)
• Public portal apps
You can configure self-service apps that don't require any authentication, for example, to
provide publically available information or contact forms. However, you can use an alternative
form of authentication that you implement depending on the requirements of a third-party
system.
Tenant type: Self-service, Fully Featured (with contact center)
• Media apps
You can configure an app for each communication channel that you handle in Agent Desktop,
such as email, chat, inbound and outbound voice calls. You can also configure apps for the
main page that's shown when agents are, for example, idle or working offline. If required, each
contact center unit can use different apps. Templates are provided as a starting point.
Tenant type: Fully Featured (with contact center)
• Wallboard apps
You can configure apps to show statistics and other information relevant to contact centers.
Tenant type: Fully Featured (with contact center)
You can create templates for any components that you want to reuse in a CE Studio app.
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Regardless of the requirements of the app, you always follow the same configuration process.
Note There are some sample templates available for download that demonstrate how you
can use the features of CE Studio. See the Samples page in the CE Studio help for details.

What is a CE Studio app?
A CE Studio app is a container with one or more components, such as forms, data grids, stack
panels, data elements and, optionally, templates such as the IFS CE Email Template.
The outermost component (the app):
• Has a version. One version is the live version and this is the version that is used in the portal or
Agent Desktop. You cannot edit or delete the live version.
• Depending on the required data sources, the app is configured with one or more providers.
A provider determines the available data types, properties and methods. There are several
system providers, such as Reports.
• Has a theme and other properties that can be inherited by its components.
• Has an ID and a locale so that it can be localized.
A template is a special type of reusuable component, for example a chat component that you can
embed in multiple CE Studio apps, or a header or footer that you want to add to every app.
Properties that are inherited from the app
Option

Inheritance

Change in

Theme

Components, buttons

Header tint

Components

Headerless

Components

Display density

Inherited from app

Background color/image

Inherited from app

Background transparent

Components, data elements, tab,
labels
Components

Rounding

Inherited from app

Drop shadow

Inherited from app

Typeface

Inherited from app

Data elements, tabs

Data elements, stack panels, labels
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Option

Inheritance

Change in

Label color

Components

Label position

Form fields

Icon

Component headers, buttons, form
fields, tab

Icon position

Form fields, tabs

Conditional formatting

Data grid, data element, calendar

Additional styling options

Button, chart, stack panel, tab

About providers
CE has a provider for each supported data source. A provider stores the metadata types and
methods of the data source. You can add multiple providers to a CE Studio app. Regardless of the
differences between data sources, you always use providers in the same way when creating a CE
Studio app.
For details of the available providers, see Supported providers.
Choosing a provider version
In order to control the upgrade process, a provider has a version number and one of the provider
versions can be the live or active version. When creating templates and standard apps in CE
Studio Designer, you add the provider(s) you require and select the provider version you want to
use. The version you select depends on how you intend to manage the upgrade process:
Manual upgrades

To control when a template or standard app is upgraded, choose a
specific version of the provider. You can then choose when to upgrade
the template or app.

Automatic upgrades

To automatically upgrade a template or standard app, select the active
version of the provider. The upgrade will be applied whenever you
create another version of the provider and make that version live.

Updating a provider
When there is a new release of a supported data source, IFS Field Service Management for
example, you can update the provider used in CE Studio Designer. You only need to do this if the
data source extends the FSM API to include new features in the FSM release and you want to use
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those features. There is no need to create a new provider if the integration does not require those
features and the FSM release is backwards compatible.
Exploring the provider metadata
There is a metadata viewer for exploring the provider metadata. For details, see Using the
Metadata Viewer.
About provider methods
Typically, providers expose value-added methods for each property, built on the underlying entities
(types) in the data source. For example:
• The IFS Field Service Management provider contains value-added methods (delete, create,
update, upsert and get) that hide the underlying SQL/XML markup queries required by
FSM. Value-added methods such as these make it much easier for you to manage the data in
the backend.

Helper methods for IFS Field Service Management data sources
• Where the CE Studio app is planned to be multi-user then the provider can optionally perform
checks for concurrent usage before sending the request to the provider endpoint.

About components and elements
Components are the building blocks of CE Studio apps and templates:
• Each component contains one top-level element: such as a form, data grid, stack panel,
calendar, data element. It can also contain templates if the app type is a standard app.
• An element is configured with properties selected from a single data provider.
• Elements are populated and updated by running action sets (or rule sets for conditional
processing).
• Elements are shown, expanded, reset and so on by display tasks. Display task sets can be run
by action sets, rule sets or attached directly to an event.
For an introduction to components, see Basic end-to-end configuration.
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Forms
Use forms for entering and displaying data in a flexible format. You can add any of the following to
forms:
• Fields — from one or more providers
• Other elements, such as data grids (use an Overlay element to perform a lookup from a row in
a data grid)
• UI elements, such as RichText, TextArea, Currency, ComboBox, DatePicker
• Call data parameters, such as the caller's phone number
• Button groups
• Labels
Data grids
Use data grids for displaying data in a tabular format. A data grid can only contain properties from
one provider and provider type only. The data grid is populated by running an action to get the
data from the external data source. In this action, you can also:
• Use conditions to filter the data
• Transform the data
• Set a default sort order
• Set the page size
You can format the columns to make the data easier to understand, for example, use icons to
represent Boolean values or color coding.
Data elements
Data elements are stylable panes that can display data from a provider and/or fixed values.

Example of a data element showing call statistics for a contact center
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Stack panels
You can design headers and footers using stack panels. This lets you add an image and banner
text. You may want to create these as templates so that you can add them to all the apps used in
Agent Desktop. You can add other elements to a stack panel, such as button groups.

About actions and events
An action invokes a method on the provider in order to retrieve or modify data on an external data
source. It publishes the returned data if applicable. If data was returned from the provider method
then the action can optionally:
• Run any attached display task sets to update the state of the user interface. For example,
show, enable, expand and reset UI elements.
• Publish the data. Publishing makes the response (the topic) available to any components that
subscribe to the action. This is the standard way of handling OnNotification events.
The action set to which the action belongs can also manipulate the data using data
transformations, for example, to combine values, perform calculations or aggregations.
OnNotification events
CE uses a publish and subscribe model to exchange data between the components in the app or
template and between providers.

Inner (child) components subscribe to data published by the outer component
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For example:
• An action in an action set is configured to publish a topic, such as get the emails in an email
conversation. The action set is part of the event configuration for the app or template (the outer
container). When the action set runs, it notifies its subscribers.
• An element in the app or template, such as a data grid, subscribes to the action response
(referred to as the topic subscription). The topic subscription is part of the OnNotification event
configuration for the inner component or element.
• If there is a data transformation configured then you can choose to subscribe either to the raw
data (the standard topic subscription), or to the transformed data.
See also Event configuration for apps and templates and Event configuration for components.

Creating a standard app or template
To create a standard app:
1. Open CE Studio Designer:
a. In a browser, sign into the Admin Portal. The URL depends on the IFS Customer
Engagement deployment you are configuring.
b. In the Admin Portal, go to Studio > Designer.
2. On the Apps page, click Create App and then fill out the details:
Type

Select Standard or Template depending on what you want to
create.
Note For a summary of the difference between standard apps
and templates, see Working with templates.
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App Group
Note You cannot change the app group later.
There are several types of app:
• Portal apps give external users self-service access to CE Studio
apps. Not used in Agent Desktop. Authentication is provided by
CE.
• Public Portal apps give anyone with the URL self-service
access to CE Studio apps, however, you can implement
authentication yourself.
Fully-featured tenants can also create:
• Media: used in Agent Desktop. There may be a different app for
each media channel used in Agent Desktop and a separate one
for the home page that agents see when in the Idle state.
• Wallboard: typically projected onto large screens and displayed
to the agents working in the contact center. You can open these
from the Admin Portal (on the Reports > Realtime Statistics
page).
Contact Center Unit

If you plan to implement authentication for public portal apps that
uses an OTP (one time password) challenge then select the contact
center unit. The OTP challenge is sent from the phone number
or email address configured for the contact center unit, and uses
response templates configured for the contact center unit.

Access Group

Applies to portal apps only. This is the user group that controls who
has access to the portal landing page and its apps. See Configuring
portal access groups.

Category

A label to help you group the apps and templates in CE Studio. You
can change the category later.

Description

A description for use in CE Studio Designer. To see or edit the
description: go to the Apps page and then click Edit.
Note For portal apps this becomes the description that's shown
on the landing page.

3. Select the number of columns in the layout grid. This is just a starting point. For a standard
app, you can change this at any time by adding and removing columns. For apps built from
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templates, the layout option controls how the components in each template are placed on the
screen:

4. Click Continue.
You have now created version 1 of the app.
• To see the version history, click the Manage Versions icon:

• To rename the app, go to Home > Apps and click in the Name column to edit the name.
• To configure the app – if you have gone back to the Home page –click Manage Versions
and then Designer.
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4

Basic end-to-end configuration

Start here if you are new to CE Studio Designer.
IFS Field Service Management
If you are using IFS Field Service Management then follow this walkthrough: Configuring a basic
CE Studio app for FSM.
There is also an example template that you can download on the samples page (part of the help if
you are reading this in a PDF). Note that this template is a training example and is not suitable for
production use.
IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud
If you are using either of these products then you can follow this walkthrough: Configuring a basic
CE Studio app for Apps 10 and IFS Cloud.

Configuring a basic CE Studio app for FSM
This section explains what's involved in the end-to-end configuration of a CE Studio app for use in
Agent Desktop, using IFS Field Service Management as the provider.
Note See also Configuring a basic CE Studio app for Apps 10 and IFS Cloud.
This section uses the following simple example.
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The following diagram shows the end-to-end configuration covered in this section:
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Note When designing CE Studio apps for Agent Desktop consider the context in which the
app will be used. For example, media scripts that control and automate queue progression
may gather information from the caller that must be displayed in the app.
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Get started
To get started on a basic app for FSM follow these steps:
1. Create a provider for IFS Field Service Management as described in Creating a new provider.
2. Create a standard app as described in Creating a standard app or template.

Add the IFS Field Service Management provider
1. Create a FSM provider if you do not already have one. See Creating a new provider.
2. Go to the Designer page for the app that you should have created already:
a. Go to Home > Apps.
b. Click Manage Versions for the app.
c. Click Designer:

You can now add the provider:

3. Select the provider and choose either the active (live) version or a numbered version:

Adding the provider to the app
4. Optional – click
on the toolbar to view the metadata for the provider. For details, see Using
the Metadata Viewer.
Note You can add multiple providers to an app or template, including multiple providers of the
same type. For example, an app can be configured to use the active version of the provider as
well an older numbered version.
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Add components
The top-level components in a standard app or template are forms, data grids, stack panels,
charts, data elements and iFrames. Once you've added one of these, you can add further
elements to the component to sit above, below or alongside it such as a:
• Button group
• Stack panel, for example as a header to a data grid or form
• Data grid
• Rich text box (by converting the field type)
• Chart
• Data element

To add a data grid
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Designer page

.

If you chose the single column layout, the app contains a single cell.
2.

Add a component: click

and select Data Grid.

3. Select the properties for the data grid — start by selecting the provider:

You can only add properties from one provider.
Mandatory properties are added automatically.
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See Metadata Selector for details of how to view and select properties.
4. You can add and remove columns from the data grid later by clicking
(element) toolbar:

on the data grid

Toolbars for configuring the app, its components and elements
5. To make it easier to configure actions and events edit the data grid's identifier:
a. On the component toolbar, click

.

b. Go to the Settings tab.
c. The default identifier for the first data grid in an app will be [title]. Set the title and enter
something more descriptive in the Identifier field.
6. Save the app if you want to preview the data grid's header row

.

Formatting a data grid
Note Formatting can be conditional based on the value in a data grid field. Other types of
formatting such as sorting, filtering and transforming data, are performed by actions.

Edit the labels in the UI
Add friendly column headers:
• Click to edit the label or click
• Click

.

to localize the column header.
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Edit the columns' width and order
End users can choose to switch between displaying a data grid with the columns sized to their
default width (the Auto-Size All option) or expanding the data grid horizontally to fill the screen
space (the Size to Fit option). Alternatively, you can change the column widths:
• Hover over the column boundary and drag to resize it, or click

and enter the width in pixels.

Reorder the columns:
• Hover over the header (away from the label and boundary) and press to drag the header to a
new position. To pin the column right or left so that the other columns expand to fit, click

.

Make expandable
Make the component containing the data grid expandable and collapsible (display tasks will
control when an element expands and collapses):
• Click

on the component toolbar, go to Settings and set Expandable to No.

Apply conditional formatting
Formatting can depend on a condition. For example, if a Boolean value is false, you can hide the
value, show an icon or change the color. When using Booleans in conditions, you need to enter 1
or 0 not true or false.
To add a condition: save the app
and then click
on the data grid toolbar — properties
added to the data grid since the last save aren't shown in the conditions dialog:
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Formatting a Boolean property to display an icon when the value is true (1)

To add a form and UI elements
Note This example adds the form as a top-level component. However, you could also add it
to a modal dialog using an overlay component.
1. Add another row to the app:

2.

Add another component. Click

and then select Form.

3. Select some properties — if you are following the example in the Basic end-to-end
configuration section then select the same properties as the data grid.
Scroll to the right to see which properties are hidden. Click

to hide and show them.
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4. You can also add UI elements to the form, for example, for use to get a value from the user to
pass to the backend for use in a search. Click

on the component toolbar:

Example of adding a date picker to a form
Note When you add UI elements like this, you must always save the app before
attempting to configure the UI elements.

Converting UI types
On the property toolbar, you can convert a field to a different UI type
convert a text box to any of these:

. For example, you can

Tip on merging cells in the layout grid
If the adjacent cell is empty, you can make the cell full width by clicking
Merge Right or Merge Left:

and then choosing
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Add actions and configure events
Actions invoke operations on external data sources. For API calls that return data, the action can
then filter, sort and transform the data. Actions run when an event occurs such as the app loading
or the selection of a row in a data grid.

How actions are configured
Actions can also be used with display tasks to change the UI and added to rule sets for more
complex behavior.

Add an action and load the data grid
Add an action that will run when an OnLoad event occurs for the app. The action will invoke a get
operation on the data source:
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1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Action Sets

page.

2. Create the action:
a. Click Create New Action Set. The action set groups related actions that need to run at
the same time. You can also configure transformations on the data that is returned by the
actions in the set.
b. Click Add Action to add an action to the set. For an FSM provider, use the get method:

c. Select Publish Topic. Actions that provide data for other components in the app must
publish the topic. Any component that consumes the data provided by this action must
subscribe to the topic.
Note For example, it is not necessary for an action that updates a record to publish a
topic as this type of action runs in the background.
d. Save the action.
3. Configure events on the data grid to use the new action. For example:
a. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Event Configuration

page.

b. Click the outer container (App is shown at the top of the event pane):
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Event configuration on the app – the outer container
c. Select OnLoad as the event type and OnInvoke as the status.
d. In Run Action Set, select the action set.
e. Configure the data grid to consume the data returned by the action:
1. Select the data grid—Element is shown at the top of the event pane.
2. Select OnNotification as the event type.
3. In Topic Subscriptions, select the topic associated with the action set:

This type of action is referred to as a standard topic.
4. Click Subscribe.
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f. Save the event by clicking

on the main toolbar.

Note Turn on the integrity checker to verify that for every published action there is an
element that subscribes to it.

4. Click

to preview the app.

On selecting a row in the data grid
This action populates the form when a row is selected in the data grid. A filter on the action only
returns the data with a unique ID that matches the ID of the selected data grid row.
To add an action with a filter
1. Add a new action set.
2. Add an action to get the data for the data grid.
3. Select Publish Topic.
4. In Filters, click Add Condition to add an AND condition:
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Example of mapping the left side of the condition (the field reference)

Example of mapping the right side of the condition (the field value)
The resulting condition:
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Example of the resulting condition
5. Configure the data grid for the row selected event:
a. Go to Event Configuration

.

b. Click the data grid.
c. Select the OnRowSelected event type.
d. Select the action set you added.
e. Set the form to subscribe to the topic that contains the response:
1. Click on the form.
2. Select OnNotification as the event type.
3. Select the subscription and click Subscribe:

6. Save and preview the app. When you click a row in the data grid, the form updates to show the
data for that row.
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Sorting and paging the data grid
Actions can set the page size and how the rows are sorted. To configure this, edit the get action
for the data grid.
Set the number of rows per page
To set the page size, edit the get action and then go to Paging. The default page size is 10.
Sorting the results
The property you choose to sort on becomes the default sorting method for the data grid. Users
can click a column header to change the sorting. By default the data grid is sorted by its first
column.

To set the default column to sort on:
1. Edit the action and then go to Sorting.
2. Click Manage Properties and choose the property to sort by.
3. Select an ascending or descending sort order.

Expanding and collapsing UI elements
You use display tasks to update UI elements when an event occurs and an action runs.
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Display tasks used in this example
To configure a display task to collapse the form when the app loads:
1. Go to the Display Task Sets

page.

2. Create a new display task set.

3. Add a Collapse display task to the set:

4. Save the display task.
5. In Event Configuration, modify the app's OnLoad event to also run the display task:
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6. Save and preview the app.
7. To complete this example, you could also configure a display task to expand the form when a
row is selected in the data grid. You can add it to the same display task set.
Note on how you use display tasks
To use a display task you must attach it to something. You can attach them:
• To events as in this example.
• To action sets—edit the action set and select a display task.
• To rule sets to run one action set and display the task if a condition evaluates to true and a
different action set and display task if it evaluates to false.

Preview in browser
To check the appearance of the CE Studio app, click
to preview it in a browser. To fully test a
CE Studio app, you must always test it in Agent Desktop if a media app or in the tenant's portal for
other types of app.
Preview is useful to check layout and styling, and that display tasks and conditions (in actions and
rule sets) are working as you expect.
Testing in Agent Desktop
There are some limitations on what you can preview if the media app or template is intended for
handling activations, such as inbound email and voice calls, chat because any expected events
from Agent Desktop will be ignored.
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For example:
• Actions that rely on an incoming call ID or activation ID will be ignored as there are no live
activations in preview mode – instead you will see the message Agent Desktop events
are ignored in preview mode.
• Display tasks that are triggered to run by these actions will also not run, and features will not
hide, show, expand, and so on, as they would in Agent Desktop.
• Template options that use display tasks to hide and show specific features in the template will
also not run. Again, you need to test this in Agent Desktop.

Test in Agent Desktop
Follow these steps to test a CE Studio app in Agent Desktop
Make the app or template live
First make the app live:
1. Do one of the following:
• Go to the Designer page and click

.

• Go to Home > Apps and click Manage Versions.
2. For the version that you want to test, click Live.
Associate the app or template with a media type
1. Go to Home > Default Media Apps.
2. If you are following the steps to create an example app then you can set the example app as
the Default Home Page.
This means the example app will load when you first sign on to Agent Desktop. If you can't see
your app then check that you made it live.
Note Apps configured for inbound email, voice calls and so on, aren't suitable for the
home page because they require an activation (email, call, chat) to be present. Select the
appropriate media type for these. See Linking CE Studio apps to Agent Desktop media
types.

Sign on to Agent Desktop (URL depends on the tenant)
Once you have signed on, you should see the app selected as the Home page. If you selected a
different media type, then you need to create the activation or go to the state that triggers the app
to be loaded.
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For details of how to use Agent Desktop, see IFS Customer Engagement Agent Desktop User
Guide.

Configuring a basic CE Studio app for Apps 10 and IFS Cloud
This example uses IFS Applications 10 as the provider but the same principles apply to IFS Cloud.
See also Configuring a basic CE Studio app for FSM.
Note You can use the IFS Applications template as a starting point. You can download this
from the Sample Templates page (if you are reading a PDF then this is in the CE Studio
Designer help).

Get started
To get started on a basic app for IFS Applications 10 or IFS Cloud follow these steps:
1. Start by obtaining the URI of the projection – this example uses Business Opportunity:
a. Go to the IFS Applications 10 or IFS Cloud deployment.
b. Find an existing business opportunity.
c. Use the Aurena API explorer to find the uri of the projection. It starts with https: and ends
with .svc/.
You can also press F12 to use the developer tools pane.
d. Copy the uri.
2. Create the provider using the uri as described in Creating a new provider.
Note The Translations service must be enabled in the deployment. You cannot create a
provider without this.
3. Create a standard app as described in Creating a standard app or template. You can skip this
step if you are using the training template.

Adding the Applications 10 provider
1. Create the provider if you do not already have one. See Creating a new provider.
2. Go to the Designer page for the app that you should have already:
a. Go to Home > Apps.
b. Click Manage Versions for the app.
c. Click Designer:
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You can now add the provider:

3. Select the provider and choose either the active (live) version or a numbered version:
4. Optional – click
on the toolbar to view the metadata for the provider. For details, see Using
the Metadata Viewer.
Note You can add multiple providers to an app or template, including multiple providers of the
same type. For example, an app can be configured to use the active version of the provider as
well an older numbered version.

Adding a data grid for Business Opportunities
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Designer page

.

If you chose the single column layout, the app contains a single cell.
2.

Add a component: click

and select Data Grid.

3. Select the properties for the data grid — start by selecting the provider and then click
open the Metadata Selector:

to

You can only add properties from one provider.
Mandatory properties are added automatically.
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See Metadata Selector for details of how to view and select properties.
4. You can add and remove columns from the data grid later by clicking
(element) toolbar:

on the data grid

Toolbars for configuring the app, its components and elements
5. To make it easier to configure actions and events edit the data grid's identifier:
a. On the component toolbar, click

.

b. Go to the Settings tab.
c. The default identifier for the first data grid in an app will be [title]. Set the title and enter
something more descriptive in the Identifier field.
6. Save the app if you want to preview the data grid's header row

.

Formatting a data grid
Note Formatting can be conditional based on the value in a data grid field. Other types of
formatting such as sorting, filtering and transforming data, are performed by actions.

Edit the labels in the UI
Add friendly column headers:
• Click to edit the label or click
• Click

.

to localize the column header.
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Edit the columns' width and order
End users can choose to switch between displaying a data grid with the columns sized to their
default width (the Auto-Size All option) or expanding the data grid horizontally to fill the screen
space (the Size to Fit option). Alternatively, you can change the column widths:
• Hover over the column boundary and drag to resize it, or click

and enter the width in pixels.

Reorder the columns:
• Hover over the header (away from the label and boundary) and press to drag the header to a
new position. To pin the column right or left so that the other columns expand to fit, click

.

Make expandable
Make the component containing the data grid expandable and collapsible (display tasks will
control when an element expands and collapses):
• Click

on the component toolbar, go to Settings and set Expandable to No.

Apply conditional formatting
Formatting can depend on a condition. For example, if a Boolean value is false, you can hide the
value, show an icon or change the color. When using Booleans in conditions, you need to enter 1
or 0 not true or false.
To add a condition: save the app
and then click
on the data grid toolbar — properties
added to the data grid since the last save aren't shown in the conditions dialog:
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Formatting a Boolean property to display an icon when the value is true (1)

Actions for Business Opportunities
Actions invoke operations on external data sources. For API calls that return data, the action can
then filter, sort and transform the data. Actions run when an event occurs such as the app loading
or the selection of a row in a data grid.
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How actions are configured
Actions can also be used with display tasks to change the UI and added to rule sets for more
complex behavior.

Adding an action and loading the data grid
Add an action that will run when an OnLoad event occurs for the app. The action will invoke a get
operation on the data source:
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Action Sets

page.

2. Create the action:
a. Click Create New Action Set. The action set groups related actions that need to run at
the same time. You can also configure transformations on the data that is returned by the
actions in the set.
b. Click Add Action to add an action to the set. For a projection such as
BusinessOpportunityHandling-BusinessOpportunity, use a method such as
get@BusinessOpportunities :
• Provider is the projection you configured
• Provider type is the type you chose for the data grid, such as
BusinessOpportunityHandling-BusinessOpportunity
• Provider method is any method that returns data for display in a table format
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c. Select Publish Topic. Actions that provide data for other components in the app must
publish the topic. Any component that consumes the data provided by this action must
subscribe to the topic.
Note For example, it is not necessary for an action that updates a record to publish a
topic as this type of action runs in the background.
d. Save the action.
3. Configure events on the data grid to use the new action. For example:
a. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Event Configuration

page.

b. Click the outer container (App is shown at the top of the event pane):

Event configuration on the app – the outer container
c. Select OnLoad as the event type and OnInvoke as the status.
d. In Run Action Set, select the action set.
e. Configure the data grid to consume the data returned by the action:
1. Select the data grid—Element is shown at the top of the event pane.
2. Select OnNotification as the event type.
3. In Topic Subscriptions, select the topic associated with the action set:
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This type of action is referred to as a standard topic.
4. Click Subscribe.
f. Save the event by clicking

on the main toolbar.

Note Turn on the integrity checker to verify that for every published action there is an
element that subscribes to it.

4. Click

to preview the app.

Adding a form for Business Opportunities
Note This example adds the form as a top-level component. However, you could also add it
to a modal dialog using an overlay component.
1. Go to the Designer page.
2. Add another row to the app:
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3.

Add another component. Click

and then select Form.

4. Select some properties — if you are following the example for Business Opportunities then
select the same properties as the data grid.
Note In the Metadata Selector, you can locate the type by searching on a property.
Scroll to the right to see which properties are hidden. Click

to hide and show them.

5. You can also add UI elements to the form, for example, to get a value from the user to pass to
the backend for use in a search. Click

on the component toolbar:

Example of adding a UI element to a form
Note When you add UI elements like this, you must always save the app before
attempting to configure the UI elements.
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Converting UI types
On the property toolbar, you can convert a field to a different UI type
convert a text box to any of these:

. For example, you can

Tip on merging cells in the layout grid
If the adjacent cell is empty, you can make the cell full width by clicking
Merge Right or Merge Left:

and then choosing

On selecting a Business Opportunity from the data grid
This action populates the form when a Business Opportunity is selected in the data grid. A filter
on the action only returns the data with the unique ID that matches the ID of the selected data grid
row.
To add an action with a filter
1. Add a new action set.
2. Add an action to get the data for the data grid.
3. Select Publish Topic.
4. In Filters, click Add Condition to add an AND condition:
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Example of mapping the left side of the condition (the field reference)

Example of mapping the right side of the condition (the field value)
The resulting condition compares a field reference (left) with a field value (right):

Example of the resulting condition
5. Configure the data grid for the row selected event:
a. Go to Event Configuration

.
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b. Click the data grid.
c. Select the OnRowSelected event type.
d. Select the action set you added.
e. Set the form to subscribe to the topic that contains the response:
1. Click the form.
2. Select OnNotification as the event type.
3. Select the subscription and click Subscribe:

6. Save and preview the app. When you click a row in the data grid, the form updates to show the
data for that row.

Expanding and collapsing UI elements
You use display tasks to update UI elements when an event occurs and an action runs.

Display tasks used in this example
To configure a display task to collapse the form when the app loads:
1. Go to the Display Task Sets

page.
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2. Create a new display task set.

3. Add a Collapse display task to the set:

4. Save the display task.
5. In Event Configuration, modify the app's OnLoad event to also run the display task:

6. Save and preview the app.
7. To complete this example, you could also configure a display task to expand the form when a
row is selected in the data grid. You can add it to the same display task set.
Note on how you use display tasks
To use a display task you must attach it to something. You can attach them:
• To events as in this example.
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• To action sets—edit the action set and select a display task.
• To rule sets to run one action set and display the task if a condition evaluates to true and a
different action set and display task if it evaluates to false.

Preview in browser
To check the appearance of the CE Studio app, click
to preview it in a browser. To fully test a
CE Studio app, you must always test it in Agent Desktop if a media app or in the tenant's portal for
other types of app.
Preview is useful to check layout and styling, and that display tasks and conditions (in actions and
rule sets) are working as you expect.
Testing in Agent Desktop
There are some limitations on what you can preview if the media app or template is intended for
handling activations, such as inbound email and voice calls, chat because any expected events
from Agent Desktop will be ignored.
For example:
• Actions that rely on an incoming call ID or activation ID will be ignored as there are no live
activations in preview mode – instead you will see the message Agent Desktop events
are ignored in preview mode.
• Display tasks that are triggered to run by these actions will also not run, and features will not
hide, show, expand, and so on, as they would in Agent Desktop.
• Template options that use display tasks to hide and show specific features in the template will
also not run. Again, you need to test this in Agent Desktop.

Test in Agent Desktop
Follow these steps to test a CE Studio app in Agent Desktop
Make the app or template live
First make the app live:
1. Do one of the following:
• Go to the Designer page and click

.

• Go to Home > Apps and click Manage Versions.
2. For the version that you want to test, click Live.
Associate the app or template with a media type
1. Go to Home > Default Media Apps.
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2. If you are following the steps to create an example app then you can set the example app as
the Default Home Page.
This means the example app will load when you first sign on to Agent Desktop. If you can't see
your app then check that you made it live.
Note Apps configured for inbound email, voice calls and so on, aren't suitable for the
home page because they require an activation (email, call, chat) to be present. Select the
appropriate media type for these. See Linking CE Studio apps to Agent Desktop media
types.

Sign on to Agent Desktop (URL depends on the tenant)
Once you have signed on, you should see the app selected as the Home page. If you selected a
different media type, then you need to create the activation or go to the state that triggers the app
to be loaded.
For details of how to use Agent Desktop, see IFS Customer Engagement Agent Desktop User
Guide.
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5

Working with templates

Difference between standard apps and templates in CE Studio, and how to use them.
In CE Studio Designer you can choose to create either standard apps or templates. This section
explains the difference between them. This section also explains how to include configuration
options for the apps that will use the templates.
Note For background information on configuring apps and templates, see Basic end-to-end
configuration.

About templates
A template is a reusable component that you design for use in different CE Studio apps.
Templates are self-contained components and a template has no knowledge of the standard apps
which embed it. This ensures that you can update the template whenever you need to and, when
you make that version of the template live, automatically push the updates to all the apps that
embed the template.
You develop both templates and standard apps in the same way. However, you need to decide at
the outset which to create because you cannot convert a standard app to a template.
There are some considerations when designing templates:
• The apps that will embed the template have no knowledge of any fields or actions configured in
the template.
• The only way to pass values from a standard app into a template is by configuring app settings
in the template. This allows the app to use rule sets to set the app settings in the template. See
App option settings for templates for an example.
• When configuring large numbers of apps with slightly different requirements, you can use
templates with placeholders.
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• You can pass data from the template into the standard app by configuring actions that are
public in scope. See Public topics and templates.
For details of how to use templates in standard apps, see Using templates.
Making a template version live
Standard apps can only embed the live version of the template. In a new deployment, the
standard IFS CE templates are not live.
To make a template version live, go to Home > Apps and click Live for the version that you want
to use.
Modifying the live version of the template
You cannot edit the live version. Therefore when you need to make changes to this version, you
can:
•

•

Create a new version of the template — on the Designer toolbar, click
and then Continue.
Make the changes and then make the version live. Making the version live will update the
standard apps that embed this template.
Copy a version of the template as a new template — on the Designer toolbar, click
and in
the Copy as new version dialog, select the Create as new app option. Making the version live
will make the template available for selection when adding new components.

Modifying the CE templates
You cannot modify the templates provided as part of the CE release, such as the IFS CE Inbound
Voice Template. To do this you need to clone the template as a new template by clicking
Designer toolbar.

on the

Difference between templates and apps
The following table summarizes the difference between templates and apps.
Feature

App

Template

Configure with any type of component and property

Y

Y

Embed a template (live version)

Y

N

Convert standard app to template and template to a
standard app

N

N

Subscribe to topics:
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Feature

App

Template

On inner components and elements

Y

Y

On outer components

Y

N (unless part of
the template)

On embedded templates

Y

—

Update the UI using display task sets (eg show, expand, enable):
Update inner components

Y

Y

Update outer components

Y

N (unless part of
the template)

Update embedded template

N

—

—

Y

Y

Y

Manual updates if using a numbered provider version Y

Y

Automatic updates for embedded templates

Y

—

Upgrade CE system templates

—

Y as part of a
later release

Y

Y

Copy version of app as new app

Y

—

Copy version of template as new template

—

Y

Options
Upgrading:
Automatic updates if using Active provider version

Versions and version history
Copy version as new app or template:

Using templates
When you use a template in a standard CE Studio app, you always use the Live version of the
template. Whenever you make a new version of the template live, you will immediately upgrade
all the apps that embed the template. When importing a CE Studio app you can only map to a
template that has a live version.
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Using the IFS CE system templates
IFS CE system templates are ready to use. You do not need to make them live. However, if you
need to modify the template then you first need to make a copy of the template:
1. On the Apps page, locate the template and then click Manage Versions.
2. Click Designer. If you see a warning that the template is live, click OK to continue.
3. On the Designer toolbar, click

.

4. Select the Create as new app option and then click Continue.
The template opens automatically so you can start editing it. You can rename the template on
the Home page. Click the name of the template to edit it.
Embedding a template in an app
To use a template in an app, you:
1. Add an empty cell to the app.
2. Click

and select the template.

This will embed the template in the app — you automatically take the live version of the
template.
3. On the Options tab, select the options configured for the template or skip this step if you want
to use the default options.
For details, see App option settings for templates.
4. On the Placeholders, select the template that you want to use in the placeholders. A template
can have several placeholders for other templates or there may not be any at all.
5. Click Continue.
To go back later and change the options and placeholders, click

on the component toolbar.

Deleting templates
You can delete the templates created by the Studio Administrators in your organization but you
cannot delete the system templates. For example, any templates where the names start with IFS
CE.

App option settings for templates
When designing templates, you can build in some configuration options for the apps that use the
template. For example, to:
• Set a hidden or readonly field to a specific value
• Set a value to be used in conditional logic (as below)
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In the following example, the template has a Reply button and a Contact History data grid that can
be hidden or shown depending on the requirements of the app that embeds the template.

The example that's used in this section
This example template is configured like this:
App Settings
In the template, each option that can be set in the app is added as a key-value pair.

Example of configuring the template options
1. On the app toolbar, click

and then go to the Options tab.

2. Add two options where Key is the name of a rule set in the template and Value is the allowed
settings.
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3. Click to select the value that will be the default for each option.
Note If you use a template directly as an app in Agent Desktop then you automatically use
the default set for each option.

Display tasks
In the template, there are separate display tasks to show and hide the Reply button and data grid.

Example of display tasks to hide and show the button and data grid
The display tasks are attached to a rule set.
The rule set
In the template, there is a single rule set, with one rule for the button and another rule for the data
grid. Depending on how each option is set in the app, the rule set runs the corresponding display
task.

Example rule set that runs the hide and show display tasks
For example, this is the rule that shows the Reply button:
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For each option configured in App Settings, the rule set applies one rule if the app sets the option
to true and the other rule if the app sets the option to false:

Example conditional logic used by the rule set
In the template, the rule set is run when the OnLoad event is invoked.
Important If the invoked rule set (or the attached action set or display task set) depend
on an incoming activation ID then the current configuration of the option cannot be applied
when there is no activation ID and the default for the option is used instead. This applies, for
example, when the template is used as a home page app or when previewed.

How this is used in apps that embed the template
In the app, the template is added in the usual way. To set the options to the required values, you
edit the component that contains the embedded template:

And then set the template options as required or accept the default:
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Public topics and templates
When you configure actions to publish a topic, the topic is private. This means that a standard
app that embeds a template cannot subscribe to any of the topics published by actions inside the
template. To make topics available outside the template, for example to the standard apps that
embed the template, you need to configure these topics as public.
Important The template and the apps that use the public resources must be configured with
exactly the same provider. Providers created for the same version of a provider, such as IFS
Field Service Management, are not identical because they have a different internal identifier.

Note You cannot make transformation topics public.

Configuring a public topic in a template
To configure a public topic in a template:
1. Click App Settings on the app toolbar.

2. On the Public Resources tab, click Add Public Resource.
3. Enter a name for the topic – you cannot rename this later.
4. In the Topic field, click to list the Standard topics that are published by this template and then
select the topic.
You cannot make transformation topics public.
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5. Click Continue.
Subscribing to a public topic in an app
Components and elements subscribe to public topics in the same way that they subscribe to other
topic types, for example:
1. Create a standard app. The app must use exactly the same provider as the template.
This means that the app and the template cannot use different providers even if the providers
are for the same service type.
2. Add a template that is publishing public topics.
3. Create the app in the usual way. For example, add providers to the app, and add components
and elements, such as data grids and data elements.
4. Set up the subscription:
a. On the event configuration page

, click the component or element.

b. From the Event Type list, select OnNotification.
The Topic Subscriptions dialog is displayed.
c. In the Topic Subscriptions dialog, subscribe to the topic. Its topic type is Public.

Using templates with placeholders
Templates with placeholders are an advanced feature for CE Studio administrators who need
to configure and maintain large numbers of apps where some of the apps have slightly different
requirements. For example, where the apps perhaps have similar functionality but different
requirements for what data is shown.
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Note There is a sample FSM template that demonstrates the use of placeholders. When an
app is created from the following template, you can add one of the system media templates
(Voice call, Email or Chat) to the placeholder indicated in red:

You can download this template from the Sample Templates page in the CE Studio help.

Example of using templates with placeholders
In the following example, a series of apps share many of the same requirements for handling calls,
emails and chat but one of the required components varies slightly. This difference is managed by
using a generic template for the common features with a placeholder for the separate templates
that define the custom features. You select which template to use in the placeholder when you
configure the app. This use of templates allows you to build just one version of each component,
which will simplify future maintenance.
The rest of this topic gives more a more detailed explanation for why you might need to use
templates with placeholders.
See also How to configure a template with placeholders.
Example
In this example there are two apps that require a component that has some features that are
common to all the apps and some features that are different in each app:
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The Generic Template has components for the common features and a placeholder for the
component that will be different in each app. The specialized components are defined in separate
templates:

When App 1 is configured, the placeholder in the Generic Template is set to Specialized Template
1:
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When App 2 is configured, the placeholder in the Generic Template is set to Specialized Template
2:

Note It is possible for a nested template to itself have a placeholder for another template.
So in the above example, Specialized Template 1 and 2 could themselves have template
placeholders.
See also How to configure a template with placeholders.
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How to configure a template with placeholders
This explains how to configure a template with two placeholders. For an explanation of why you
might need to use templates with placeholders, see Using templates with placeholders.
The following figure shows how an app looks when configured with the example template:

Previewing the app with the example template
The example app is configured from three templates:

How the example template is configured
You create a template in the usual way and then add a Template Placeholder for each
placeholder you need in the template:

There are two placeholders in this example:
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Template created with two placeholders
You can preview the template but there's nothing to see. You select the template to display in each
placeholder when you configure the app.
In the template's App Settings, you can also set the style of the template and add configurable
options.
Configuring the example app
You create a standard app in the usual way and add the template with placeholders to it—on the
Designer page it looks like any other template:

Example template after adding it to an app
However, when you add a template that contains placeholders, you are prompted to select a
template for each of the placeholders—you can select any template:
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Selecting a template for each placeholder
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6

Data providers and API services

CE has a provider for each data source that it supports. A provider stores the metadata types and
methods of the data source. To view the methods, properties and relationships for a data source,
use the Metadata Viewer.
Note There are some sample templates available for download (from the Sample Templates
page in the help) that demonstrate how the different providers can be used in CE Studio.
You can access the Swagger documentation for the Studio Services API. The URL of the index
page for your tenant will be: https://<environment>/<tenant-path>/ce/0/studioapi/
swagger/index.html.
Note On some environments the tenant name (such as Dev Preview) and tenant path
(devpreview) are different. The index page URL uses the tenant path.

Provider types
The following providers are available - the media providers are not available to self-service
tenants. See also Supported providers.
Provider
IFS Field Service Management provider

Type

For details, see...
Field Service Management provider
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Provider

Type

IFS Applications provider for both IFS
Applications 10 and IFS Cloud

For details, see...
IFS Applications provider
Note CE supports IFS Applications 10
Update 12, and IFS Cloud 21R1.

IFS CE oData provider

For any oData version 4 service.
Note The web service must adhere to
the standards specified in the version 4
protocol for CE to be able to consume it.
Depending on the web service, bearer
tokens may expire and it is your
responsibility to manage this.

IFS CE OpenAPI provider

For any OpenAPI service, version 2 or 3.
Note The web service must adhere to the
standards specified in the version 2 or 3
protocol for CE to be able to consume it.
Depending on the web service, bearer
tokens may expire and it is your
responsibility to manage this.

IFS CE Reports provider

System Provides access to the reports designed and
scheduled in the Admin Portal

IFS CE System provider

System Translation providers, access to appdata and
support for portal apps

IFS CE Email provider

Media

Provider for email

Agent Desktop provider

Media

Provides access to Agent Desktop toolbar,
events and agent state

IFS CE Chat provider

Media

Provider for chat
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Provider

Type

For details, see...

IFS CE Real Time Statistics provider

Media

Provides real-time statistics on the contact
center

IFS CE Workflow provider

Media

Provider for custom workflows configured in
the Admin Portal

You need to create providers for third-parties, such as FSM, IFS Applications provider and oData,
as these depend on the deployment.
Note You do not need a provider for call data (fully-featured tenants only) or user data.
This information is always available to CE Studio media apps. You add these properties as
described in Call data.

Creating a new provider
Note This describes how to create a provider for IFS Field Service Management or IFS
Applications/IFS Cloud. Only IFS technical users can create the system providers, such as the
Email provider.
To generate a new provider for IFS Field Service Management or IFS Applications:
1. Go to Home > Providers.
2. Click Create Provider.
3. On the Provider Details tab:
Field

Description

Provider Name

Enter a descriptive name that will make it easier to identify
the provider when configuring CE Studio apps and
templates. You can edit this later.

Service type

Select the Field Service Management, OData or IFS
Applications as the service type. The IFS Applications
type covers both IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud.
You cannot create any of the system providers.
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Field
Endpoint URL

Description
Depending on the service type, enter the URL of the
deployment or the URL of the projection. For endpoint URLs
for:
• IFS Field Service Management, see Creating FSM
providers.
• IFS Applications/IFS Cloud, see Creating IFS Applications
providers
Note You cannot create the provider if there is an issue
with the endpoint or a network problem.

Description

Additional information about the provider. You can edit this
later.

Concurrency Checks

Use this where the deployment does not enforce
concurrency on operations such as update, upsert and
patch. When selected, the provider will attempt to handle
concurrency for these types of operation.

4. Go to the Single Sign-On Details tab. How you complete the tab depends on whether the
tenant uses Azure Active Directory single sign-on.
• If the tenant is configured to use Azure Active Directory single sign-on for user
authentication:
Field
Use SSO

Description
Select Use SSO to configure this provider for single sign-on.
This means that all users will sign on using their SSO
credentials. All users of Agent Desktop and CE Studio must
have a user account in the client's Azure AD deployment.
If a user group is associated with the SSO deployment then
only users belonging to the user group must sign on with
their SSO credentials.
Note To create SSO deployments, you need to raise a
request in Service Now. To view the SSO deployment or
configure a user group for the SSO deployment, go the
Admin Portal and the Studio > SSO Deployment page.
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Field
SSO Deployment

Description
Select the SSO deployment from the list.
SSO deployments are configured by IFS, from information
provided by the tenant. It associates the tenant's Azure AD
deployment with any providers they create.
Note Contact IFS Support if the expected SSO
deployment is not in the list.

Default User Name, Default
Password

Backend services that send requests to the target system
use the default integration user.
Examples of backend services can include the reporting
service and queue progression. Both may be configured to
create, read, update, and delete data in the target system.
The integration user needs to be set up in FSM or IFS
Applications 10/IFS Cloud.
Note You can update the credentials later. Go to the
Providers page, click Edit next to the provider name,
and then go to the Single Sign-On Details tab. After
updating the credentials, you must create a new provider
version.

• If the tenant is not configured for Azure Active Directory single sign-on:
Field
Use SSO

Description
Clear the Use SSO check box if the tenant is not set up to
use Azure Active Directory.
This means that all users of Agent Desktop and CE Studio
will sign on automatically using the same user name and
password (the integration user). This user must exist in the
FSM or IFS Applications 10/IFS Cloud deployment.There
can be a separate integration user for each locale supported
by the deployment.

Default User Name, Default
Password

Enter the user name and password for the integration user
account that you want to use in FSM or IFS Applications.
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Field
Locale, User Name,
Password

Description
You can add a default integration user for each locale
supported by the deployment – the locale to use is taken
from the locale of the signed-in user:
a. Click Add Sign-on Credentials.
b. Select the locale.
c. Enter the default user name and password for the locale.
Click
to remove a locale or empty locale that is not
required.

5. Click Continue. The button is unavailable if any information is missing on either of the tabs.
Note You cannot create the provider if there is an issue with the endpoint or a network
problem. In this situation, the status of the provider will show as !. Try again later to create
the provider.
6. This is version 1 of the provider.Make the provider version live. You can only use a provider
which has a live version.
There are two ways of accessing this version from an app or template.
• Either you access the version as the active (live) version of the provider
• Or you access the version as a numbered version (version 1).
You'll use the live version if you want an automatic upgrade policy for your app or template or
the numbered version for manual upgrades.

Creating a new provider version
You must create a new provider version after changing the credentials for accessing the provider.
You may also need to create a new version of a provider when a product, such as IFS Field
Service Management, modifies its API or schema. For example, you need to create a new version
after adding a custom table to IFS Field Service Management.
To create a new version of a provider:
1. In CE Studio, go to Home > Providers.
2. For the provider you want to update, click Manage Versions.
3. Click Create New Version.
4. Depending on the provider type, enter the endpoint URL. This should be the same endpoint or
closely related to it, for example, a different version of the endpoint.
5. Click Create. It may take a few minutes to create the new version.
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6. If required, click Live to make this the active version of the provider. This means that any apps
and templates that are configured to use the active version of the provider will immediately
update to use this version.
Note If you want to prevent any future app or templates from using an earlier version of
a provider, select Decommissioned. You cannot decommission a version if it is in use.
Decommissioning is permanent — you cannot undo this.

Changing an app to use a different version
Note This only applies to apps and templates that do not use the active version of the
provider.
1. In CE Studio, go to Home > Apps.
2. For the app or template that you want to update, click Designer.
3.

Click Manage Providers

.

4. Select the provider version from the Version list.
Locking an app to a numbered version
You can lock an app or template to a specific version of a provider so that they do not automaticaly
upgrade to the next provider version. To do this, select a numbered version rather than the live
version when you add the provider to the app or template.

Using the Metadata Viewer
You can inspect the properties, methods and relationships exposed by any provider in the
Metadata Viewer and then add and remove properties from components and actions using the
Metadata Selector.
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View the metadata for the provider
Once you have added a provider to your app or template, you can inspect the metadata for that
provider, or any other provider in the app or template, by clicking
toolbar.

Metadata Viewer on the

Features of the Metadata

Viewer
You can search for a data type, property or method in the Metadata Viewer using the Filter box.
The data types in the main area of the viewer are then filtered along with its associated parent
information. For example, searching for a property called description will filter the main view to
show just the data types that contain a description property.
To reset the Metadata Viewer to show all data types, click

Grid View in the top left.

Using the Metadata Selector to add properties to components
You can open the Metadata Selector and use it to find the properties you need to add to a
component, such as a form or data grid.
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Features of the Metadata Selector
1. In a component, such as a form or data grid, click
2. Click

and select the provider.

to open the Metadata Selector.

3. Select the data type and expand the list of properties. For details of the data type of each
property, click the Show Additional Info check box.
4. Click each property that you want to add to the component. As you do so the selected
properties are listed at the bottom of the dialog.
5. Click Continue to add the selected properties to the component. Any required properties are
automatically added.
Using the viewer when adding actions
You can also use the Metadata Selector when adding optional properties to the action that you are
configuring.
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Opening the Metadata Selector in Manage Properties

IFS Applications provider
Important For a successful integration, you require a knowledge of the target system and its
metadata. For details of the entity types, properties, and methods, refer to the IFS Applications
10 and IFS Cloud documentation.
The IFS Applications provider stores the data types (OData entity types), properties and OData
methods for integrating with both IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud deployments. The translation
service must be deployed in the environment – you will not be able to create a provider without
this.
Authentication for providers in IFS Cloud
Providers for an IFS Cloud deployment can either use Azure Active Directory single sign-on (SSO)
or an integration user account for authentication.
• For SSO, all users in Agent Desktop and CE Studio making requests through the provider are
authenticated using their existing SSO credentials. All users must have a user account in the
client's Azure AD deployment. Any backend services that send requests to the target system
use a default integration username and password. The default integration user needs to be set
up in the IFS Cloud deployment.
Note The tenant requires an SSO deployment to be configured for it. You can request this
from IFS Support using the appropriate ServiceNow form.
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Note To view the SSO deployment or to configure a user group for the SSO deployment,
go the Admin Portal and the Studio > SSO Deployment page. If a user group is
associated with the SSO deployment then only users belonging to the user group must sign
on with their SSO credentials.
• If the tenant is not configured for Azure Active Directory single sign-on then all users making
requests through the provider are authenticated using the default integration username and
password as configured in the IFS Cloud deployment. If the deployment supports multiple
locales, then each locale can have a separate integration user configured. The locale that is
used is taken from the locale of the signed in user.
All versions of a provider will use the same username/password or SSO credentials.
Creating IFS Applications providers
Both IFS Cloud and IFS Applications 10 use the IFS Applications provider. For both, you need to
create a provider for each projection that you want to use.
Note You cannot create a provider if the translation service is not deployed in the
environment.
You can obtain the URI of the endpoint by using the Aurena API Explorer or the Developer Tools:
1. Start by obtaining the URI of the projection:
a. Go to the IFS Applications 10 or IFS Cloud deployment.
b. Identify the entity you are interested in, such as Work Orders.
c. Find an existing work order.
d. Press F12 to show the developer tools pane.
e. On the Preview tab, examine one of the requests to find the uri of the endpoint.
f. Copy the uri starting https: and ending with .svc.
2. Create the provider as described in Creating a new provider.
Concurrency checks, etags and IFS Applications providers
Depending on the implementation, you may need to select the Concurrency Checks option for
IFS Applications provider. This is necessary, for example, if there are any database constraints
implemented in IFS Applications 10 or IFS Cloud.
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Note The IFS etag is automatically included in provider responses when data is read from
any odata provider and, when Concurrency Checks is enabled, is included in update requests
to the provider.

IFS Applications provider data types and properties
The provider stores all the entity types and properties exposed by the projection used when you
created the provider. You can add any of these entity types and properties to CE Studio apps.
Once you have created a CE Studio app, you can explore the provider metadata using the Using
the Metadata Viewer.
When configuring actions, there are two parameter types, suggested and optional:
Suggested
parameters

IFS Cloud or oData properties that are not nullable are defined by CE
Studio as suggested parameters. For these properties the Parameter
Properties dialog shows Required? as true. These parameters are
required for the CE Studio action to succeed.

Optional parameters

IFS Cloud or oData properties that are nullable are defined as optional
parameters. For these properties the Parameter Properties dialog shows
Required? as false. These parameters are not necessarily required for
the CE Studio action to succeed, however at the endpoint there may be
some underlying relationship between properties which is not known to
the CE Studio provider. You therefore need to check the oData or IFS
Cloud metadata to verify this.
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Nullable and non-nullable properties
Working with IFS Applications provider methods
IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud provider methods are available when creating actions in CE
Studio.
To create, update or delete an entity instance, you must include all the key properties required
by the target system. For updates and deletes, this includes the key(s) to uniquely identify
the instance of the entity. Note that the properties you see when configuring actions are
studioservicestype properties and whether they are required will depend on the context:
• To add properties to the action that you are configuring, click Manage Properties and select
the required and optional properties needed by the method. Then map each property to the
fields in the CE Studioapp that hold the new values.
• To exclude unwanted properties, select the Ignore check box.
• To pass null for any property, select the Use Null check box.
For details of how to add actions, see Creating an action and mapping the parameters.
Using lookup codes
When testing a CE Studio app that uses a lookup code from an IFS Applications provider be
aware that it can take a long time for the values to load. Lookup will be much quicker once the
values are cached.
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Limitations
In CE Studio, an action can sort the data in the response. The property to sort by can be
configured in the action. If it is not configured then sorting is on the first column in the data grid.
However, IFS Cloud and IFS Applications 10 do not allow sorting on fields that are the CLOB data
type. CE Studio typically handles these properties as very long strings.
This means that when you configure an action for either IFS Cloud or IFS Applications 10, then
sorting by one of these properties results in the error: "ORA-00932: inconsistent datatypes:
expected - got CLOB". If this occurs then you should change the property that is used for sorting.
See also
Understanding IFS Applications provider method names
Working with child provider types in IFS Applications providers

Understanding IFS Applications provider method names
The metadata that is used by CE Studio when generating IFS Applications or oData providers
determines the method names of each provider type, including the child types.
You can view the metadata for any oData 4 type provider like this:
1. Paste the provider URL into a browser tab followed by /$metadata.
For example, https://<tenant>/main/ifsapplications/projection/v1/
BusinessLeadHandling.svc/$metadata
2. Enter the credentials used when creating the provider.
You will then see the metadata as an XML file.
Each oData 4 type is an entity set. An entity set may have:
• One or more navigation properties - these are the relationship or child types
• Get, patch, create and delete methods - the syntax is get@<entity set name>,
create@<entity set name> and so on
• Additional methods for each relationship - syntax is get@<entity set
name>@<relationship>
• Other methods, such as DefaultCopy, dissociate, associate and so on which has been
referenced as actions in the metadata
Consider these examples from the IFS Applications provider BusinessLeadHandling.
For the AddressCity provider type, this is the metadata:
<EntitySet Name="Reference_AddressCity"
EntityType="IfsApp.BusinessLeadHandling.AddressCity"/>
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The entity set name is Reference_AddressCity and the entity set type is
IfsApp.BusinessLeadHandling.AddressCity
This entity set has no relationships so it only has these four methods:
• delete@Reference_AddressCity
• patch@Reference_AddressCity
• create@Reference_AddressCity
• get@Reference_AddressCity
BusinessActivity is a slightly more complex provider type - it has one relationship. This is its
metadata:
<EntitySet Name="Reference_BusinessActivityRef"
EntityType="IfsApp.BusinessLeadHandling.BusinessActivityRef">
<NavigationPropertyBinding Path="ActivityRef"
Target="Reference_BusinessActivity"/>
</EntitySet>
The relationship is referenced by the path name "ActivityRef".
This entity set therefore has the basic four methods as well as get and patch methods for the
relationship:
• delete@Reference_BusinessActivityRef
• patch@Reference_BusinessActivityRef
• create@Reference_BusinessActivityRef
• get@Reference_BusinessActivityRef
• get@Reference_BusinessActivityRef@ActivityRef
• patch@Reference_BusinessActivityRef@ActivityRef
The get@Reference_BusinessActivityRef@ActivityRef method, for example, gets the
ActivityRef children of each BusinessActivity.
This is how the metadata for BusinessActivity looks in the Metadata Viewer:
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Working with child provider types in IFS Applications providers
The Metadata Viewer shows all the provider types in the provider and their relationships.
Typically, there are several main or parent types with relationships to one or more child types. The
properties of the child types in parent types are referred to as navigation properties in CE Studio
Designer.
When you include navigation properties in data grids and forms, the actions you configure for the
data grid or form automatically return all the associated navigation properties. However, to invoke
patch (update), delete, Inbound methods (Inbound actions, functions) at entity level requires an
additional read action before invoking them:
1. First, read the entity data to which the method belongs.
2. Show the entity data in a grid or form.
3. When you configure the above actions, use the entity data in the action parameters.
For example, consider the projection: /ifsapplications/projection/v1/
BusinessLeadHandling.svc
One of the main provider types is BusinessLead. The current stage of a BusinessLead is
defined by the child type RmProcConnectedStage. You can view the referential constraint
between BusinessLead and RmProcConnectedStage in the Metadata Viewer by selecting the
Show Additional Info option:
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The referential constraint between a BusinessLead object and its stage is (ObjectId|LeadId).
So, in CE Studio Designer, to get the stage details for a BusinessLead object, you filter on this
relation reference:

RmProcConnectedStage has several methods for managing the stage. For example,
RmProcConnectedStage type has Inbound method at entity level called SetDone. If you want
to invoke this Inbound method in CE, you should read list of RmProcConnectedStages for
given business Lead and display the result in grid or form and then you can use these values to
configure a SetDone method/action to identify the key values of the item.
The RmProcConnectedStage key consists of the properties:
• ObjectId
• ProcessId
• StageId
You can guess what the key properties might be from their names but otherwise the key properties
are not identified in the Metadata Viewer. To get this information, you need to view the metadata
directly:
1. In a browser, enter the provider URL appended with /$metadata.
2. Enter the credentials used to create the provider.
3. Search for the child type.

You can then configure the action with the required properties.
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Field Service Management provider
Important For a successful integration, you require a knowledge of the target system
and its metadata. For details of the entity types, properties and methods, refer to the FSM
documentation.
The IFS Field Service Management provider stores the data types, properties and value-added,
bound methods for integrating with an FSM deployment. Use the IFS CE oData provider for the
Metrix Perform Methods; these are the unbound methods that are not associated with any tables.
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Note An example FSM template is available for download from the Sample Templates page
(in the help if you are reading this in a PDF):

Authentication
A deployment can either use Azure Active Directory single sign-on (SSO) where all users in Agent
Desktop and CE Studio sign on using their existing SSO credentials. All users must have a user
account in the client's Azure AD deployment. Any backend services that send requests to the
target system use the integration user name and password. The integration user account needs to
be set up in the FSM deployment.
Note The tenant requires an SSO deployment to be configured for it. You can request this
from IFS Support using the appropriate ServiceNow form.

Note To view the SSO deployment or to configure a user group for the SSO deployment, go
the Admin Portal and the Studio > SSO Deployment page. If a user group is associated with
the SSO deployment then only users belonging to the user group must sign on with their SSO
credentials.
If the tenant is not configured for Azure Active Directory single sign-on then all users can sign
on using the integration user name and password as configured in the FSM deployment. If the
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deployment supports multiple locales then each locale can have a default user. The locale of the
signed-on user determines which locale is used.
Creating FSM providers
CE supports the FSM Metrix integration service only. The endpoint URL for all FSM providers take
this form:
https://<FSM-instance-hostname>/MetrixIntegrationService/M5WebService.asmx/ProcessXML
Where <FSM-instance-hostname> is the name of your FSM instance.
Note FSM does not enforce concurrency on update and upsert operations — it depends
on the FSM deployment whether this is enforced. However, the FSM provider will attempt to
handle concurrency for update and upsert operations if you select the Concurrency Checks
option when creating the provider for your FSM deployment. This will also be applied to
nested types.

Note If you planning to use FSM's Metrix Perform Methods then you also need to create an
IFS CE oData provider. See below for details.
See also Creating a new provider.
FSM provider data types and properties
The FSM provider stores all the data types and properties for the FSM API version selected when
building the provider. You can add any of these types and properties to CE Studio apps.
When you select a data type and one or more of its properties, the ID property is automatically
selected for you.
Note For Booleans, the provider handles any of the following values as true: yes, YES, y, Y,
1. It handles these values as false: no, NO, n, N, 0, null, empty string.

FSM provider methods (bound methods)
FSM provider methods are available when creating actions in CE Studio. Methods for FSM types,
such as contact, task, agreement, hide the underlying SQL/XML markup queries required by
FSM. These are:
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get
Gets all records for the selected data type. No required parameters. Add a filter to the action to
filter out unwanted records.
create
Creates a new record in FSM. Nested types are upserted.
update
Updates the record in FSM. The required parameters are studioservicestype properties.
You need to map these to the fields that hold the updated values. You can add also optional
properties to the update. Nested types are upserted.
upsert
Creates a new record if a record with the given ID(s) doesn't exist or updates an existing
record if it does.
delete
Deletes the record with the given ID(s).
There are also some additional types for:
• Accessing FSM code tables, such as IFS-CE-StudioServices-Models-CodeModel
• Saving attachments in FSM: TemporaryFile
• Getting attachments: UploadedFile
Where there are required parameters for a provider method, there is a Manage Properties button.
Metrix Perform Methods (unbound methods in FSM)
FSM has a large number of methods (Metrix Perform Methods) that are not bound to any tables,
and which are not accessible through the IFS Field Service Management provider. To use these
methods you need to create an IFS CE oData provider:
1. Create a provider for the oData service type. The provider URL is the URL of the oData service
for your FSM deployment. For the basic steps, see Creating a new provider.
2. Typically, you will add both providers to your CE Studio app, that is both the IFS Field Service
Management provider and the IFS CE oData provider.
3. To access one of the Metrix Perform Methods:
a. Create an action set and action.
b. In the action, select your IFS CE oData provider and the UnboundMethodClient as the
provider type.
All the methods belong to this single provider type.
4. Select the required method from the list.
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Note The methods are slow to load because there are a large number of Metrix Perform
Methods.

Report provider
The IFS CE Reports provider gets report data that is configured and generated using the Report
Designer, in the Admin Portal, and makes the data available to CE Studio apps. You can then
transform the data if required, and configure components, such as data grids, charts, and data
elements to show the data.
Note There is a sample template available for download from the Sample Templates page (in
the help if you are reading this in a PDF). This demonstrates the use of the IFS CE Reports
provider. All the data in the following example wallboard is provided by the Report provider:

There are some differences between the data provided through the IFS CE Reports provider and
other providers:
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• The data is readonly so you can't perform operations on it (apart from data transformations
configured in action sets).
• You can't enable multi-row select on a data grid that shows report data.
• The action that gets the data can't filter the data or sort it. You need to do this either in Report
Designer or by using a data transformation.
• A data grid that shows report data can't be used with events such as onRowSelected. (It is not
possible to configure the action for the selected row.)
Creating a report definition
You need a report definition.
1. Create a report definition in the Admin Portal for the data you want to access. Refer to the
Admin Portal help for details.
2. In the Admin Portal, schedule the report to generate as an in-memory report, at the required
frequency. Note that the report provider uses the schedule name rather than the report
definition name.
Important We strongly recommend that you set up a schedule to generate the report at
the required frequency, such as once a day, every 5 minutes and so on. This ensures that
the report is generated once for all users in Agent Desktop. If the schedule ends or fails to
run then users will see a Report Not Found error in Agent Desktop.

Adding the IFS CE Reports provider
You need to add the IFS CE Reports provider to your app or template if you want to configure data
grids or charts to show report data generated in the Admin Portal.
Adding an action to the report provider
Add an action to the app or template to get report data for a specific report definition. In the action:
1. Select the report provider.
2. Enter Table as the provider type.
3. Enter GetReport as the method.
4. In Required Parameters, click ReportScheduleName.
5. In Mapping Field, click Static and then enter the name of the report schedule. You can copy
the schedule name from the Admin Portal.
Note The generated report is cached in memory using the report's unique schedule name.
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6. Select Publish Topic.
Adding a data grid for report data
You need to configure a component to display the report data, such as a chart or data grid:
1. Add a data grid, for example, and then click
2. Click

to configure it.

and select the report provider.

3. Enter Table as the data type.
Note This is the only data type and there are no properties to search on. The properties
are the formatted fields from the report definition.
4. Enter each field name and its data type:
Property name

The properties are the formatted fields from the report definition. Copy the
field names from the Heading column on the Format page of the report
definition.

Data type

Select the data type if known. Otherwise, use Date for datetimes and
String for everything else.

Agent Desktop provider
The Agent Desktop provider enables you to configure CE Studio apps that interact with the Agent
Desktop toolbar, by running JavaScript functions that you invoke as actions attached to rules in
rule sets. All the work is done by the CE Studio Runtime:
Function type
Toolbar

Functions for incoming events from Agent Desktop (and its media
services) to the runtime. There is a corresponding event for each
function.
You can configure a rule set to run action sets and/or display task sets
when one of these events occur. You attach them to events of type
OnToolbarEventReceived.
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Function type
PostMessage

Functions for outgoing events from the runtime to Agent Desktop (and
its media services). Agent Desktop responds with a callback such as
closeEmail, hangUp, wrapUp.
You can configure a rule set to run action sets and/or display task
sets after receiving a callback. You attach them to events of type
OnPostMessageCallbackReceived.

For further details, see Event configuration for apps and templates.

Realtime Statistics provider
The IFS CE Real Time Statistics provider exposes the data types and methods for getting realtime statistics on agents signed on to Agent Desktop and activations queuing at any of the contact
center's units. Data is either current data or up to 30 seconds old. The provider obtains the data by
querying the contact center's media hubs.
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Note There is a sample template available for download from the Sample Templates page
(in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the use of the IFS CE Real
Time Statistics provider. All the data in this example wallboard is provided by the Real Time
Statistics provider:

Using the Realtime Statistics provider types and methods
To use this provider, add actions to return data from the media hubs:
1. Select a provider type, for example AgentStatus or Statistic.
2. Select the method, such as GetFlattenedAgentStatii or GetStatisticsAsync.
3. Click Manage Properties and set the following parameters:
Dedupe / GroupByOcu Contact centers have multiple media hubs. You therefore need
to set the parameter to true to remove any duplicate rows. For
example, when set to false and used with QueuedActivation,
each activation will be listed twice (or more depending on the number
of media hubs) as each activation queues at each media hub. Setting
this to true insures that each activation is listed once.
To set this, select Static and then enter true.
Default: true
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OcuReference

The contact center unit defaults to the agent's user contact center
unit (as set in the Admin Portal).
To set this, you can do one of the following:
• Map it as a Toolbar Query Param and then select the
UserContactCenter parameter.
• Select Static and then enter the name of the contact center. You
could also map it to a global variable that holds the name of the
contact center.

QueryGlobally

Not all provider types. If present, you must always map this
parameter to Static and then enter true. This means that all the
media hubs are queried.

4. Publish the topic.
AgentStatus
The method GetFlattenedAgentStatii gets data about agents who are currently signed on to
Agent Desktop. The properties relevant to the configuration of wallboards are summarized below:
Property

Description

ActivationId

The activation ID

ActivationTime

The time the email, call etc was accepted by the agent.

ActivationTypeName

Activation types. See here for a list.

Agent

Agent's user name.

AgentInWaiting

Agent's user name.

AgentStateName

Current state. See Agent states.

ClientAccount, ClientId,
ClientName

The contact center unit, its ID or name. This may also
represent a client account and for this reason these details are
only shown when there is a current activation.
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Property
DndCode

Description
The reason for the agent being unavailable (in Do Not Disturb
mode). These are the default reasons:
• 0 Not in Do Not Disturb mode
• 1 Bathroom break
• 2 Short break
• 3 Long break
• 4 Meeting
• 5 Training
• 6 Coaching
• 7 Admin
• 8 Escalations

DndCodeName
LogonTime

The time the agent signed onto Agent Desktop.

MonitoredStation

The number of the station that is being monitored.

MonitorTypeName

The type of monitoring: Monitor, Coach, Assist

OcuName

The contact center unit that the agent is signed onto.

Offline

An agent is offline when they are in the Idle state. An agent is
offline when in DND mode or when they are using a CE Studio
app that is accessed by clicking
on the Agent Desktop
toolbar. This parameter is a Boolean where offline (false) and
online (true).

OwningOcuName

The contact center that the agent is assigned to. This is set in
the Admin Portal on the User Management > User Contact
Centers page.

SentTime

When the information in AgentStatus was sent from the
mediahub.

ServerName

The name of the media hub that the agent is logged into. Will
be empty if Dedupe is set to true.

SkillsetId

The skillset of both the agent and the activation. 0 when the
agent is idle.

StateChangeTime

When the agent's state changed.
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Property
Station

Description
The station that the agent is logged into.

MonitoredOperator
The method GetFlattenedMonitoredOperators gets data about agents who are being
monitored. The properties are identical to AgentStatus. Note the following:
Property

Description

SupervisorStation

Is the person who is doing the monitoring.

OperatorStation

Is the person who is being monitored.

QueuedActivation
The method GetFlattenedQueuedActivations gets data about activations in the queue. The
properties are identical to AgentStatus. Note the following:
Property

Description

MatchedStation

The item is queuing for a specific station (agent). For example,
a callback for a specific agent. This is set to 0 if the item is
queuing for the next available agent.

OcuId, OcuName

Contact center unit that the activation is queuing on.

Priority

Priority of the activation in queue (a number 0–9).

TimeDue

The time that the activation is due to be presented to the
agent.

Statistic
The method GetStatisticsAsync gets aggregated data about active activations and what's in
the queue.
Property

Description

AgentsAvailable

Total number of agents currently in the Idle
state.

AgentsDnd

Total number of agents currently in DND mode.
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Property

Description

AgentsInWrap

Total number of agents who have completed
their current activation and are wrapping up
their work on this activation.

AgentsLoggedOn

Total number of agents signed on to Agent
Desktop

CallsInbound

Total number of callers currently talking to
agents.

CallsInProgress
OcuId

ID of the contact center unit

OcuName

Name of the contact center unit

QueuedCalls

Total number of calls in the queue

QueuedChats

Total number of live chat callers in the queue

QueuedEmails

Total number of emails in the queue

QueuedItems

Total number of items in the queue

QueuedSocialMedia

Total number of Facebook and Twitter
messages and posts in the queue

QueuedWorkObjects

Total number of work objects in the queue,
such as call backs

Workflow provider
The IFS CE Workflow provider exposes the data types and methods for creating and processing
work objects belonging to a work definition. A work definition defines a business process as a
series of events, actions and states. For example, a work object might be the details needed by an
agent in order to call a client at a scheduled time. The configured events, actions and states allow
the agent to cancel, reschedule and complete the call back. Work definitions are configured in the
Admin Portal.
Note We provide a simple example of a work definition for call backs (IFS CE Demo Callback
Workflow Definition and a template that uses it (the IFS CE Callback Template). For further
details of work definitions, including work definitions for call backs, see the Admin Portal help.
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You need to configure CE Studio actions for all the custom events defined in a work definition. The
actions use these Workflow provider data types and methods:
Data Type
WorkObjects

Description
A work object, with data as defined by the work elements in
the work definition.

CreateWorkObjectResponse The work object to be created.
Data for the work elements defined in the work definition are
passed using CreateWorkObjectRequest.Elements
ExecuteWorkEventResponse Runs an event on a work object, including updating any data
passed using ExecuteWorkEventRequest.Elements
Note Events are uniquely identified either by an event ID
or by the event and work definition names.

OpenWorkObjectResponse

Opens an existing work object, obtaining a lock on it.

QueueWorkEventResponse

Runs an event on a work object that is either currently locked
by another user or which doesn't require a lock.
Data to be updated can be passed using
ExecuteWorkEventRequest.Elements

CloseWorkObjectResponse

Clears the lock on a work object once processing is
completed.

CloseWorkObjectResponse
Use the CloseWorkObject method to clear the lock on a work object, for example, after the
agent clicks a cancel button. There are two required parameters:
• LockId – map the lock ID to the toolbar query parameter WorkLockId
• WorkObjectId – map the work object ID to the toolbar query parameter WorkObjectId
CreateWorkObjectResponse
Use the CreateWorkObject method to create a new work object with the properties
(elements) defined by the work definition. This method has the following required parameters:
• ClientReference – select Use Null.
• InitialStateReference – select Ignore.
• LinkId – what the work object relates to, such as the call ID, chat ID, activation ID. For a
home page app, use a Toolbar Query Param such as UserUniqueGuid.
• LockType – select Agent App (7).
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• ObjectReference – the value that's used as the object reference for the work object. For
example, any numeric value such as a reference number, a phone number, and so on.
• WorkDefinitionReference – the work definition reference as used in the app. The form
of the reference depends how you configure the methods ExecuteWorkEvent or
QueueWorkEvent. For example, it could be the work definition name.
Optional parameters are the work elements in the work definition. This is the data type
CreateWorkObjectRequest.Elements.
ExecuteWorkEventResponse
Use the ExecuteWorkEvent method to run an event on the work object. The data which the
event needs to process is stored as work elements in the work object and is passed using the
child data type ExecuteWorkEventRequest.Elements. The user must have a lock on the
work object. Work events are uniquely identified either by an event ID or by the event name
and work definition.
This method has these required parameters:
• EventId – the event ID. You will need to use this if there are several work definitions with the
same event name. Select Use Null for EventName and WorkDefinition.
• EventName – the name of the work event to run. You must also enter the work definition.
• LockId – map this to the toolbar query parameter WorkLockId.
• WorkDefinition – map this to the appropriate component in your app. You must also enter
the event name.
The method also has these optional parameters:
• ExecuteWorkEventRequest.Elements – add any work elements defined in the work
definition that you want to process.
• Flags – determines whether the lock on the work object is retained or released after the
event runs. Enter 1 to clear the lock and 0 to keep the lock.
• WorkEventRequestId – select Use Null for this. (This is the ID you would like the work
event to queue as.)
OpenWorkObjectResponse
Use the OpenWorkObject method to open a work object. This locks the work object for the
user and therefore allows them to update the work object. The required parameters are:
• LinkId – what the work object relates to, such as the ID of another work object, the call ID,
chat ID, activation ID.
• WorkObjectId – the ID of the work object to open.
Click Manage Properties to see the available optional properties, such as Reason and
Timeout.
QueueWorkEventResponse
Use the QueueWorkEvent method to run an event on a work object that either does not
require a lock or that is locked by another user, in which case the event will run once the lock
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is cleared. Work events are uniquely identified either by an event ID or by the event name and
work definition.
Required parameters are:
• EventId – the event ID. You will need to use this if there are several work definitions with the
same event name. Select Use Null for WorkDefinitionReference.
• ObjectId – the ID of the work object
• ReferenceId – a guid of an associated work object. If you set this then you also need to set
ReferenceType.
• ReferenceType is one of the following numerical values:
• 0 – Agent Desktop activation attempt
• 1 – Agent Desktop activation
• 2 – System activation
• 3 – Admin
• 4 – Work timer
• 5 – Script open
• 6 – iResults
• 7 – Agent app
• 8 – Client service
• 9 – Inbound call
• 10 – Campaign manager
• 11 – Chat
• 12 – Email
• WorkDefinitionReference – optional if you have mapped the event ID. Map this to the
appropriate component in your app. You must also enter the event name.
Click Manage Properties to see the other optional properties which include:
• ExecuteWorkEventRequest.Elements – add any work elements defined in the work
definition that you want to process.
• Flags – whether the lock on the work object is retained or released after the event runs.
Enter 1 to clear the lock and 0 to keep it.
• EventName – the name of the work event to run. Required if you use
WorkDefinitionReference.
• DueTime
WorkObjects
Use the GetTabularResponse method with a filter to get the work object to display in
the app when it loads in Agent Desktop. For example, in the filter, map the Id property on
WorkObjects to the Toolbar Query Param property WorkObjectId.
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About work definition elements
When building a CE Studio app for workflows, you cannot use the Metadata Selector to select
the work definition elements because the work elements are a dynamic type that is not part of
the metadata. For the same reason, it is not possible to filter an action by the work elements in a
definition.
The following steps describe how to add the elements defined in the work definition as properties
of the workflow provider.
To select elements as workflow provider properties for a component or element:
1. Add or edit a component or element.
2. Click

and select the workflow provider.

3. In the Filter types field, type WorkObjects.
The filter shows WorkObjects+ indicating that there are child types.

4. To see child types, type a period (.).

5. Select Elements.
6. On the right, you can now enter the name of an element defined in your work definition.
7. Repeat this for each element required in the CE Studio app.
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Tenant oData 4 service
Third-party systems can use the Tenant APIs to query IFS Customer Engagement, send requests
and pull data in real time for consumption in third-party systems, such as workforce management
or Customer Relationship Management systems.
The APIs enable a third party to:
• Query entities in CE such as users, skillsets, contact centers, workflow definitions, work
objects. For example, to query what’s currently waiting in the queue.
• Run create, patch, and delete operations to create work objects in their tenant. For example, to
create call data for outbound campaign calls.
Metadata
To view the metadata for the Tenant oData 4 service, go to the base URL, in your tenant. For
example, if the URL for CE Studio Designer is:
https:// ce-uk.testing.com/<tenant-name>/ce/studiodesigner/
then the base URL is:
https://ce-uk.testing.com/<tenant-name>/ce/api/odata/v1/$metadata
Note To view the metadata, you need to sign on to the tenant, for example, to CE Studio
Designer. Your user profile needs the Supervisor role or higher.

Authorization
Backend services that use the APIs require an API key. You can request this through Service
Now. The key must be passed in a bearer token, in the authorization header of all requests to the
Tenant oData 4 service.
Creating a provider
You can create an oData provider to test the Tenant APIs. The URL will be similar to this:
https://ce-uk.testing.com/<tenant-name>/ce/api/odata/v1/

System provider
The IFS CE System provider provides miscellaneous provider types and methods required by
IFS Customer Engagement, for example for public portal authentication, message translation and
SMS sending.
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GenerateSecuredLink
See URI and Link parameters.
GetAccessiblePublicPortalApps, GetAccessiblePortalApps
See Adding links to self-service portal apps or Adding links to public portal apps.
GetApplicationData
See Application data for details.
Methods for public portal authentication
See Authentication for public portals for details.
Send SMS
To send SMS messages from a CE Studio app, use the SendSmsResponse method SendSms. It
has the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

appRef

Optional parameter included for backwards compatibility. Used to
store any required data. Select Use Null.

appTag

Optional parameter included for backwards compatibility. Used to
store any required data. Select Use Null.

body

The message to send.

clientid

Optional parameter for the contact center unit guid. Select Use Null.
Note: This parameter is required if the from parameter is not set. You
can only obtain the contact center unit guid from IFS Support.

from

The phone number to use for SMS sending. This parameter is
required if the clientid parameter is set to Use Null.

messageId

This is required if the SMS message is part of a conversation. For
outbound SMS sending, select Use Null.

MessageType

Enter 1 for standard SMS. Other message types are not supported.

SenderType

Enter 5 for CE Studio apps.

to

The phone number to send to.
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Troubleshooting providers
It is possible for an import of a CE Studio app to fail if the target environment has:
• Different live versions of the providers
• A newer version of a provider that contains changes that are not backwardly compatible
• Does not have an updated version of the provider
Before importing
1. Check that the providers and versions are correct for the CE Studio app you need to import.
2. If you are planning to map the providers in the ceapp file to the live version of each provider
then make sure the correct version is live.
3. Check the system providers, such as Social Media, System and so on. For example, to import
a portal app you need to map to:
• Either version 5 or later of the IFS CE System provider
• Or make version 5 of the IFS CE System provider live and then map to the live version
Mapping to the live provider version
An import may fail if the wrong provider version is live (see above).
For example, if a CE Studio app requires version 5 of the IFS CE System provider but version 1
is the live version, then the import will fail if you map the IFS CE System provider in the ceapp file
to the live version. Any actions in the app that use this provider may be missing from the imported
app.
To fix this, you need to delete the CE Studio app, change the live version of the provider to the
correct one and re-import the app.
Finding out why an import or clone is failing
During an import or clone, you may occasionally see warning messages similar to the following:
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This message tells you that there is a difference between the metadata for the old and new
provider versions. The provider type is named in the method, that is RecurringServiceProgram.
In this example, the CE Studio app is configured to use the RecurringServiceProgram type, for
example, an action gets data for a data grid or form that uses properties returned by the method in
question. However, in the new provider version, the method does not return the same properties,
and one or more properties might be missing. This prevents the import or clone from succeeding.
To fix this, begin by checking which properties are involved:
1. In the original CE Studio app, locate the action that uses the method named in the warning
message.
2. On the Actions page, find out where the action is used (the Usage tab).
3. On the Events page, check the OnNotification events to find out which component or element
subscribes to this action.
4. On the Designer page, check the component or element in question, and get a list of the
configured properties.
These properties are potentially preventing the import or clone from succeeding. The next step
is compare the old and new provider versions.
5. Still in the original CE Studio app, in the Metadata Viewer, select the provider, find the provider
type, and check the list of properties.
6. Create or open a CE Studio app that uses the new version of the provider, and repeat the
previous step. Look for differences between the two versions.
Once you know what the difference is between the provider versions, you can update the CE
Studio app, for example update or remove the properties in question.
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Components and elements

Details of working with the different component and element types.
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the range of
components available in CE Studio Designer.

Adding components and selecting properties
Follow these steps to add a component, such as a data grid or form, and select the properties to
display:
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1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Designer page
2.

.

and select Data Grid or Form.

In an empty layout cell, click

You are then prompted to select the properties.

Selecting properties for a data grid
3. Click

to select the provider:

provider

Lists the providers that you have added to the app or template.

Transformed
Data

Data that has been manipulated using data transformations. For example,
a full name property that's derived from first and last name properties. See
Data transformations.

UI Elements

Elements such as check boxes, text fields, that you can add to forms. If
added to a data grid, these appear below the data grid.

Call Data

Any call data is automatically available to the app or template. You don't
need a provider for this.

Auth Data

Details about the signed-in user. You don't need a provider for this.

4. Click
to view the properties of the provider. You can also select properties in the Metadata
Selector.
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5. Type the first few letters of the type name to list matching types. The properties are listed after
you select a type.
If a provider type has subtypes then a + appears against the name. Select the type and then
type a period (.) to list the subtypes. For the detailed steps, see About work definition elements.

Selecting a provider subtype (child)
Note that:
• A component or element can only contain properties from one provider (forms are an exception
- you can add properties from multiple providers).
• Mandatory properties, such as primary keys, are added automatically and are hidden by
default.
• You can only add a property once to the same element.
Adding and removing properties from a data grid
Once you have created a data grid, click
from the data grid. Clicking
below the data grid.

on the element toolbar to add and remove properties

on the component toolbar will add the properties as form fields
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Two instances of the add_meters property – one in the data grid and one in the form

Adaptive cards
Adaptive cards for use in CE Studio apps and queue progression scripts are created using the
Microsoft Adaptive Card editor.
You can use both the Microsoft editor which is available at https://adaptivecards.io/designer/ or
you can use the same editor embedded in Studio Designer. The version of the Microsoft editor
embedded in CE Studio has additional features to support placeholder and action input mapping.
To open the Microsoft Adaptive Card editor in CE Studio:
1. Go to Global Configuration (on the sidebar) > Card Catalog.
2. Click Create New Card.
The Card Catalog is initially empty.
3. Create the adaptive card in the usual way. If you are new to adaptive cards, then refer to the
Microsoft documentation and samples at https://adaptivecards.io/samples/.
4. Map the placeholders and the submit actions using the Configure Mapping option. This step
is required to make the cards functional in CE.
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The Card Catalog
See also:
• Create new adaptive cards, please refer to the resources available at https://adaptivecards.io/
designer/ .
• Configuring placeholders in adaptive cards
• Configuring action inputs in adaptive cards

Configuring placeholders in adaptive cards
You need to configure the placeholders in the adaptive card so that you map them to your data
sources. Mapping is done when the card is used in the Media Script Editor or in CE Studio.
It also helpful at this stage to add sample data to the adaptive card if you have not already done
so (see Example - configuring placeholders in adaptive cards ). The sample data is also used later
to preview the adaptive card when adding the card to CE Studio apps.
Example data for an adaptive card with the placeholders shown below
{
"contacts":[
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{
"first_name":"John",
"last_name":"Smith",
"company_name":"IFS",
"job_title":"Software Designer",
"contact_sequence":"123"
}
]
}

Example placeholders for the above sample data
To configure the placeholders in an adaptive card:
1. Click Configure Mappings on the adaptive card menu bar.
2. Go to the Placeholders tab.
3. Map the key of the JSON object literal to the Table type. This is contacts in the example
given above.
4. Map each placeholder in the adaptive card to a key pair in your sample data.
5. The dialog may suggest placeholders for the top level of the card ($root). Delete these.
For example, you need the placeholder contacts.first_name but you don't need the
placeholder first_name.
6. Click Continue to save the mapping or Close to cancel your changes.
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You can also click Restore to revert to the original placeholders from the payload. Note that
this does not restore your edits to these placeholders.

Example - configuring placeholders in adaptive cards
Consider this sample data (a JSON string):
{
"contacts":[
{
"first_name":"John",
"last_name":"Smith",
"company_name":"IFS",
"job_title":"Software Designer",
"contact_sequence":"123"
}
]
}
Based on the above example then:
• You use contacts as the data context that you set on containers, ColumnSets, FactSets and
so on. When you configure a placeholder for this in the Configure Mappings tab, you select
the Table type. This is equivalent to the Topic Subscription in CE Studio.
• When configuring element properties, you use first_name as the placeholder for
first names. When used as a placeholder for an input field or TextBlock then you enter
${first_name} and when you configure this in the Configure Mappings tab, you enter
${contacts.first_name} and select the String type.
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Example showing data context set on the parent, and placeholder added to the child
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Example placeholders for the above sample data

Configuring action inputs in adaptive cards
You need to configure input elements in the adaptive card as action inputs using the Configure
Mappings option.

Example adaptive card
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In the example card shown above, there is an input element, Input.Text, to let end users enter
a company name that will be used in a search. The input must be passed to the action that is
invoked by the card's Find button (configured in the card as a submit action). You must configure
this input as an action input.

Configuring the action input for the Find button
To define an input element as an action input for use in CE Studio:
1. Click Configure Mappings on the adaptive card menu bar.
2) Go to the Action Inputs tab.
3) Click Add Value.
4) Enter the Id of the input element and select the data type.
5) Click Continue.
This makes the input available to CE Studio when configuring CE Studio actions.

Adding an adaptive card to a CE Studio apps
You can add adaptive cards as elements inside any top-level component.
To add an adaptive card to a CE Studio app:
1. In a form or other top-level component, go to an empty layout cell. Adaptive cards are added as
elements to a form or other top-level component.
2. Click + in the empty cell and select Adaptive Card.
3. Select a card from the list.
4. Select the version - you can select any of the card versions. One of the versions is the default the default is set in the Card Catalog.
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5. The dialog lists all the placeholders in the card. You can map the placeholders to:
• A provider property
• A message text that contains a placeholder, with the form {0}
• A value from a field configured in the CE Studio app
• A static value
• A toolbar query parameter

Configuring actions and events for adaptive cards
You configure actions for adaptive cards in the usual way. For adaptive cards that contain action
inputs, you need to add a filter to the action. The condition in the filter maps the action input as an
event context. For details of action inputs, see Configuring action inputs in adaptive cards.

Example of a filter for an action input
Each submit action in an adaptive card will generate a custom event type. For example, a submit
action with the title Find generates a Find event type. You can configure the custom event type to
invoke the operations required by the adaptive card. The custom event type can run an action set
or rule set, with or without a display task set.
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Example of a submit action and its custom event type
Creating an action for an action input in an adaptive card
1. Create an action set and add an action to the set.
2. Enter the service type, provider type and provider method.
3. If this operation returns response data then select the option to publish the topic.
4. Go to the Filters tab and click Add Condition.
5. Click the left side of the condition and, for example, select Field Reference.
6. On the right side of the condition, select Event Context. Select [title].AdaptiveCard as
the event context element, where [title] is the Id of the CE Studio component containing the
adaptive card.
The action input(s) are then listed in the Properties column.
7. Select the action input.
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Configuring events for the submit action in an adaptive card
You can use OnNotification and generated, custom event types for adaptive cards. Other event
types, such as OnLoad, can also be configured on the component that contains the card.
1. Go to the Event Configuration page.
2. Click the adaptive card and select the custom event type. The event type name is the title that
you gave to the submit action in the Microsoft Adaptive Card editor. You can configure the
custom event type to run an action set or a rule set, with or without a display task set.
3. Click the adaptive card, select the OnNotification event type if you need to subscribe the card
to topic data.

Troubleshooting adaptive cards
We recommend that you always develop and test your adaptive card in the adaptive card editor
using sample data. Only then should you add the adaptive card to a CE Studio app.
Field title is displayed when there is no data in the adaptive card
Adaptive Cards template language provides built-in functions for conditional layout. To hide
an element when there is no data available use the $when conditional property. CE topic
data is always an array so the $when condition can be used in combination with the built-in
count() function to check the length of the data array is greater than 0. This will ensure any data
placeholders will be hidden while no data is available: (see Adaptive Cards Template Language Adaptive Cards ).
For example:
{
"type": "FactSet",
"$data": "${contacts}",
"$when": "${count($root.contacts) > 0}",
"facts": [
{
"title": "First Name",
"value": "${first_name}"
},
{
"title": "Last Name",
"value": "${last_name}"
}
]
}
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When I map the placeholders in the card to provider properties I see both root and my table name
This is because one or more of the placeholders in the adaptive card are at root level in the card
structure. You can see this in the Configure Mappings dialog:

CE topic data is always an array. In the example given above, person.first_name is the
correct mapping for the adaptive card and first_name should be deleted as this placeholder is
at root level. In CE Studio Designer, the latter will appear at root level ($root) when configuring the
adaptive card.
Images and styles do not render on the Preview page
Images and styles in the adaptive card that require data when rendered are only shown when you
preview the adaptive card.
Adaptive card fails to render on the Preview page
When an adaptive card is not displayed on the Preview page, you can use the Developer tools for
the browser to understand why. For example, in Chrome, go to the Console tab in the Developer
tools and look for any error messages.

Calendars
The Calendar control displays calendar events in a day, week or month view. The calendar events
can be the datetime properties from a provider type or appointment data from IFS Planning and
Scheduling Optimization. The style of the events can depend on one or more string properties, for
example, the event type, event status and so on. Users can easily navigate between dates and
switch between showing the full day or just business hours.
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Note There are sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates page
(in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate two different ways of using
Calendars in CE Studio and how to configure them.

Calendar data can be supplied by any provider with date and time properties:
Data

Mandatory

Description

start datetime Yes

Provider must have a date property that supplies values for the
start datetime.

end datetime

Yes

Provider must have a date property that supplies values for the
end datetime.

detail text

No

Any string that provides additional information that you want to
display in the event.
Note You can set a default for this when you configure the
rules for styling the events.

You require a separate component or element for creating the calendar events.
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Adding a calendar
1. Add a calendar as a top-level component or add it as an element within an existing component.
2. Click Configure Calendar.
3. Click

to select a provider and select the properties in the usual way.

You must add properties that will provide start and end datetimes.
4. In the Calendar dialog, map the properties that you selected from the provider to the fields in
the Calendar dialog. You must map Start Time and End Time to date properties. A description
property is optional.
5. Select which view buttons to show in the app, and which view is the default.
6. Save the app.
Styling the calendar events
Note You can add conditions to style events based on the description property but not on
date properties.
1.

Click

to open the calendar component.

2. Go to the Format tab.
3. Configure a condition for each rule as shown in the following example. If there is no detail text
for an event, then you can enter default text to be shown instead.
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Creating components for adding calendar events
You can use almost any component to create calendar events, for example, users could select a
datetime from a data grid or enter the details in a form.
Note You can configure datetime fields in forms to either show or hide the time. To enable
users to set the time in a date field, click
tab, select the Include Time option.

on the toolbar for the field and, on the Display

You need to add actions to load calendar events into the calendar component and to create an
event from the entered details. You may also want to configure an OnSuccess event to update the
calendar component with the new event.
Note Users must enter all date parts using 2-digits, that is DD, MM. The create or update will
fail if users enter 1 instead of 01.

Refreshing calendar components
For details, see Using timers to refresh components.
Selecting calendar events
You can configure an action to use the calendar event selected by the user. For this you use the
OnEventClick event type. The event will then run the selected action set and the action will be
filtered using the data from the event context.
You need to set up the filter on the action:
1. In the Filters pane of the action, add a new condition.
2. Map the left side of the condition to the field reference.
3. Map the right side of the condition to the event context, for example, like this:
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The condition should look similar to this:

Charts
You can add charts to CE Studio apps to help users visualize their data. All the features of the
chart and how the features are displayed are configurable.
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Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the chart types
available in CE Studio and how to configure them.

All areas of the charts are highly configurable.
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Configurable features of charts in CE Studio
In addition to line charts and area charts, you can also use pie and donut charts:
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Configurable features of pie and donut charts
You can experiment with the chart configuration using the chart preview area. The chart preview
area shows dummy data, which is represented by the red line. You use the preview area to
experiment with the styling, and try out dynamic features such as animation, panning and the
crosshairs.
Important You may need to prepare the data before you can chart it. For example, clean the
data to remove rows with missing values by using filters on actions, and group or aggregate
the data by using data transformations.

About series and categories
A category corresponds to a column in a spreadsheet or database table. The categories form the
category axis on line and area charts, and the segments on pie and donut charts.
The series corresponds to the row in a spreadsheet or database table. Depending on the shape of
your data, the series column is one of the following:
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• A property representing a data series (grouping). Each unique value from this column is plotted
as a separate line or area on the chart. You do not require properties for the Category or Value
columns.
• A property to be plotted (y-axis) that you want to plot against a category (x-axis) using values
from a third property. You require properties for both the Category and Value columns.
Actions for chart components
You will need to add an action to get the chart data.
Note Set a suitable page size on actions intended for use with charts. The page size
configured for the action will set the maximum number of records displayed in the chart.

Step 1 - Adding a chart component
Note Before starting, it can be helpful to verify the data that you want to chart. To do this you
can display it in a data grid. This will show you the range of values in your data, whether there
are missing values and whether your data transformations are working as intended. If using
the IFS CE Reports provider then check in the Admin Portal that the report is scheduled and
when it last ran.
You can either add a chart as a top-level component or you can add it as an element inside an
existing component. Choose the chart type before starting to configure the chart.
To add a chart:
1. In an empty cell of the layout grid, click

and then select Chart.

For further details of how to add a component, see To add a form and UI elements.
2. Select the chart type from the left toolbar:

The configuration varies slightly depending on the chosen chart type. However at any point you
can switch chart type by selecting from this toolbar.
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Step 2 - Adding the categories and data series
Note All the chart types use categories. Only line and area charts use a Series column.
1. Click Configure Chart to add the properties that you want to the chart. Repeat this step if you
need to add and remove categories later.
a. Click

to select the data provider.

b. Filter by the type that will provide the data for the chart.
c. Add the properties.
For line and area charts, it is can be easier to add the properties in the reverse order. For
example, if you want the category axis to read 2000, 2001, 2002 then add the properties in
the order 2002, 2001, 2000. Alternatively, you can reorder a small number of categories by
dragging and dropping.
2. Depending on the chart type, select the series, category and value columns:

The Category, Series and Value Columns in a Line Chart
3. By default, the categories and series are represented as {0}, {1} and so on. In order to style
these, enter the values that you expect them to have. Entering the values lets you select a
color and add default text (or a message ID) for each one of them on the Category Axis and
Series tabs.
Note It is not currently possible to style data returned by a series that is a single property.
This applies in particular to properties of the IFS CE Real Time Statistics provider.
Depending on the chart type, each category or series value has a default style and is added to the
legend. This is not shown in the chart preview but is shown when you preview the app.
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Adding a chart title and changing the chart style
On the Chart Settings tab of the chart component, you can set the following options:
• A chart title — press the Enter key to add the title to the chart
• Enable Animations — whether users can pan across the chart or zoom in to see the detail (but
note that the animations will run each time the chart is refreshed)
• Format the area covered by the chart and the surrounding background behind the legend and
chart title
Configure the category axis for line and area charts
On the Category Axis tab, you can configure the horizontal axis of line and area charts or make
the axis invisible if you do not want to use this.
Note As part of the category axis configuration, you can choose to display a vertical line
(crosshair) that appears when you move the pointer over the chart.

Refreshing chart components
For details, see Using timers to refresh components.
Note If you have configured animations then the animations run each time the chart is
refreshed.

About the event context and the OnSeriesClicked event
You can also configure the OnSeriesClicked event for charts.
Charts (like data elements and social media) can generate an event context. For example, clicking
a line in a line graph or a segment in a pie chart could update a data grid to show details based
on what you click. This click is the event context. In the example below, the righthand side of the
action filter must map to an event context which provides the value (city name) required in the
condition. The action runs when the chart is clicked (the OnSeriesClicked event type):
Example of an action configured to use the Event Context source type
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Note The form, in the above example, must be configured for an OnNotification event and
must subscribe to the above action.

Combo boxes
Combo boxes display a list of values from a provider lookup code or provider properties – values
are always supplied by the provider. Combo boxes that display a list of provider property values
require an action to get the values and an OnNotification event to subscribe to them.

Displaying values from a lookup code
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Displaying values from a record (company name, first name, last name)
Note Use the OnNotification event to subscribe to the action that provides the data. Use the
OnValueChanged event to configure what happens when users select from the list.

Create a combo box to show a lookup code
1. Add a combo box UI element to a form (or convert a text box into a combo box).
2. Configure the Provider Id field to get the current value, for example from the selected row in a
data grid.
The element containing the combo box must subscribe to an action that provides this value.
3. Configure the lookup for the combo box. The lookup provides the range of values displayed in
the combo box:
a. Click Configure

on the combo box.

b. On the Data Source tab, in Select Source, select Lookup.
c. In Lookup Provider Id click + and then select the provider that will provide the values.
The selected lookup code is shown in the Lookup Code Name field.
d. If the values in the combo box depend on a value selected in another combo box, then
enter the qualified name of that combo box in Depends on Qualified Name.
e. Click Save.
This type of combo box does not need to subscribe in order to get the values in the list.
Configure a combo box to show one or more provider properties
1. Create a combo box as explained above.
2. Configure the Provider Id field to get the current value, for example from the selected row in
a data grid. You can configure a second provider id that will be used when the first one doesn't
return a value.
The element containing the combo box must subscribe to an action that provides this value.
3. Click Configure

on the combo box.

4. On the Data Source tab, in Select Source, select Provider.
You can only select one provider.
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5. Click Configure and then select one or more provider properties to display in the combo box.
These can be child or navigation properties.
After clicking Done, the selected properties are added to the Value list. You can now configure
these as display text. You will map each to a placeholder {0}, {1}, and so on:
a. In Display text data, select the first value.
b. Click + and then select the next value(s).
Note To delete the provider configuration, delete these mappings.
c. In Display Text, enter the placeholders. The first selected value is mapped to the first
placeholder which is {0}. You can also enter additional text, such as punctuation. To enter
a default that is used when there is no value, enter ?? and then the default to use, such as
{2??None}.

6. On the Events page, configure the OnNotification event for the combo box.
Configuring the OnValueChanged event type
Configure events for the combo box:
1. On the Event Configuration page, click the combo box.
2. From the Event Type list, select the OnNotification event.
The combo box must subscribe to the action that gets the provider providers.
3. Click the combo box and select the OnValueChanged event type.
4. Select the action set, rule set or display task set that will run when users select from the combo
box.
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Data elements
Use data elements to create wallboards and Aurena-style lobby pages. Each data element can
show:
• Text, either fixed or mapped to a property from a provider.
• Optional header and footer text, either fixed or mapped to a property from a provider.
• Optional, fixed background image that displays behind the text.
• Optional foreground and background colors, or background image, that changes depending on
the mapped property.
You can add data elements as top-level components. This means that you can configure the data
elements for events such as OnLoad, OnNotification. Data elements added as elements of a
component support OnClick events only.
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate how you can use data
elements in CE Studio.

Adding a data element
1. To add a data element:
• As a top-level component, click

in an empty cell of an app or template.

• As an element inside an existing component, add a row or column to the component and
then click

in an empty cell.

2. Click Data Element.
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3. To make use of data from a provider, click Configure Data Element and then select the
properties and key(s):
• Click
grid.

to select a provider and search for the properties. For details, see To add a data

• Click

to use the Metadata Selector.

The keys are required if you intend to configure an event context on this data. This is when a
click on the data element runs an action that is filtered by the data in the data element.
4. Enter the text to show in the data element:
• You can type in fixed text or click

and select the ID of the message that you want to use.

• If you do not want a header or footer, delete the placeholder text.
5. Optionally, map the header, content and footer to one or more of the properties that you
configured earlier:
• Use {0} as a placeholder for the first value from the mapped property.
• You can insert placeholders anywhere in the header, content or footer text.
• If you map multiple properties then the subsequent placeholders will be {1}, {2} and so on.
• You can surround the placeholders with text, such as Created by {0} on {1}.
• If you want to set a default value then prefix the value you want to use with :??
Note that the data element always displays the first match that it finds.
6. Go to the Styles tab to set the font size, corner rounding, default background and foreground
colors.
Note When entering a color, you can switch between HSLA and Hex by clicking the format
selector button.
7. Save the data element.
After saving the data element, you can configure conditional formatting.
Using conditional formatting
You can add multiple conditions to change the foreground and background color of the data
element based on a property value. Currently it is not possible to conditionally set the background
color if you also have a background image.
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Example of conditional formatting based on created date

Adding a condition to format a data element based on the date
Event configuration for data elements
Configuration
Data elements added as
components

Event type
Any event type that can be configured for components, such as
OnLoad, OnNotification, OnTimerElapsed.
A data element can subscribe to any number of topic
subscriptions. The subscription will populate all the data elements
within the component.

Data elements added as
elements

You can only configure OnClick events. For example, to run a
rule set, action set or display task set.
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About the event context
Data elements (like charts) can generate an event context. For example:
1. Clicking a row in a data grid could update a data element.
2. Clicking the data element could then update a form to show more of the data from the data
element.
This second click is the event context. In this example, the righthand side of the action filter must
map to an event context which provides the ID or key to get the required data, as shown below:

Example of an action using the Event Context source type
Note The form, in the above example, must be configured for an OnNotification event and
must subscribe to the above action.

Overlay components for modals
You can use overlay components for modal windows and dialogs. Overlay components can
contain any combination of elements, UI elements and call data. You can add as many overlay
components as needed.
To configure an overlay component:
1. In Designer, under Utility Components, click
have a default name that can't be edited.

and then select Overlay. Utility components

2. Overlays are added as forms.
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• Click

on the component toolbar to select provider properties and add UI elements.

• Click
on the component toolbar to add other element types, such as calendars, buttons
groups, iFrames and so on.
3. Add a display task that toggles the overlay component on or off. See Display tasks.
4. In Event Configuration, set the event type(s) that run the display task to show and hide the
overlay component.
The display task can also be attached to an action set or rule set. See Event configuration for
components.
5. When the overlay component is toggled on, it must be populated with data (for example). It
must therefore listen for an OnNotification event and subscribe to an action that will provide the
data. The action that gets the data must have Publish Topic set.

Tab groups
You can add tab groups as top-level components to CE Studio apps. The example template
shown below shows the default styling for tab groups, how you can style tab groups and nest one
tab group inside another.
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Example template for tab groups

Note You can download the sample template from the Sample Templates page (in the help if
you are reading this in a PDF).

Display tasks for tab groups
Use the Active display type to:
• Bring the target tab to the front of the tab group
• For the default tab, when used with an OnLoad event, brings the data into the tab.
Events for tab groups
Use the OnTabSelected event for a tab in a tab group. The event is triggered when users click the
tab or when a display task makes the tab active.
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Using timers to refresh components
You can refresh an app and its components to display the latest data. You can configure multiple
timers with different timer settings. For example, you can configure the timer interval as part of the:
• App settings
•

Component settings

• Element settings
You can then start the timer using either of the following:
• Auto Enable Refresh Timer option in the app, component or element settings.
• A display task set containing one or more Enable Timer display tasks.
The OnTimerElapsed event determines what happens when the timer reaches the timer interval.
Adding timers
You can configure multiple timers as part of the app, component or element settings. For example,
to configure a timer for a data grid, click
tab.
Option
Timer Interval (in secs)

on the element toolbar and then go to the Settings
Description

By default, the timer runs for 60 seconds before it triggers the
OnTimerElapsed event. The timer interval can be as small as 5
seconds.
Note When setting the timer interval, consider the number of
timers in the app and the number of Agent Desktop users who will
use the app.

Timer Position

Displays a small spinner if there is any delay while the action runs
(optional). The position of the spinner is relative to the item on which
the timer is configured (that is the app, component or element).
Select None if you do not want to use a spinner.
Note This applies to actions only. You will not see a timer for
display tasks.
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Starting the timers
You can start the timers in one of two ways:
• In the app, component or element settings, select the Enable Auto Refresh Timer check box
to automatically start the timer.
• Add a display task set containing one or more Enable Timer display tasks. You then configure
an event, typically the OnLoad event for the app, to run the display task set which will start the
timer(s).
Note You cannot start the timer as part of its OnTimerElapsed event.
Timers run continuously until they are paused. At each timer interval, OnTimerElapsed events are
triggered.
What happens when the timer elapses
Regardless of how a timer was started, a timer will trigger an OnTimerElapsed event at the
configured timer interval. You can then configure the OnTimerElapsed event to run a rule, an
action and/or display task set.
Pausing timers
To pause a timer, for example to prevent a chart from updating, you can configure a Disable Timer
display task. The timer remains disabled until you enable it again.
Example
In this example, an app contains two data grids. One grid refreshes every five seconds and the
other grid every 60 seconds.
1. On the Settings tab of each data grid (
seconds.

), the timer interval is set to the required number of

2. On the Display Task Sets page, there is a display task set to start all the timers in the app.
There is an Enable Timer display task configured for each data grid.
3. On the Event Configuration page:
• The OnLoad event for the app is configured to run:
• Display task set to start all the timers.
• Action set to get the data for both data grids.
• For each data grid, the OnTimerElapsed event is configured to run an action to get the data
again.
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Configuring a data grid for bulk updates and deletes
You can enable multi-row select on a data grid so that users can select multiple items to work on.
Note You cannot enable multi-row select on readonly data grids, such as a data grid
configured with the IFS CE Reports provider.

Example of a data grid designed for bulk updates
Adding input fields for bulk updates on rows in a data grid
To add input fields that can be used to enter the values for bulk updates on rows in a data grid
follow these steps. Following these steps ensures that the action(s) have the right context for bulk
updates:
1.

Click

2. Click

on the toolbar of the component containing the data grid.
to select the provider.

3. Enter the data type to filter on.
4. Select the properties that you want to update and then click Done.
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The properties are then added as separate elements within the component containing the data
grid as shown in the above example.
Enabling multi-select for a data grid
Multi-select is part of the data grid properties. To enable multi-select:
1. Click

on the toolbar of the data grid.

2. Go to the Settings tab.
3. Select the Enabled check box to enable multi-row select. This has the following options:
Option

Description

Show Selection Count

By default, a count of the number of selected rows is displayed
below the data grid. This is the number of selected rows in the
data grid not the number of rows on the current page.

Allow Clear All

Displays a Clear All button so that users can deselected selected
rows. Useful for data grids with multiple pages.

Maximum Row Selection

Enter the total number of rows that can be selected at once (1000
by default) across all the pages of the data grid. No more rows can
be selected once the user reaches this limit.
Note You can configure the actions that perform bulk updates
and bulk deletes to run in batches.

Note Once you enable multi-row select, you cannot use the OnRowSelected event.

Configuring display tasks for on success and failure events
Note At this release, there is no feedback to tell the user which rows failed to update or were
not deleted when an operation fails. The output of the whole batch will be returned.
You should configure display tasks to notify the user about the outcome of a bulk update or bulk
delete. Configure:
• A success message when the bulk update or bulk delete succeeds - configure this for the event
onSuccess status
• An error message when the bulk update or bulk delete fails - you mustconfigure this for the
event onFailure status. See below for details.
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You can configure the actions that perform bulk updates and bulk deletes to run in batches. You
specify the number of batches to use as part of the action set configuration. Configure:
• A success message when a batch operation succeeds - configure this in the action set (see
below)
• An error message when a batch update fails - configure this in the action set (see below)
Use the Prompt display type and select the appropriate message type.
Configuring action sets for bulk update and bulk delete
Configuration options for bulk update and bulk delete are part of the action set properties – you
create the actions in the usual way.
1. Create an action set for a bulk update or bulk delete.
If required, select a display task set from the Attach Display Task Set list. The selected
display task set will run when the action is invoked.
2. The request that's made for a bulk operation can be divided into batches, such as 4 requests of
250 rows each. You configure this on the Batch Settings tab:
Field
Continue On Error

Description
Whether the bulk update or bulk delete will continue if it
encounters an error:
• Select this option if you want to ignore any errors
and continue the bulk operation. At the end of the
operation, the final status is is the status of the last
batch.
• Deselect this option if you want to stop the bulk
operation when an error occurs or when an error
occurs in one of the batch operations. If any batch
or any single row in a batch fails then the status is
OnFailure.

Batch Size

The maximum number of rows in each batch passed to
the server (not the number of selected items in the data
grid). For example, if Batch Size is set to 250 and there
are 1000 selected rows then there will be 4 requests with
250 rows.
Defaults to 1.

Batch Success Display Task Set

Select the display task that runs when the bulk update or
delete operation succeeds.
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Field

Description

Batch Failure Display Task Set

Select the display task that runs when the bulk update or
delete fails.

3. Add the action(s) to the action set as needed.
Event configuration for OnFailure when using the batch settings
If you configure the action set for multiple batches then you must attach a display task to the event
OnFailure status. The app will error if this is missing and a bulk update or delete stops on error.
1. In Event Configuration

, select the outermost component (the app).

2. In Status, select OnFailure.
3. Select the display task that you configured for this purpose.

File attachments
The way in which you can handle file attachments depends on the data type. You use the:
• CeStagedFile data type for these providers: IFS CE Email provider, IFS Field Service
Management
• ceStream data type for IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud
Note To test file upload with the CeStagedFile data type, you need to load the app in as an
ocuid must be set.
For example:
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CeStagedFile data type
File upload

ceStream data type

Add the Upload File element to a
component.

Add the Upload File element to a
component.

Do NOT select:

Select:

• Use Stream Upload

• Allow Multiple Files (optional)

• Use Stream Upload (required)
Whether you can select Allow
Multiple Files depends on the
provider. For example, the IFS CE
Email provider supports multiple
attachments but the IFS Field
Service Management provider does
not.
Important Test file upload
in Agent Desktop not in the
Designer preview.
File download

Use the utility component:
• Attachment Download

View downloaded
document

End users open files from the
download folder.

End users click the View Document
button.
This is automatically configured
when you add a property with the
ceStream data type.
For example, adding the
FileData property of the
EdmFileForFileOperation
provider type to a form will
automatically configure the file
download for you.
Note: This is part of the
DocumentRevisionsHandling
projection.
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Note There is also a UI Element called FileDownload. You can add this to forms, and
map it to a property of the ceStream data type. You cannot map this to a property of the
CeStagedFile data type.
For further information on file attachments, see:
• Email attachments and the standard email template that is available on all tenants
• The example attachments template for IFS Field Service Management. This is available from
the downloads page in the CE Studio help.
• The example document handling template for IFS Applications 10 and IFS Cloud, available
from the downloads page in the CE Studio help.

Display formats for dates and numbers
Studio designers can configure formatting for data grid columns, charts labels, data elements and
read only form fields when working with dates, numbers, and decimals. The value to format is
represented by the placeholder {0}. Anything entered outside the angle brackets is fixed text that
will be applied to all values.

Display format for a data grid column - the values will display as short dates
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Display format for a number field to display leading zeros
Here are some examples of display formats:
Date

Decimal on a decimal property

{0:d}

Short date (02/21/2022)

{0:D}

Long date (Monday, 21 February 2022)

{0:m}

February 21

{0:MMM}

Feb (as a 3-character month)

{0:d}

"1234"

{0:D6}

"001235"

{0:n2}

"1,234.00"

Note Numbers and dates are localized. You can test their appearance using the URL
parameter _locale. For example, _locale=ja-JP.
For the full range of formatting possibilities, see this github.com page: https://github.com/clrformat/clr-format/blob/master/test/core/String/formatInvariant_should.ts

Troubleshooting components and elements
Invalid entities reported on saving the CE Studio app
When you try to save the CE Studio app, you get an error similar to the following:
The following properties for the given entities are invalid: 'IfsAppServiceContractHandling-RecurringServiceProgram|TriggerType'
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A component is configured to use the property named in the error message (TriggerType in this
example). Using the Metadata Viewer, check whether this property exists in the provider version
that you are using.
Data grid or form fails to display topic data
If a component is not displaying any data but the component is subscribed to an action, and you
know that the action is successfully returning data (for example, by looking in Developer Tools)
then it is likely that CE Studio Runtime is unable to match the response to the component.
For example, the action returns data for the IFS Applications entity set
BusinessLeadHandling-BusinessLeadContact but you have by mistake configured a data
grid for BusinessLeadContactHandling-BusinessLeadContact.
You can check the fully-qualified name in Developer Tools:
1. In Chrome, open the Developer Tools.
2. In the Name column, click the last invoke.
3. Go to the Preview tab.
4. Expand components and find the component.
5. Expand properties > 0.
6. Expand metadata > columns.
7. Expand one of the columns. This show you the fully-qualified name.
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Finding the fully-qualified name
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Component and element properties

Configuring component properties
Click
on the component toolbar to configure the component properties: Fields, Settings, Layout
and Styles.
Fields
In the component properties dialog
, use the Fields tab to add fields to the component or
remove fields that are not referenced in any actions and rules.
A component can only contain properties from a single provider. Forms can also contain custom
fields (UI elements and call data properties).

Example of a custom field created from a Number field (the default title is the qualified name)
• Click
and select the provider. The list shows the providers added to the app or template in
addition to UI Elements and Call Data.
• After adding a property, scroll to the right and click

to hide or show the property:
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Hiding and showing properties
• After adding a UI element and closing the dialog, click
the field. This type of field is a custom field.

on the element toolbar to configure

Settings
In the component properties dialog

, use the Settings tab to:

• Add an identifier to make the component easier to identify when adding actions and display
tasks.
• Add a message ID to localize the app or template. See Localizing strings in the user interface.
• Add a tooltip to tell your users how to use a particular field. Position the tooltip relative to the
field using the Tooltip Popover setting. For example:

• Turn off Expandable — components are expandable by default.
• Add a timer to trigger an OnTimerElapsed event.
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Layout
In the component properties dialog

, use the Layout tab to:

• Set the number of columns in the component. Individual elements in the component can still
split and merge the columns.
• Set the tab order for the fields. To see the tab index of a field, click
Designer toolbar and then click the info icon next to the field.

on the CE Studio

Styles
In the component properties dialog
component:

, use the Styles tab to change the formatting of the

• Override the theme inherited from the app settings or change the tint of the component header.
• Hide the header on the component — this also hides the white component background.
• Add an icon to the header.

Template properties
Note These apply to components in apps that embed a template.
Click
on the template placeholder toolbar to set the options for the embedded template. The
App Template dialog is empty if the embedded template has no options:

For details of configuring options when designing templates, see App option settings for
templates.
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Field properties
Important Always save the app or template after adding UI elements. This enables you to
fully configure them.
Click
on the element toolbar to configure the field properties: Data source, Display and
Validation.
Data source
The data source properties for provider fields are set for you when you add a field to a component.
You can edit some of the properties in the Field Properties dialog. You need to configure all the
properties when you add a UI element as a custom field.
Title

The label for the field. Click
if you want to localize the app or
template. See Localizing strings in the user interface.

Description

Placeholder text, such as a hint to the user on what to enter in the
field.

Is Custom Field

This is automatically selected when you add a UI element to a
component. For an example of a custom field, see Combo boxes.

Provider Id

Depends on the field type:
• Shows the provider selected when you added a provider
property.
• Empty for UI elements — use Lookup Provider Id for fields
such as combo boxes.
• Empty for call data.

Qualified Name

Only shown once you save the app or template.

Field Identifier

For custom fields created from UI elements. You must add an
ID before you can save the field, for example, you can copy the
default title.
Important Do not change the identifier once you start to add
actions that rely on this identifier. If you change the identifier
then you must update any actions that rely on the identifier.
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Lookup Provider Id

Provider that provides the lookup values for combo boxes. See
Combo boxes.

Lookup Code Name

The provider property that provides the lookup values for a combo
box.

Depends on Qualified Name Makes the combo box into the child of another combo box in the
app or template. See Combo boxes.
Display
In the Field Properties dialog, use the Display settings to format the field, for example to add an
icon and a tooltip. You can also use this to include the time in the DatePicker UI element:

Example of some display options for text boxes
Note that:
• Description on the Data Source tab provides the hint that's displayed in the field.
• The Inline label alignment is shown only when previewing the app and not on the Designer
page.
Validation
In the Field Properties dialog, use the Validation settings to verify user's input. The data will be
validated at the point when the user saves the entry.
You can also use a regular expression:
• Either enter a regular expression in Adhoc Regex
• Or select an existing regular expression. Add these by clicking Global Configuration on the
left:

Note There is a sample template available for download from the Sample Templates page (in
the help if you are reading this in a PDF) that demonstrates the use of regular expressions in
CE Studio Designer.
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Adding a custom field
You can add a UI element as a custom field:
1. On the Designer page, click

on the component toolbar.

2. Add the UI element to an existing component, such as a form or data grid:
a. On the Fields tab, click

and select UI Elements.

b. Select an element.
Depending on the element type, you may be able to convert it later to a different type. See
Combo boxes.
c. Click Add and then Done.
3. Configure the UI element:
a. Go to the new field and click

on the element toolbar.

b. Update the field properties as needed. See Field properties.
c. In Field Identifier, enter an ID. You won't be able to save the field without this.
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Actions, rules and events

Action sets contain one or more related actions. Each action invokes one of the provider methods.
As part of the action, you can configure conditional logic (filters), input and output transformations,
a sort order and a page size. Actions are run when specific events occur.
Rules and rule sets let you define more complex behavior for the template or app. For example,
depending on conditional logic, you can update the user interface, run actions and filter the data
in the response. At runtime, a rule set is triggered when a specific event and event status occurs.
Each event status can trigger a different rule set.
Note There are some sample templates available for download (from the Sample Templates
page in the help) that demonstrate the use of actions, rules and events in CE Studio.
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Actions and action sets
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate how to configure
actions for creating, reading, updating and deleting data:

An action set (see figure below) contains one or more actions that are triggered in the order in
which they are listed in the action set. An action invokes one of the provider methods. As part of
the action, you can configure input parameters, conditional logic (filters), simple transformations, a
sort order and a page size. Note that:
• The display task set attached to the action set is run first, in order to pass in any data required
by the actions.
• Input transformations are applied before invoking the provider method.
• Filters, sorting and page size are passed to the endpoint as part of the request
• If the action publishes a topic then the OnNotification event is triggered before the next action in
the action set is run.
• The page size determines the amount of data requested, for example, the number of rows to
display in a data grid or chart. Going to the next page in a data grid will send another request
(invoke) to the endpoint.
• Data transformations configured for the action set are applied once all the actions in the action
set have run.
• If the provider takes too long to respond to the request (invoke) then the request times out. The
default timeout is 30 seconds and this returns an error Studio Service Rpc 500 error.
the operation was canceled. You can ask IFS Support to increase the timeout to allow
more time for the endpoint to respond.
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How the actions in an action set work
Note If one action in an action set fails then all the actions in the action set fail, including any
data transformations. This is because the actions and data transformations in the action set
are dependent on each other.

Attaching action sets to events and rules
You can attach an action set to:
• An event and status, such as OnLoad – OnSuccess, OnClick – OnInvoke, OnRowSelected
– OnInvoke. We recommend that you invoke the action set as few times as possible. For
example, it is better to attach the action set to the OnLoad event for the app rather than attach
it to individual components, which will cause the same action set to be invoked multiple times.
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Note OnNotification events are handled differently. For details of the publish/subscribe
model, see OnNotification events.
• A rule. Each rule in a rule set can trigger one action set, and you can use the rule set to group
the action sets that you want to invoke at runtime. You can also use rules to apply conditions to
determine when the action sets are run. You then attach the rule set to an event.
You can optionally attach a display task to an action set. This means that the display task will run
once the action set has is invoked.
Example showing how action sets are used in events and

rules
Note To understand how action sets are used by the app or template, click View Usage on
the Actions page. Click to go to the event or rule configuration.

Creating an action and mapping the parameters
When you add a new action, the first step is to map the parameters to properties in the provider.
Once you've configured the parameters and saved the action, the action is attached to the action
set.
Note You can attach the same action to multiple action sets. You can also detach an action
from an action set and attach it to another one. This means that when you delete an action
set, you do not delete any of the actions attached to it. Once created, the actions remain in the
app. To list all the actions click All Actions on the Actions page. You can delete an action from
the All Actions page.
To create an action:
1. Click Add Action to add a new action to the action set.
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Note Give the action set and action meaningful names. It is not possible to rename them
later once you've configured a transformation on the data set and used the transformed
data to configure components.
2. Select the provider, the provider type and the method — types used by the app are in blue
because you added these properties to a component:

3. The required parameters for the method are typically displayed in the Parameter Mapping
area, although for some providers and methods you may need to click Manage Properties to
add them.
4. For each required parameter, you can:
• Select the Use Null option for properties that are not primary keys. This means that you
want to set the value in the new or updated record to null (does not exist). However, for an
operation to succeed, some parameters may require a value to be set (for example, primary
keys) or the external system may be configured to set a default value if one isn't provided.
Where this is the case, selecting Use Null will cause the operation on the external data
source to fail. A typical error message is Error calling Invoke Studio Service
Rpc 500: CEContext required.
• Select the Ignore option. This means that you do not want to set or update the value. For
example, you might use this when updating a record and you only want to update just one of
the values.
• Click the Value field to map the parameter to a value:
Source type

Parameter mapping

Field Value

Select this option to map the parameter to a field in one of
the app's components. The response from the provider will
only return data for the fields configured in the component.

Static

Select this option to map the parameter to a fixed value.

Global Variable

Select this option to map the parameter to a user-defined
variable. These are defined in Global Configuration

.
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Source type
System Variable

Parameter mapping
Select this option to map the parameter to a predefined
system variable. To view these go to Global Configuration
.

Toolbar Query Param

Select this option to map the parameter to a Agent Desktop
runtime parameter. For example, to the activation ID of the
current email, chat message or voice call.
For an example of how to use this option to get the skillset
name, see Using the Toolbar Query Params - Configuration
example.
Note Not applicable to self-service only tenants.

Event Context

Select this option to the map the parameter to a click event
on a chart, data element or social media. For example:
• Clicking a row in a data grid updates a data element
with that data. The data element must subscribe to the
OnNotification event.
• Clicking a data element updates a form to show that data.
The form must subscribe to the OnNotification event.
• Clicking a segment in a pie chart, updates a data grid to
show all the data represented in the segment. The data
grid must subscribe to the OnNotification event.

User Params

Select this option to map the parameter to an auth property,
such as UserFirstName, UserFullName.

5. Click Manage Properties to add and remove parameters to the action. You can then map their
parameters.
Click
to view the properties of the data type and add additional optional properties to the
action using the Metadata Viewer.
6. Select Publish Topic for actions that need to notify other components that response data is
available.
Other components will need to subscribe to this. See About actions and events.
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Note This subscription is local to the app or template. When working with templates,
you can make the topic public so that an app can subscribe to it, see Public topics and
templates.
7. Click Save. This saves the action and attaches it to the action set.
Note If you see the message The action cannot invoke Client functions
when sibling actions invoke Server functions, then the action has been
saved (it is listed on the All Actions page). To use the action, you will need to attach it to an
action set that does not contain actions from other types of provider.

Attaching and detaching actions to action sets
In the Action Sets view, click
action to several action sets.

to add an existing action to an action set. You can add the same

Note You cannot add an Agent Desktop provider action to an action set that contains actions
for server-side providers such as the IFS CE Email provider. You will see the message The
action cannot invoke Client functions when sibling actions invoke
Server functions.

Click
to remove an action from an action set. The action is not deleted and is listed in the All
Actions view. Any existing subscriptions are preserved.
Note You cannot detach an action that is the data source for a data transformation. To do
this, you would need to remove the data transformation first.

Deleting actions and action sets
You can only delete actions and actions sets that are not used.
To delete an unwanted action set, you can detach the actions in the action set and then delete the
action set. This does not affect the components that subscribe to the actions that were originally in
the action set. To continue to use the actions, add them to another action set.
To delete an unwanted action, you must first reconfigure or delete anything that is using the
action. For example, reconfigure the component that is subscribing to the action: go to the Event
Configuration page and remove the OnNotification event for the component.
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Running the actions in a set in a particular order
If you want the actions in an action set to execute in a particular order then use change the order
of the actions in the set by dragging and dropping.
Filtering results returned by an action
Use one or more conditions to filter the results returned by the action, for example, to discard data
that is not required by the app. Use Groups to switch between logical operators. For details, see
Actions and filters.
Transformations on actions
Note These simple transformations apply to the action and not to the action set. For details of
complex transformations that apply to the action set, see Data transformations.
Use an input transformation to change the property type that will be used to invoke the operation
on the external data source. Use an output transformation for simple transformations on string
properties. For example, to change a simple field value (that is not a Boolean) into something
more user-friendly. Output transformations are applied after the results have been filtered.

Example of an output transformation
Note You cannot apply transformations to Boolean values.

Sorting the results returned by an action
Set a default column and sort order for ordering the rows in a data grid. Agents can click to sort on
a different column.
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Paging
The paging will depend on how you intend to use the action. By default, the page size is 10 rows.
This default is intended for use with UI elements such as data grids. You must change the page
size if you intend to use the action with charts or data transformations because the page size also
sets the maximum number of records available for the chart or data transformation.

Actions and filters
Use one or more conditions to filter the results returned by the action, for example, to discard data
that is not required by the app.
There are several ways of setting up the condition:
Left side of condition

Right side of condition

Description

Field Reference

Field Value

Filter a provider property by a
field value entered by the user
(for example).

App Template Option

App Template Option

Filter by one of the template
options. See App option
settings for templates.

ToolbarQueryParam

ToolbarQueryParam

Filter by a setting in Agent
Desktop.

Field Value

Field Value, static value or
global variable (but not a Field
Reference).

Filter by the values entered by
the user in one or more fields,
or using a static value, or using
the value stored in a variable.
Note that you cannot create
a condition where the right
side of the condition is a field
reference. If using a field
reference, then this must be on
the left side of the condition.

Regex

Regex

Filter by a regular expression
configured on the Global
Configuration tab.
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Note You can create reusuable filters on the
need to use rule sets.

Filters page. To use a filter of this type, you

Note If the action depends on call data values, then the action cannot be previewed. The
action will only run in Agent Desktop.

Mapping the left and right sides of a condition
When mapping the left and right sides of the condition, you can map:
• A date to a date, string or decimal
• A number and a Boolean to any data type other than a date
• A decimal to any data type
To make it easier to set up the conditions, there is a symbol for each data type. Also, the following
conventions are now applied when configuring conditions as shown in the following figure:

If the data types match then the property on the right side of the condition is in bold text. This
means that if you select a bold type then the condition will work.
If, however, the data types are not a direct match then the property on the right side of the
condition is in plain text. For example, for a date property, a date value is in bold, but string or
decimal values are in plain text. If you select a non-bold type then the condition may not work, for
example, it may depend on the values in that property. You will therefore need to test the action
carefully to make sure that it works in all required cases.
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Selecting operators
The operators available to the condition depend on the data type, for example strings and
numbers use different operators.
The available operators also depend on the provider - not all endpoints support all the operators.
Although an operator is listed, such as Like, Not Like, Matches Pattern, Not Matches Pattern, it
does not mean that the provider will support it. This applies, in particular, to projections configured
as a IFS Applications provider. When the operator is not supported then you will see an error
when you run the action. You will see errors similar to the following:
• The given key 'notStartsWith' was not present in the dictionary.
• EXPRESSION_PROPERTY_NOT_IN_TYPE
If you are using multiple conditions and the fields are different data types then you can use
Matches Pattern, Not Matches Pattern. Regex is a pattern which can generalize any pattern of
string. You can use the predefined regex patterns from the Global Configuration tab, and add your
own regex patterns.
Regex is used when you are adding a condition to a rule set or an action set to map a value. By
using this feature, you are able to search multiple columns for a filter and these multiple columns
can have different data types.
Using groups to switch between logical operators
Use Groups to switch between logical operators.
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Example of adding conditions to a filter
Logical operators AND OR
The logical operators AND OR determine the relationship between the conditions in the action
filter, both within the group and the relationship between groups. The default operator is AND.
The conditions in the group are evaluated when the action runs:
AND

If any one of the conditions in the group evaluates as false then the whole group
evaluates as false, and the provider returns empty rows.
When all the conditions in the group evaluate to true then the provider returns the rows
(if any) matching the action filter.

OR

If any one of the conditions in the group evaluates as true then the whole group
evaluates as true. The provider returns the rows (if any) matching the action filter.
If all the conditions in the group evaluate as false then the whole group evaluates as
false, and the provider returns empty rows.

You can add additional groups. When you add another group, you add it as the child of the group
above it.
When evaluating the conditions in the filter, you start with the child group. For example, if the child
group evaluates to false and the parent group operator is AND then the overall outcome is false
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regardless of how the conditions evaluate in the parent group. The provider will therefore return
empty rows.
Note Conditions that contain field references are always sent to the provider - the provider
will evaluate them. Conditions that map to field values or variables are evaluated by CE Studio
as the provider has no knowledge of these. This means that:
• Pre-evaluated conditions that evaluate as true are included in the action filter
• Pre-evaluated conditions that evaluate as false are excluded

Actions and dynamic filters
Use a dynamic filter when you do not know which field in a form, for example, will have data. The
dynamic filter will take the value(s) from any populated field(s) and ignore the rest. Select the
Dynamic Filter check box when configuring the filter on the Actions page.

Example of a dynamic filter used in a search on any
combination of email address, name, phone number
For an example of a dynamic filter, see the sample FSM template that you can download from the
Samples page in the CE Studio help.
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Rules and rule sets
Note There is a sample template available for download from the Sample Templates page (in
the help if you are reading this in a PDF). This demonstrates the use of rule sets in CE Studio.

The sample FSM template also demonstrates the use of rule sets.
Rules and rule sets (see figure below) let you define more complex behavior for the template or
CE Studio app. For example, depending on conditional logic, you can update the user interface,
run actions and filter the data in the response. At runtime, a rule set is triggered when a specific
event and event status occurs. Each event status can trigger a different rule set.
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How rules and rule sets work
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How the event processes the rule set
Rules without any conditions
A rule does not have to have any conditions if its only purpose is to run an action set or display
task set. This enables you to group actions sets or display task sets together and run them in
sequence.
Note Rule sets are required when using the Agent Desktop provider. For this provider, you
must add action sets to rule sets. This provider cannot directly call action sets.

Rules with conditions
A rule can be defined by one or more conditions. This rule contains a single condition:

Depending whether this condition evaluates as true or false then the rule can do one or more of
the following:
• Run a display task set to update the user interface or show messages. The UI state is changed
once all the rules in the rule set are evaluated. Similarly, the message(s) are shown once all the
rules in the set have been evaluated.
• Run an action set to perform a task on the data used or required by the CE Studio app.
• Where an action set retrieves data then filter that data using the standalone filters. You can
apply multiple filters, and these will be combined with any filters configured in the actions
belong to the action set.
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A rule can have multiple conditions that will be evaluated in the order in which they are defined in
the rule.
Note Strings can be either empty (contains no characters) or null (string doesn't exist). Where
a condition does not seem to return the correct value, use the Is Not Null or Empty condition.

Rule sets
A rule always belongs to a rule set. These are used to group related rules. These are the rules
that relate to a specific event.
At runtime, the rules run in the order in which they are listed in the rule set. If a condition in a rule
evaluates as false then you can stop further processing of rules in the set.
Note The values you enter are case sensitive.

Adding a rule set
1. Click Create New Rule Set. Use this to group the rules for an event. When you configure the
events for the app or template, you work with the rule set and not with the individual rules in the
set.
2. Click Add Rule. This must have a unique name as you can detach a rule from one rule set and
add it to another.
3. Configure the rule.
• If you want a series of rules using both AND and OR operators then add a group for each
operator type.
• Add all the conditions to the first group before adding a second group.
4. In When True (Default), optionally select the display task and/or action set that you want to run
when the condition(s) in the rule evaluate as true.
5. If required, select any standalone filters.
6. In Otherwise, repeat this step for when the condition(s) in the rule evaluate as false. This is
optional.
For example, you might use display tasks to show toast messages when a rule fails.
7. If there is more than one rule in the rule set and the condition(s) in the rule evaluate as false,
you can stop further processing of the rules in the step: select the Stop Further Rules if False
check box.
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Event configuration for apps and templates
Click
on the CE Studio Designer toolbar to configure the following event types for apps and
templates. For events on inner components and elements, including the OnNotification event, see
Event configuration for components.
OnLoad
The OnLoad event occurs when the app loads or a template is loaded by the app. Loading occurs
in parallel, and display tasks such toast messages may display in any order.
You can attach a different action set, rule set or display task set to each OnLoad status:
• OnInvoke
• OnSuccess
• OnFailure
OnTimerElapsed
The OnTimerElapsed event occurs when a timer elapses. Timers are set at the app, component or
element level as part of the settings. You can configure any action or display task to run when this
event type occurs.
OnToolbarEventReceived
These are toolbar events from Agent Desktop such as agent state, voice call state and chat
session. They can be one of the following types:
• EVT_AGENT_STATE_CHANGE: the agent's state changes as they accept an activation, work
on the activation, wrap up and then close it. See Agent Desktop events.
• EVT_OUTBOUND_STATE_CHANGE: for outbound voice calls, for example, call starts to ring,
call is answered, disconnected. See Agent Desktop events.
• EVT_START_CHAT: a new chat session starts.
• EVT_END_CHAT: either the caller or the agent ends the chat session.
• EVT_CHAT_MESSAGE: either the caller or the agent sends a new message.
To respond to these types of event, you need to configure a rule set. For background information,
see Agent Desktop provider.
OnPostMessageCallbackReceived
These are callbacks from Agent Desktop, such as after sending a chat message or ending a chat
session. You can attach rule sets to these callbacks so that action sets and/or display task sets to
run in response to the callback.
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Callback

Notes

sendChat

After a chat message is sent.

sendChatTyping

When the agent or caller starts typing in a chat session.

sendChatStarted

After a chat session starts.

dialOut

After dialing an outbound call.

dialOutEx

After details of the outbound call are returned.

hangUp

After hanging up the current call.

wrapUp

After wrapping up the current activation.

holdCall

After putting a call on hold.

transferCall

After connecting the primary call to the enquiry call. (Once the
agent leaves the call, the agent will be in a wrap up state.)

pauseRecording

If call recording is in use, after pausing the recording. For
example, while the agent is handling sensitive information.

resumeRecording

When call recording is in use, after restarting the recording.

connectToPrimary

After connecting or reconnecting the agent to the primary voice
call.

connectToEnquiry

After connecting the agent to a second call (the enquiry call).

conferenceCallers

After connecting the calls to start a conference call.

getAgentState

After getting the agent's current state. For a list of states, see
Agent states.

getActivationType

After getting the type of the current activation.

getCallId

After getting the activation ID.

getEmailInfo

After details of the current email are returned.

closeEmail

After closing the current email.
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Event configuration for components
Click
on the CE Studio Designer toolbar to configure the following events for the components
and elements belonging to an app or template. This includes the OnNotification event. When any
of these occur with status OnInvoke, OnSuccess or OnFailure, you can:
• Attach a rule set that runs any combination of action set, display task set and filter
• Run an action set and any attached display task set
• Run a display task set
For OnNotification events, you need to set up the subscription (see below).
Supported event types
Event type
OnRowSelected

Event target
When a single row is selected in a data grid, for example to
populate the fields in a form, or an attachment selected for
download.
Note Do not use OnRowSelected for data grids where multirow select is enabled.

OnLoad

When a component is loaded by the app or template. Loading
occurs in parallel, and display tasks such toast messages may
display in any order.

OnChanged, OnEnter

Specifically for chat and the typing notification.

OnValueChanged

Specifically for combo boxes.

OnClick

Specifically for buttons.

OnSeriesClicked

For use with chart components.

OnSlotClick

When the user clicks a slot in a calendar component.

OnTimerElapsed

When a timer elapses. Timers are set at the app, component or
element level as part of the settings and elapse after a configured
time interval. You can configure any action or display task to run
when this event type occurs.
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OnNotification events
OnNotification events occur when an action invokes a provider method and then notifies its
subscribers. The subscribers are any components that will consume the response from the
provider method:
Data grid

Configure the OnNotification event and subscription on the data grid itself.

Form, data element Configure the OnNotification event and subscription on the component that
contains the form or data element.
For an example of an action that publishes a topic (topic description), see Add an action and load
the data grid.

Data transformations
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the use and
configuration of data transformations in CE Studio.

You use data transformations to modify data from a provider, for example, to aggregate data for
use in data grids, charts and data elements.
You configure these as part of the action set. The data that you want to transform is provided by
the actions in the action set. Where necessary, use the action to filter the data. The action can use
any provider method that returns data, such as get, patch.
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You can add multiple queries to the data transformation. Once a query is created in an action set
and saved, a virtual provider , Transformed Data, is created for the app. Each query configures
a new provider type for that virtual provider and each output in the query configures provider
properties for that query type. The new provider type can also be used in a subsequent query in
the same data transformation as a data source. You need to publish the query to use it in the app.
Each query in a data transformation will publish a topic with the topic type Transformation whereas
the topics published by actions will be marked as Standard.
For full details, see Configuring data transformations.

Configuring data transformations
To configure a data transformation, you first create an action set with an action that will provide the
primary data. You can then configure the data transformation.
Note For background information, see Data transformations.

Creating the action set
1. Create an action set for the data transformation.
Choose a descriptive name because the name of the action set will become the name of the
transformed data type, both in the Metadata Selector and in Designer. The name of the new
data type will be <action set>-<query name>.
2. Add the actions to the action set that will return the data.
The data returned by the action becomes the primary data source for the transformation. You
can add multiple actions if the data transformation requires data from more than one data
source.
You can use any provider methods that return suitable data.
Note Do not set a page size on the action. This will limit the number of rows used in the
data transformation.
3. To make the data available for data transformations, these actions must publish a topic.
Creating the queries
1. Edit the action set

.

2. Go to the Data Transformations tab and click Add Query.
3. Create the query:
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Field
Query Name

Description
This is the name that you are giving to the transformed
data type. Query names can contain alphanumeric
characters, but not spaces or special characters.
The name of the new data type will be <action set><query name>.
Note You cannot change the query name once you
have used in an app.

Primary Data Source

Select the data source you want to use. This is the data
type that's returned by the action(s) you configured for
this action set. If there are multiple actions returning
the same data type then choose an action name that
differentiates between them.

Primary Data Source Alias

A unique short name that you will use to refer to the
primary data source later in the data transformation.
Aliases are case sensitive and can contain alphanumeric
characters and underscores, but not spaces or special
characters. They must not start with a number.
Note These naming conventions apply to all aliases
created on the Data Transformations tab.

Max. No. of Rows

The maximum number of rows that you want to output.
For example, the top 100 rows in the data source. Enter
0 to return all the rows.
Note You can change this later after creating the
queries. This page size does not override the page
size set in the action.
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Field
Publish

Description
• Select the Publish option if you want the transformed
data to be available in Designer. The transformed data
can also be used by another query.
• Clear the Publish option if the data transformed
by this query will not be available in Designer. The
transformed data is only for use by another query.
• The last or only query in the transformation must be
published.

Sorting the query
Optionally, you can sort the data or grouped data that is output by the query. To sort by data that is
grouped, you must enter the alias used on the Grouping tab.
Note Use the sorting to control the order of categories and series on the X and Y axis of
charts.

Filtering with a Where clause
On the Joins tab, you can filter the data in the query, for example:
<alias>.Call_Type == "Caller rang off"
(<alias>.Type=="Call") && (<alias>.Initial_Skillset_Name=="ABCD")
Note You do not need to add a join to use the Where clause.

Configuring a join
You can configure one or more joins between tables on the Joins tab. For example, to create data
that combines an employee's personal details with their address details. You can use an optional
Where statement to filter the data that's used in the join.
Note The join expression follows SQL join syntax. Use aliases when referencing properties.
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Field
Data Source

Description
Select the data source that is the target of the join (the right side
of the expression). The action set needs to contain an action that
returns this data.
Note The data for the left side of the expression is provided
by the primary data source set on the Configuration tab.

Alias

A shortname for the data source that is the target of the join (the
right side of the expression). You will use this alias later in the
data transformation to refer to fields in the join.

Source Expression

For the first join this is the primary data source.
To reference the fields in the primary data source, use the alias
you entered on the Configuration tab.
For example: <primary_alias>.addressId

Target Expression

Applies to the target data source.
To reference the fields in this data source, use the alias you
entered in the Alias field on this tab.
For example: <alias>.add_id giving an expression:
<primary_alias>.addressId=<alias>.add_id
You do not need to enter the = between the left and right sides of
the expression as this is implied.
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Field
Join Type

Description
How the expression is evaluated:
• Inner: Returns rows that have a matching value from both
sides of the expression.
• LeftOuter: Returns all rows from the left side of the
expression and matching rows from the right side. Where
there is no expression match, data will be NULL from the
target specified on the join.
• Cross: Returns every combination of rows from the left and
right sides of the expression.
• RightOuter: returns all rows from the right side of the
expression and matching rows from the left side. Where there
is no expression match, data will be NULL from the source
data source (that is the query you are building).
• FullOuter: returns all rows when there is a match from the
right or left side of the expression.
• FullOuterDistinct: Same as FullOuter but removes
duplicates.

If required, you can filter the data returned by the join using a Where clause. The Where clause
accepts static values only. For example:
<alias>.last_name != "Shaw"
where
• == is the operator equal-to
• != is the operator not-equal-to
Configuring grouping
On the Grouping tab, you can group rows that have the same values in one or more fields in
order to create summary rows or as input to aggregation operations such as Count() and Avg().
The Having clause enables you to filter the data in the grouping.
Important If you configure a grouping then you can only use the aggregate functions on the
Output tab. Count() will act on the grouped field.
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Field
Expression

Description
Enter the field that you want to group by.
For example, to group by a last_name field from the primary data
source, enter:
<primary alias>.last_name
To group by a field that is the result of a join and not in the
primary data source, enter:
<join alias>.job_title
You can also group by a property of a field, for example, if the
field type is timespan. In this example, the field is grouped by the
hour part of the timespan:
<primary alias>.Activationtime.Hour
Note If there is no suitable field to group by then you can
enter a static value as the expression. This means that all
rows will be in the same group.

Alias

A unique shortname to identify this grouping on the Output tab.
(See Primary Data Source Alias for details.)

Having

Enter an expression to filter the data returned by the Grouping
operation.
For example, to exclude data where there is only one instance of
the value, enter:
Count() > 1
To exclude people under 18 years of age, enter:
Count(<alias>.age > 18)

Configuring the output from the query
The final step is to configure the data you want to return on the Output tab. The query must return
all the data that you intend to use, for example, all the properties required for a data grid or chart.
1. For each property that you want to output, click Add Output and then enter the details:
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Field
Field/Expression

Description
Is one of the following:
• A property from the primary data source prefixed with the primary
data source alias, such as <primary_alias>.address.
• A property from the joined data sources prefixed with the join alias,
such as <join_alias>.fullAddress
• An alias from the Grouping tab. For example, if you group by a
last_name property then the alias for this grouping will give you the
grouped last names.
• An aggregate function (see Transformation output examples).
• A standard c# expression (see Transformation output examples).

Alias

The name of the new property that is output by this query. You will use
this name in Designer when selecting this property.
Note Although you can add multiple output expressions, you
cannot use an alias declared in one output expression in another
output expression in the same query. You need to fully declare the
field name.

Type

You do not need to select a data type unless you want to change the
data type as part of the transformation. The query assumes the type is a
string.
Note If you change the type after the property has been used in a
component then you will need to remove that property (for example
from a data grid) and add it again.

2. Click Continue to validate the query and save it. A green tick appears if the query is valid.
3. You can now add other queries to the data transformation. The first query you added can be
used as a data source in the new query.
Note Aliases declared in the first query are not available in subsequent queries, therefore
each query can use the same aliases if you wish.
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Transformation output examples
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the use and
configuration of data transformations in CE Studio.

There are three types of output:
• A field referenced by its alias (primary or join)
• An aggregate function
• A c# expression
Fields
For example consider the alias CityGroup:
• If CityGroup is a previously declared primary alias then this will pass through the data from the
primary data source without any transformation.
• If CityGroup is the alias for a grouping then this will pass through the result of grouping the
data. Note that if you have a grouping then you cannot also pass through ungrouped fields from
the primary data.
This example is valid as hour is a grouped field and Max(a.Waiting) is an aggregate function:
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But this example is not because a.Waiting is simply a field from the primary data source and
neither grouped nor part of an aggregate expression:

Aggregate functions
If you configured a grouping then you must use one of the aggregate functions:
Function

Returns...

Count()

The number of values in the grouped field that evaluate to true.

Count(predicate)

The number of grouped rows that match the expression you enter.
This must return a Boolean — only rows where the expression returns
true are counted.
For example:
Count(<alias>.waiting_time > 300)
Count(<alias>.age == 21)
(Count(<alias>.Call_Type == "Caller rang off") *
100) / Count()

Sum(expression)

The total sum of a numeric field. For example:
Sum(<alias>.line_price)
Sum(<alias>.line_price > 10)
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Function
Avg(expression)

Returns...
The average value of a numeric field. For example, this averages the
activation wrapup times and rounds the result to two decimal places:
Avg(<alias>.Wrapup).ToString("0.00")
For a timespan, use an expression such as
Avg(<alias>.TimeSpanObject.TotalSeconds)

Min(expression)

The row with the lowest value in a numeric field.

Max(expression)

The row with the highest value in a numeric field.

c# expressions
You can enter any valid c# expression that returns a data type recognized by the CE data
transformation engine. Before using the expression, we recommend testing the expression using
an online code editor.
Note The data transformation engine returns the message Cannot invoke a nondelegate type if it does not recognize the data type. For example, although the
following is a valid c# expression:d.zipcode.Substring(d.zipcode.IndexOf("
")+1), it does not return a string. . As a workaround, you would use this instead:
d.zipcode.ToString().Substring(d.zipcode.ToString().IndexOf(" ")+1).
Some examples are given below.
Type
String
concatenation

Example
There are two ways of concatenating strings:
• String.Concat(c.fname, " ", c.mid_name, " ", c.lname)
• c.fname + " " + c.mid_name + " " + c.l_name

Convert datetime to To convert a datetime to a string and then format it. For example, to get just
string
the date or just the time:
p.ActivationTime.ToString("hh:mm")
p.ActivationTime.ToString("yyyy:MM:dd")
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Type

Example

Extract month from To extract a date part (month in this case) from a datetime field, use
datetime
Datetime.Month:
c.date.Month
where c.date is the datetime field.
Calculate a
percentage

(Count(<alias>.Total_Operator_Duration < 6) * 100) /
Count()

Round a floating
point number

To round a floating point to 2 decimal places, use ToString():
<alias>.WaitingTime.ToString("0.00")
Note If the transformation is on an integer then you may
need to cast the number to a suitable type first, for example,
(((decimal)a.TotalAgentDuration)/3600).ToString("0.00")

Using transformed data
Note For background information, see Data transformations.

Viewing the transformed data types
Click
on the main toolbar to open the Metadata Viewer and then select the transformed data
type. The name is a combination of the action name followed by the query name: <action>-<query
name>.
Using the transformed data types
1. Add a component, such as a data grid, chart or data element.
2. Click

to select the provider.

3. Select Transformed Data.
4. Type in its name to list the new data types or click

to open the Metadata Selector.

5. Add the data types in the usual way.
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Event configuration
When an action set has a data transformation then the actions used in the data transformation will
publish a Transformation topic where the return type is the <action>-<query> data type:

To use the transformed data, components or elements need to subscribe to this topic rather than
to the Standard topic.

Global actions
A global action makes data from a provider available in the CE Admin Portal so that you can:
• In Report Designer, design reports that include external data.
• In the Media Script Editor, configure channels, such as chat and email, to make use of external
data.
You can add placeholders to global actions which will be substituted later when you use the global
action in the Report Designer or Media Script Editor. For example, the running script can substitute
a placeholder with a value obtained from the caller. All the provider properties will be available for
selection in the Report Designer and Media Script Editor.
Global actions are not associated with any app or template. Global actions will always use the
active version of the provider — you cannot select a specific provider version.When working with
global actions, note that:
• You can create a global action for any of the providers in the system not just for the providers in
the app or template.
• You always use the active version of the provider – you can't select a specific version.
• You can filter the data that's returned by the provider or you can set up a placeholder and then
configure the filter in Report Designer or the Media Script Editor.
• The Paging option is not used in global actions. A global action will always return all the
records.
• You can't delete a global action once it is used in Report Designer or the Media Script Editor –
you first need to remove the global action from the report definition or media script.
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Creating a global action
1.

In CE Studio, click

in the sidebar and then click Global Action Sets.

2. Click Create New Global Action Set.
3. Enter a descriptive name for the global action set to make it easy to find this global action later
in Report Designer or the Media Script Editor.
Each global action set will contain one global action.
4. Click Add Action:
a. Select one of the providers – you can choose from any of the providers in the system.
You will always use the active version of the provider.
b. Select the data type.
c. Select the provider method.
5. If required, expand Filters and add a condition to filter the data that is returned by the provider.
You can filter on:
• Field reference
• Static value
• Global or system variable
• A placeholder: you will then choose the property or value to filter on when setting up the
report in Report Designer or working on the media script. Using a placeholder means that
the global action can be used in multiple places as the person configuring the report or
media script can choose which property to filter on.
For details of adding conditions, see On selecting a row in the data grid.
6. Save the global action.
Finding out where the global action is used
1.

In CE Studio, click

in the sidebar and then click Global Action Sets.

2. On the Created Global Action Sets page, click View Usage.
3. Expand the global action set to see how it is used. The usage lists:
• Name of the media configuration, such as voice or email queue progression script and the
name of the version in which it is used
• Name of the report definition
Deleting a global action
Before you can delete a global action or the global action set, you need to remove the global
action from the report definition or media script that uses it.
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URI and Link parameters
You can use both URI parameters and Link parameters in any type of CE Studio app, whether a
media app, portal app or public portal app to pass values:
• Into a CE Studio app from an external data source
• From a CE Studio app to an iFrame component
• Between CE Studio apps
Dymanic URI parameters

Link parameters

Parameters and values are
encrypted

No

Yes

Configuration

Component or App Settings

App Settings

Use as input in actions

Yes

Yes

Use in Navigate display tasks

Yes

No

Data source for action
mapping

Field Value or UriParam

Session > Auth Data

Generating the URL

Navigate display task or
generated by external system

Use methods in the IFS CE
System provider to generate
and revoke the links

URI parameters
You can configure a CE Studio app to use the values passed as parameters in a query string that
is appended to the CE Studio URL. Parameters and values are not encrypted and are therefore
not secure.
You add URI parameters as properties in a component, such as a form. You can then use these as
input to an action, rule and so on by mapping to them as field values. These are also available to
map as placeholders in iFrame components.
To configure an app with dynamic URI parameters:
1. Add a component, such as a form and, in the field selector, select Dynamic URI.
2. Enter the parameter name. The lettercase is important, for example Param1 is not the same
parameter as param1.
3. Click Done to add the parameter as a property to the component.
4. Save the app. The name of the URI parameter is also the field identifier.
5. Configure the action(s) to use the URI parameters, for example in a filter:
a. In the Filters section of the action, add a new condition.
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b. On the left side of the condition, for example, select Field Reference.
c. On the right side of the condition, select Field Value and map to the dynamic URI property.
(Currently not possible to map using the UriParamsource.)
You pass the parameter values in a query string appended to the URL of the app. For example,
this is a public portal URL with a single URI parameter (?param1=m):
https://<tenant-front-end-path>/ce/0/public/?param1=m
This is an example with two URI parameters, separated by &:
https://<tenant-front-end-path>/ce/0/public/?param1=m&param2=true
Link parameters
Note An example of a CE Studio app that uses link parameters and another app that
generates the links is available for download from the Sample Templates page (in the help if
you reading this in a PDF).

Use Link parameters when you want to securely pass values from one CE Studio app to another,
for example to personalize the data shown when a user accesses the CE Studio app. Values
passed into the app using link parameters are encrypted and are part of the session data available
to the app. You can use the values passed into an app as input to actions.
To configure link parameters:
1. On the Designer page, click App Settings.
For an example, see the IFS CE Example Personalized Link App in the above download.
2. Go to the Parameters > Links Parameters tab.
3. Enter the parameter name. The lettercase is important, for example Param1 is not the same
parameter as param1.
4. Click Done to add the parameter(s) as a property of the app's session data.
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5. Save the app.
6. Configure the action(s) to use the Link parameters, for example:
a. In the Filters section of the action, add a new condition.
b. On the left side of the condition, for example, select Field Reference.
c. On the right side of the condition, select Session > AppData and map to the Link
parameter.
To generate the URLs that use the parameters, you need to generate links that encrypt the
parameters and their values. You do this using the IFS CE System provider (version 6 and later)
and the SecuredLink method GenerateSecuredLink.
Generating links that use Link parameters
Note For an example, see the IFS CE Example Generate Secured Link App in the above
download.
To generate links containing the link parameters, you need to configure a CE Studio app to
generate the links. The SecuredLink method GenerateSecuredLink has the following
optional parameters and additional parameters for the required link parameters:
Parameter

Description

AppName

Name of the target CE Studio app

AuthenticationMode

Always set to 0

ExpiryInMinutes

Minutes before the link expires

IsReusable

A Boolean. When true, the link can be reused up until it
expires. When false, the link can be used once only.

To add the link parameters:
1. Edit the action with the GenerateSecuredLink method.
2. Click Manage Properties.
3. Click the field next to GenerateLinkRequest and then select Parameters.
4. Enter the parameter name as configured in the target app.
5. Select the correct data type for the parameter.
You can map these parameters to a form that you can use for generating multiple links.
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Unit tests
You can mock the execution and responses for all the actions, global actions, and rules in a CE
Studio app. You can then use these on the Actions page to test the behavior of actions and action
sets. For an example, see the Actions sample template.
There is a unit test available for each action to which you can add any number of test cases. You
can run each test case individually or, from the action set, you can run all the test cases in the unit
test with the same name. This will also run the data transformations configured on the action set.

Toolbar for creating, managing, and running the test cases in a unit test
How you configure the test cases will depend on the type of action and the provider type.
Note For example, unit tests are not available in IFS Cloud for write operations such as
PATCH, UPDATE and DELETE.

Mocking create and update actions
For actions with parameters that are mapped, you can add mock data for each parameter. You
need to supply mock data for all the parameters configured in the action apart from those mapped
to static values. If you leave parameters with static values empty, then the test case will run with
the configured values. When you run the test case, you will see the response in a JSON viewer.
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Mocking suggested and optional parameters for a create or update action
Important When you run the test case, you will send a request to the endpoint and will
therefore create a new record or modify an existing one with the mock data.

Note You cannot run unit tests for update and patch operations for IFS Applications 10 and
oData providers. These actions require an entity cache (CEContext) along with the request
which is provided from the server with the corresponding get response. The unit test will
therefore return the error Object reference not set to an instance of an
object.

Mocking read actions
For read actions that request specific data, rather than all the data for the provider type, you can
mock the conditions or dynamic conditions used in the request. If a condition is mapped to a static
value, then you can mock the static value or you can leave this empty to use the configured value.
When you run the test case, you will see the response from the provider, in a tabular format.
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Mocking the condition(s) in a read action
Note If there is no condition in the action then there is nothing to mock.
Read actions publish a topic and will therefore have subscribers. You use the Topic Mock Data
pane to mock the response from the endpoint.
Mocking the response
You can mock the response when:
• No provider is available
• Suitable data isn't available, for example, when configuring data transformations

Mocking the response
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There is one mocked response for each test case. You can decide how to use the mocked
response:
• Deselect Use Mocked Response to use the data returned from the provider. After running
the test case, you can save this data as input to a data transformation by selecting Save as
Mocked Data.
• Select Use Mocked Response to use the mock topic data as the response. After running the
test case, the response will contain the mock data. Select Save as Mocked Data to save this
data as input to a data transformation.
Mocking the actions in the action set and running the data transformation
You can run all the actions in the action set if each action contains a test case with the same
name. After running the test case, the data transformation will run. The data transformation will
use the response from the provider or the mocked response depending on how you chose to
configure the action upon which the data transformation depends.

Running all the actions in an action set
Mocking a global action
When mocking a global action, you need to select the properties you want to use in the topic mock
data.
Mocking rules and rule sets
You can also mock rules and rule sets. A test case for a rule will always return either true or false.
Similarly, running all the test cases in the rule set will evaluate all the rules and then return either
true or false. The result is shown in a JSON viewer.

Troubleshooting actions
This topic describes how to use the Developer Tools provider by the browser to troubleshoot
issues with CE Studio apps.
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Finding out which action in an action set is failing
When there are multiple actions in an action set then an OnFailure response from the provider will
prevent all the actions in the set from running. Use the Developer Tools in your browser to work
out which action is failing.
1. In Chrome, open the Developer Tools.
2. In the Name column, click the last invoke.
3. Go to the Preview tab.
4. Expand responsesInOrder and then expand each response (action).
5. The outcomeStatus is either OnSuccess or OnFailure. For OnFailure, there will be an error
message.

Identifying failing actions
How to view the topic data in the response from the provider
You can use the Developer Tools in your browser to verify whether an action is returning any topic
data.
1. In Chrome, open the Developer Tools.
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2. In the Name column, click the last invoke.
3. Go to the Preview tab.
4. Expand responsesInOrder and then find the response (action).
5. Expand topicData.
For example, for a data grid there will be an entry for each row on the page (default page size
is 10) and one entry for a form.

Viewing the topic data in the response
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10

Display tasks

You configure display tasks to change the state of the user interface. Display tasks are always run
before any action sets or rule sets.
A display task always belongs to a display task set, and you can use this to group related display
tasks.
Note There are some sample templates available for download from the Sample Templates
page (in the help if you are reading this in a PDF). These demonstrate the use of display tasks
in CE Studio.

Using display tasks
Display tasks can run:
• After an event is invoked, succeeds or fails. For example, an information message on success
and an error message on failure.
• After a rule in a rule set evaluates to true or false. For example, on success, a display tasks
shows or expands a component and updates all the fields.
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• Before an action set is run (OnInvoke status) and all the subscribers have been notified. A
display task attached to an action set will always run before the actions in that action set.
You can configure display tasks for components, fields, buttons and toast messages. A display
task is completely self-contained and independent of the context in which it is run.
The display tasks that must run when a particular event occurs are grouped in a display task set.
The first display task in the set runs first. To change the order in which they run, use drag and
drop.

Example of how a display task set groups the display tasks for a component
Note To create the display tasks for an event, click Create new display task set and name
the set. To add the first task to the set, click Edit and then Add new task.

Task types
The following table summarizes the available types of display task, and how you apply them.
Task

Element Type

Notes

Set From

Fields

Updates a field with the value
from another field.

Set To

Fields

Updates a field to display a
default or initial value.

Combined

Fields

See Combined display tasks.
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Task

Element Type

Notes

Clear Selection

Fields

For batch-enabled data grids.
Clears the selection made by
the user.

Reset Control

File Upload only.

Template

Fields

For setting a field to a value in
an embedded template.

Enable, Disable

Buttons, Fields

For making buttons and
fields available or unavailable
depending on the state of the
CE Studio app.

Enable Timer, Disable Timer

App, Components, Elements
(Fields)

For use with timers.

Show, Hide

Components (not overlays),
Tabs, Buttons, Fields

See Expand, Collapse, Show,
Hide display tasks.

Expand, Collapse

Components

See Expand, Collapse, Show,
Hide display tasks.

Toggle Component

Overlays

Overlay components only

Active

Tabs

See Active display tasks.

Reset All Fields

App, Components

Resets all fields with all the
components in the app or
within a single component.

Prompt

App

See Prompt display tasks.

Navigate

iFrame components

See Navigate display tasks.

Active display tasks
Use the Active display type to:
• Make a tab in a tab group into the active tab.
• For the default tab of a tab group, bring the data into the tab as part of an OnLoad event.
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Combined display tasks
Use the Combined display type to update a field with a concatenated value derived from other
fields in the app.

When you add a Combined display task the values are combined without any separator.

Expand, Collapse, Show, Hide display tasks
Expand, Collapse
If the component is already expanded, it collapses the component leaving just the title visible and
all other content hidden.
The component must be configured as expandable (the default setting). To make a component
expandable, on the Designer page, click

and go to the Settings tab.

Show, Hide
Hidden elements are still available in any rules or actions that need them, and OnLoad events are
still triggered.
Note Not intended for use with overlays. Use the Toggle Component display task instead.

Navigate display tasks
You can configure navigate display tasks for URLs, including URLs to other CE Studio apps. The
page can open in the same tab, a different tab or an iFrame.
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Note For display tasks that perform a sign out, as with portal apps, then the redirect URL
should open in the same tab.

Navigate display task and iFrames
You can configure an iFrame to embed a webpage, play a video and so on. You can either add the
URL as a property of the iFrame component or configure a Navigate display task for the URL. Not
all URLs can be loaded in an iFrame:
• For URLs that can be loaded in an iFrame, you can map the URL to an iFrame component.
• For URLs that cannot be loaded, you open them in the same browser tab or in a separate tab.
Navigate display task with placeholders
You can configure the Navigate display task with a placeholder so that the user can select the
URL to go to, as shown in the following example:

Example of Using the Navigate Display Task with a Placeholder
Limitations
When using Navigate display tasks with iFrames:
• The embedded page cannot pass commands to the CE Studio app. The embedded app is fully
functional but is independent of the parent app.
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Prompt display tasks
Prompt
Define any messages needed by the top-level container, whether an app or a template. These are
displayed as toast messages.
For example, if you are creating an app that embeds a template then you can add messages
for the app. At runtime, the app may display messages from both the app and the embedded
template.
You can configure the following types of message — you decide how to use the different message
types:
Message type

For example, attach display task to...

Information

OnLoad event with status OnSuccess

Warning

OnLoad event with status OnFailure

Error

OnLoad event with status OnFailure
Note Will display in addition to the error message
sent from the endpoint.

Success

OnLoad event with status OnSuccess

When you configure a message, you can either enter the text as a hardcoded string or you can
click

and enter a message ID. See Localizing strings in the user interface.
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11

Portals

How to create CE Studio apps for both self-service portals and public portals.
Each tenant has a self-service portal for authenticated users and a public portal for anonymous
(unauthenticated) users.
Secure (self-service) portals
A self-service portal lets end-users, such as customers, suppliers, partners, sign on to view and
update their information. This type of portal can:
• Allow users to create, modify and delete data in external data sources.
• Provide links to other pages in the same portal. Each page is a separate CE Studio app.
• Embed other third-party webpages (if the webpages allow themselves to be embedded in an
iFrame)
Each tenant has one self-service portal and users must register with the portal before they can
sign on to it.
For full details, see Self-service portals.
Public portals
Anyone can access a public portal - users do not sign on to the portal and the system provides
no way of controlling who has access to it. However, in 6.4 or later, you can configure twofactor authentication, one-time tokens and so on, in order to control access to the site. See
Authentication for public portals for details.
You can use unauthenticated public portals to, for example:
• Gather information, such as feedback
• Let users submit requests, such as quotations, appointments, brochures
• Provide information to users
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You can embed the public portal URL in emails, on web pages and so on. Anyone who has the
URL can access the public portal so you should carefully consider the type of information you
show in public portal apps.
For full details, see Public portals.

Self-service portals
Each tenant is preconfigured with a single self-service portal that is ready to use. The portal is
accessed through its own URL and authorization is managed separately from access to Customer
Engagement applications (Admin Portal, CE Studio Designer).
You need to set up:
• The CE Studio apps that allow registered portal users to view and update their information.
• The landing page to which portal users are redirected after signing on. You can set up a
different landing page for each group of users.
• The user groups for controlling who has access to the portal and which CE Studio apps they
can see.
Self-service portal setup involves the following steps in CE Studio Designer:
1. Create a user group for each type of user. All users who sign on to the portal must belong to
one of these user groups.
See Configuring portal access groups.
2. Create the landing page for the self-service portal. You create it as a standard app. If you
require different landing pages for the different user groups then you may prefer to create the
landing page as a template.
See Creating the landing pages for self-service portals.
3. Depending on the complexity of the self-service portal, you may need to create separate
portal apps. However, if the portal is very simple then you may be able to add the features you
require to the landing page itself.
Create any portal apps as templates. You can use any of the features of CE Studio, except for
those that depend on current activations.
See Creating self-service portal apps.
4. If you created multiple portal apps then add links to let users navigate between them.
See Adding links to self-service portal apps.
5. On the Portal Settings page, select the app that will be used as the landing page for the selfservice portal. You can add multiple landing pages. All portal users will use the default landing
page unless a different landing page is set in their user profile.
See Configuring the portal settings.
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6. Test the self-service portal. You can preview the landing page(s) in CE Studio Designer, but
you must test everything in the tenant's portal realm.
See Testing the self-service portal.
7. Optional. You can change the theme of the signup page seen by portal users.
Please contact IFS Support if you want to change the theme of the signup page. They will send
you a zip file containing the resources that need to be updated.

Configuring portal access groups
The access group determines which apps and landing page a user sees when they sign on to the
self-service portal. Different groups of users can see a different landing page and different apps.
You can move both apps and people from one access group to another.
You need to create the access groups as user groups in the Admin Portal. You can set up more
than one user group. Whoever administers the self-service portal will be responsible for adding
and managing the users in these groups.
Adding an access group
To add an access group:
1. Go to the Admin Portal for the tenant.
2. In the side menu, go to User Management > User Group.
3. In the User Group Detail pane, enter the details of the new access group.
Group Name

This becomes the name of the access group in CE Studio.

Contact Center

Select any contact center if there is more than one. The access
group does not use this.

User

Select the individual users who belong to the access group.

Sub Group

You can also add a group of users to this access group.

4. Refresh CE Studio Designer if it is open.
You can now create a portal app and select this user group as the access group for that portal
app.
Changing the access group
To change the access group for a portal app:
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Apps page.
2. Click Edit for the portal app you want to update.
3. Select a different access group from the Access Group list.
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You may need to refresh CE Studio Designer if you have just added a new user group in the
Admin Portal.

Creating self-service portal apps
You can add CE Studio apps to the self-service portal. Before you start there are several things to
remember:
• Create the portal apps as templates. Only templates can be added to the app selected as the
portal landing page.
• Navigation from the portal landing page to the portal apps in the same access group as the
signed-in user is provided by a Portal List Template. This means that you do not need to add
any links yourself. However, you do need to add navigation from each portal app to the landing
page (see below).
• Portal apps require a sign out button. You can either add this to each portal app or to a
template that you use as the banner on all your portal pages (see below).
• Portal users will not have an Azure Active Directory user account so they cannot sign on using
their SSO credentials. If the provider is SSO enabled then an integration user account must
exist at the external data source.
You can create an unlimited number of portal apps for a self-service portal.
Creating self-service portal apps
To create a portal app in CE Studio Designer:
1. Create the portal app as a template.
The access group determines who can access this app, and the name and description will be
shown like this:

For details of how to create a template, see Creating a standard app or template.
2. Build the portal app in the usual way. You can use any of the components and elements
available in CE Studio Designer.
For an introduction to building CE Studio apps, see Basic end-to-end configuration.
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Adding navigation from the portal app back to the landing page
Use a Navigate display task to let users navigate from portal apps to the landing page of the selfservice portal:
1. In CE Studio Designer, click

to go to the Display Task Sets page.

2. Click to create a new display task set.
3. Add a new display task to the set.
4. Select Navigate as the task type.
5. Enter the relative URL of the landing page. This should take the user back to the same tab.
For example, if the URL of the landing page is:
https://<environment-name>/<tenant-name>/ce/portal/
then you can enter the URL as:
/<tenant-name>/portal
6. You can then add a button group, and configure an OnClick event to run the display task.
See About components and elements and Event configuration for components.
Adding a logout button
Important Logout URLs using this format: auth/logoff/?redirecturi= are no longer
supported in 6.1.3. You must now update this to ${logouturl}?redirecturi=. See below
for details.
Use a Navigate display task to send the user to a redirect page on your website when they click
the logout button. The display task must redirect the portal user back to the same browser tab.
The portal logout URL is a relative URL. It has a fixed part ${logouturl}?redirecturi= and
then the path to go to:
${logouturl}?redirecturi=<redirect-url>
For example, if you wanted to use www.ifs.com as the page to go to on logout then you would:
1. In the Navigate display task, enter the URL like this:
${logouturl}?redirecturi=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ifs.com
You may prefer to create a template with a logout button and then add the template to the landing
page and the portal apps.
A note about page layout
When you add a component to a CE Studio app, the component will be displayed at the full width
of the app. If it is the first component in the app then it will be positioned at the top of the page.
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To create space around the component, you can add empty rows or cells to the layout using the
Layout Options toolbar:

Adding links to self-service portal apps
To link to the other portal apps in the same access groups as the current signed on user, you use
an element called a Portal List Template. You can use this element in any self-service portal app
or self-service portal landing page. Each portal app in the same access group appears like this at
runtime:

How Portal Apps are Displayed at Runtime
Add an action to get the accessible portal apps
1. Add the System provider to the portal app. You need to use version 2 or later.
If you do not know how to add providers follow the steps in Add the IFS Field Service
Management provider.
2. Add the action to get the portal apps that are in the same access group as the current signed
on user:
Note See Add actions and configure events if you do not know how to configure action
sets and actions.
Provider

Select the System provider.

Type

Select PortalApp.

Method

Select the method GetAccessiblePortalApps.

3. Select the Publish Topic option.
The action must publish the topic (the Portal List Template will subscribe to this using the
OnNotification event).
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No filtering, sorting or paging is required in the action.
Configure the portal links on the page
To configure the portal links on the page:
1. On the Designer page
component.

, add a Portal List Template. Add this as an element inside an existing

There are various ways of doing this, for example, you could add it to a headerless stack panel
(the stack panel could provide a styled heading):
a. Add a row below or above the stack panel.
b. Add the Portal List Template.
2. Configure the Portal List Template:
a. Select the option Portal App from the Templates list. This option will provide links to all the
portal apps in the access groups to which the signed-in user belongs.
b. Fill out the details:
Name

Click in the Name field. Select the System provider. Select PortalApp
as the type. Select Name as the property.

Description

In the same way, map the Description to System > PortalApp >
description.

Guid

In the same way, map the Guid field to System > PortalApp >
AppVersionGuid.

c. Click Done.
The next step is to configure the OnLoad and OnNotification events.
Configure the OnLoad and OnNotification events
1. On the Event Configuration page
apps:

, configure the event that will load the accessible portal

a. On the left, click the outermost container. App is shown as selected on the right.
b. From the Event Type list, select OnLoad.
c. From the Run Action Set list, select the action you configured above.
2. The Portal List Template must subscribe to this topic:
a. On the left, click the box representing the Portal List Template.
b. From the Event Type list, select OnNotification.
c. Select the action you configured and click Subscribe and then click Done.
3. Save the portal landing app.
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Creating the landing pages for self-service portals
In a self-service portal, the landing page is the first app that users see after signing onto the portal.
If you have multiple access groups then you will need to create a landing page for each access
group.
We recommend that you create the app for the portal landing page as a standard app rather than
as a template.
Note If you need to re-use the landing page multiple times then you could consider creating
the app as a template. For background information, see Working with templates.
Apart from creating the landing page as a standard app, there are no other differences between
the CE Studio apps that you create for portal apps and the CE Studio apps that you create for
portal landing pages – the portal landing page is simply the CE Studio app that you choose to use
as the landing page. You set this on the Portal Settings page in CE Studio Designer.
Note For information on how to create portal apps, see Creating self-service portal apps.

Configuring the portal settings
Once you have created the portal landing page (or pages if there is more than one access group),
you need to go to the Portal Settings page in CE Studio Designer and select the portal app
designed as the landing page for the self-service portal. Only live portal apps are listed here.
Note The Portal Settings page only lists the portal landing pages for the tenant's self-service
portal. You can find a full list of portal apps on the Apps page in CE Studio Designer.

Note Ignore the Default Public Portal Page list. You use this when configuring public portals.
To configure the portal landing page(s):
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to the Portal Settings page.
When fully configured, there will be one row for each access group.
2. Click Add Portal Category and then enter its details:
Category Name

A descriptive name for internal use. This will not be displayed
in the portal.
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Portal App

Select the portal app that you want to use as the landing page
for this category. If any portal apps are missing from the list,
then check whether you made these live. You can change this
later by selecting a different app from the Portal App list on the
Portal Settings page.

Description

A descriptive name for internal use. This will not be displayed
in the portal.

3. If you only have one access group, then the app you set as the landing page will be the default
landing page. If you have several access groups, then you need to select one of the landing
pages as the default.
This landing page will be seen by portal users who do not have a default landing page
configured in their user profile. However, they must belong to the same access group as the
selected portal app.

Testing the self-service portal
You can preview the self-service portal in CE Studio Designer, but you must test it in the portal
realm. The URL will be similar to this:
https://<environment-name>/<tenant-name>/ce/portal/
You need an email address for each access group used by the self-service portal. You can't use
the email address that you are use to sign on to CE Studio Designer.
1. Make live the version of the landing page and the portal app(s) that you want to use.
2. Make sure that one of the portal apps is set as the landing page on the Portal Settings page.
See Configuring the portal settings.
3. In the Admin Portal, go to User Management and create a user for yourself – you need one
user for each access group:
• The UserID is your email address.
• The user role is Portal User.
• Set one of the landing pages as the default landing page. If you leave this empty, the user
will automatically use the default landing page as set on the CE Studio Designer Portal
Settings page.
4. Go to the URL for the tenant's self-service portal.
The sign up page is displayed.
5. Enter the email address of the user you created and then click sign up.
A verification email is sent to the email address you used. This is only valid for 5 minutes.
6. In the email you receive, click the link to verify yourself to the system. You can request another
verification email if the first one times out.
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7. Go to the portal URL for the tenant, sign in and you should see the landing page that you set
as the default for this user. Test that:
• All the apps in the same access group as the signed-in user are accessible.
• You can navigate between the apps.
• Apps work as intended.
• You can sign out correctly from anywhere in the self-service portal.

Public portals
Each tenant has a single public portal that is ready to use.
Note However, the maximum number of public portal sessions must be configured for the
tenant. This is 0 by default. You request this through Service Now. No more users can access
the public portal once the maximum number of sessions is reached. Sessions end when the
user closes the browser window, or when the tab is idle for more than 5 minutes. It takes
approximately one minute for a user's session to be cleared from the cache.
In this release, a new session is started each time a user clicks a quick link to go to another
app within the public portal. This means that the same person may have several sessions.
This will be addressed in a future release.
You can design one or more CE Studio apps for use as public portal apps. See Configuring public
portals.
The public portal is accessed through its own URL. See Public portal URLs. The default app for
the portal is configured on the Portal Settings page. This type of portal is for unauthenticated users
so to test a public portal you must use your browser in incognito mode.
Access is for anonymous users and, by default, anyone who has the public portal URL can access
the portal. You can implement your own solution for authenticating users, for example, you can
send secure links or one-time passwords. See Authentication for public portals for details.

Configuring public portals
To configure a public portal app for your tenant:
1. Create a CE Studio app, selecting Public Portal as the app group.
2. Add the IFS CE System provider (version 5 or later) and any other providers that you need.
You cannot add the Agent Desktop provider.
3. Design the CE Studio app. You can use any combination of templates, components, elements,
and UI elements.
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You must create the templates using the Public Portal app group. You cannot use templates
created for other types of app.
4. Make the CE Studio app live.
5. Go to the Portal Settings page and select the public portal app from the Default Public Portal
Page list.
This app is used if the public portal URL doesn't include the name of the app (see below).
Configuring additional public portal apps
Each page in the public portal is configured as a public portal app. To add further pages, you
create additional public portal apps. To link between pages in the public portal app, you use the
Portal List Template element. See Adding links to public portal apps.

Adding links to public portal apps
To link to the other apps in the public portal, you use an element called a Portal List Template.
Each app in the public portal appears like this at runtime:

How Portal Apps are Displayed at Runtime
Important In this release, a new session is started each time a user clicks a quick link to go
to another app within the public portal. This means that the same person may have several
sessions. This will be addressed in a future release.

Create a template
If you have several public portal apps then it is quickest to add and configure the Portal List
Template element once in a template and then insert that template into each public portal app.
However, you can also add the Portal List Template element directly to a public portal app.
To create a template containing a Portal List Template element:
1. Create a new template, selecting Public Portal as the app group.
2. Add the IFS CE System provider. You need to use version 5 or later.
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If you do not know how to add providers follow the steps in Add the IFS Field Service
Management provider.
Add an action to get the accessible public portal apps
1. Add the action to get the public portal apps:
Note See Add actions and configure events if you do not know how to configure action
sets and actions.
Provider

Select the IFS CE System provider.

Type

Select PortalApp.

Method

Select the method GetAccessiblePublicPortalApps.

2. Select the Publish Topic option.
The action must publish the topic (the Portal List Template will subscribe to this using the
OnNotification event).
No filtering, sorting or paging is required in the action.
Configure the Portal List element
To configure links between all the live public portal apps:
1. On the Designer page

, add a Portal List Template element.

2. Configure the Portal List Template:
a. Select the option Public App from the Templates list. This option will provide links to all the
live public portal apps on the tenant.
b. Fill out the details:
Name

Click in the Name field. Select the System provider. Select PortalApp
as the type. Select Name as the property.

Description

In the same way, map the Description to System > PortalApp >
description.

c. Click Done.
The next step is to configure the OnLoad and OnNotification events.
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Configure the OnLoad and OnNotification events
1. On the Event Configuration page
apps:

, configure the event that will load the live public portal

a. On the left, click the outermost container. App is shown as selected on the right.
b. From the Event Type list, select OnLoad.
c. From the Run Action Set list, select the action you configured above.
2. The Portal List Template must subscribe to this topic:
a. On the left, click the Portal List Template.
b. From the Event Type list, select OnNotification.
c. Select the action you configured and click Subscribe and then click Done.
3. Save the public portal app.
Using the template
Make the template live and then add the template containing the portal list template to each public
portal app.

Public portal URLs
Important You need to use an incognito session in the browser to fully test your public
portal apps. If you are unable to start a session, then check whether the maximum number of
sessions has been reached.
The maximum number of public portal sessions must be configured for the tenant. This is
0 by default. You request this through Service Now. No more users can access the public
portal once the maximum number of sessions is reached. Sessions end when the user
closes the tab or browser window, or when the tab is idle for more than 10 minutes. It takes
approximately one minute for a user's session to be cleared from the cache.
The server returns a 401 when a session expires and a 503 when the session cannot be
started because the maximum number of sessions is exceeded.
If you use the URL without a named app, that is: https://<test>/<tenant>/ce/0/public/
then the user will go to the app selected as the default public portal app on the Portal Settings
page.
URL for the default public portal app
If the URL of the public portal app in CE Studio Designer is:
https://<test>/<tenant>/ce/0/studiodesigner/
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then the URL of the default app for the public portal is:
https://<test>/<tenant>/ce/0/public/
URL for a named public portal app
And the URL of a named app for the public portal is:
https://<test>/<tenant>/ce/0/public/?appName=<name of the app>
Versions and public portal apps
Users are always taken to the live version of the public portal app.
URL for testing a non-live public portal app
When developing a public portal app, you can test it using the browser's incognito mode. You do
not need to make the app live in order to test it - you can append the version number of the app
like this:
https://<test>/<tenant>/ce/0/public/?appName=MyApp:1
Where MyApp is the name of the CE Studio app and 1 is the version number.
In 6.4 and later, you need to select the option Allow Non-live Versions to be Accessible. By
default, non-live versions are not accessible. To change this, go to the Apps page and click Edit
for the app.
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12

Authentication for public portals

Access to public portals is for anonymous users and therefore anyone who has the public
portal URL can access the portal. If you need to control access to the public portal then you can
implement your own solution for authenticating users, for example, you can send secured links or
one-time passwords. This section describes how to do this.

Overview
You can configure a public portal app to require the user to enter their credentials (single-factor
authentication). The login page used to enter credentials is called the challenge app. If the user's
credentials are correct, then the challenge app redirects the user to the protected public portal
app.
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Single-factor Authentication in Public Portal Apps
There are three configurable levels of security:
Step 1

Step 2

Enter credentials
Enter credentials

Step 3

Note
You decide what form
the credentials take.

Enter one-time
passcode in the
challenge app or
click secured link in
the email or SMS
message

Passcodes are 6 to 9
digits long and valid
only for the current
session. Secure links
are not reusable.
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Step 1
Enter credentials

Step 2
User confirms the
email address or
phone number

Step 3

Note

Enter one-time
passcode in the
challenge app or
click secured link in
the email or SMS
message
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Multi-factor Authentication in Public Portal Apps
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Creating challenge apps
Note There is an IFS CE Example Challenge App on all tenants that you can use as a
starting point. Please note that this is an example and you should not use it in a production
environment.
You create the sign-in page for the public portal in a challenge app.
A challenge app is any unprotected, public portal app that requires users to enter their credentials,
such as a username and password, account number, order number. You can also require users to
take a one-time passcode (OTP) challenge before they gain access to the protected public portal
apps or send them a secure link. When users go to the public portal, they are first presented with
the challenge app and enter the required details. The challenge app then redirects the user to the
protected app. You can use the same challenge app with multiple protected public portal apps.
Creating a challenge public portal app
Note You can use the IFS CE Example Challenge App as the sign-in page or you can clone
and edit the app.
To create a new challenge app:
1. Create a new CE Studio app:
• Type: Public Portal
• App Group: either Standard or Template
• Contact Center Unit: you do not need to select the contact center unit for a challenge app.
2. Add the IFS CE System provider (version 6 or later).
3. Add a form for the challenge app input parameters. See below for details.
4. Add an action to get the data needed by the challenge app. This action maps to fields in the
challenge app input parameters form. See below for details.
5. For challenge apps you do NOT configure the authentication settings. You do this in the app
you want to protect.
6. Make the app live. Only the live version can be used when configuring the authentication
settings in a protected app.
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Add components
Note Refer to the IFS CE Example Challenge App as an example of how to configure the
user interface of the app.
For example:
1. Add a component to get the user's sign in details and a button to submit their choice. For
the input field(s), you can use UI elements such as text boxes or numbers. The data type is
important as the input fields in the protected app must match the data type in the challenge ap.
2. Add another component with UI elements to let the user enter the OTP challenge and a button
to submit it.
You can use display tasks to show and hide the components.
Configure the events to initiate authentication, for example an OnClick event can run the initiate
authentication action set.
Action sets and actions for challenge apps
Note Refer to the IFS CE Example Challenge App for details of the required actions.
Action sets here are used to authenticate the protected apps assigned under any unique identifier.
Optionally you can also invoke an OTP challenge.
When creating the initiate authentication action set
1. Select the provider type PublicPortalAuthentication.
2. Select the provider method as InitiateAuthentication.
3. In the Parameter Mapping assign an optional parameter for each required field value:

4. Select the Publish Topic check box. This is needed by the rules and display tasks. Subscribe
the topic in the form to make them available to use in the rule and display task.
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When creating the invoke authentication action set:
1. Select the provider type PublicPortalAuthentication.
2. Select the provider method as InvokeAuthentication.
3. In the Parameter Mapping assign a suggested parameter with the field value to invoke the OTP
received to your configured media service.
4. Select the Publish Topic check box.

Creating protected apps
Note You can download an example protected app from the Sample Templates page.
Use this along with the IFS CE Example Challenge App to learn more about creating and
configuring protected apps. Please note that this is an example and you should not use it in a
production environment.
A protected app is any public portal app that requires users to confirm their identity through a
challenge app before they gain access to the public portal app. When users go to the public portal,
they are first presented with a sign in page (the challenge app) and enter the required details. In
the background, the protected app initiates authentication with the endpoint that has the data. If
successful, the challenge app then redirects the user to the protected app.
To make a public portal app into a protected app, you configure the authentication settings of the
app. This tells the portal that users can access the app only after completing the authentication
process.
Prerequisites
Before you can complete the configuration of a public portal app as a protected app, you need to
configure the challenge app. See Creating challenge apps for details.
Creating a protected public portal app
1. Create a new CE Studio app:
• Type: Public Portal
• App Group: either Standard or Template
• Contact Center Unit: select the contact center unit for this app. This filters the response
templates, phone numbers and email addresses in the Admin Portal to those belonging to
the contact center unit. These will be used by the app to send the OTP challenge.
If you don't need an OTP challenge then skip this field.
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Note The OTP challenge will fail if you do not set the contact center unit.
2. Add the required providers. You can integrate with any supported data sources.
3. Add a form for the challenge app input parameters. If required, you can hide this form from
the end user if its only purpose is to let you configure the authentication action. See below for
details.
4. Add an action to get the data needed for authentication. This action maps to fields in the
challenge app input parameters form. See below for details.
5. Configure the authentication settings. It is this step that makes the public portal app into a
protected public portal app. See below for details. For details, see:
• Authentication settings for apps without OTP challenge
• Authentication settings for apps with OTP challenge
6. Make the CE Studio app live.
7. Make the CE Studio app into the default public portal app. When the user goes to the app, the
protected app will redirect the user to the challenge app.
To do this, go to the Portal Settings page and select the public portal app from the Default
Public Portal Page list.
Alternatively, if you are not ready for this step, then you can specify the name of the app in the
preview URL. For details of how to do this, see Public portal URLs.
8. Test the protected app using your browser in incognito mode. You cannot test the app properly
if you are logged in as a CE user in the browser.
Adding a form for the challenge app input parameters
If you are using one-time passcodes or secured links (OTP) then one of the providers in the public
portal app must provide the data used in the OTP challenge, such as the email address and/or
phone number. To configure the authentication action, you add these provider properties to a form.
As this form is for internal use when configuring the action, you can hide the form from the end
user:

Example of a form for the challenge app input parameters
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To configure a form for the challenge app input parameters:
1. Add a form to the protected public portal app.
2. Add the provider properties required by the challenge app to the form, such as email address,
username, phone number.
You can choose to hide the form from the user because its only purpose is to let you configure the
authentication action set:
1. Add a display task to hide the form. See Display tasks.
2. Configure an event to hide the form, for example, use the OnLoad event of the component
(form) to run the display task.
Adding an initiate authentication action to a protected app
The protected public portal app requires an action to get the data needed for authentication. If you
are using OTP, then the authentication action must also set authentication response properties.
For example, if the initiate authentication action in the challenge app requires the user to enter
their user ID and receive an OTP challenge via email then the protected app must have an action
that gets the data for that user ID. Essentially this action validates the ID against the data source.
The data must contain the email address to be used in the OTP challenge.
When configuring the initiate authentication action for a protected app:
1. Select the Publish Topic check box. This is need for the rules and display tasks to work
correctly.
2. In the Filters setting of the action, add a condition for each of the challenge app input
parameters.

Example of a filter that maps to a field in the challenge app input parameters form
Configuring the authentication settings of a public portal app
To protect a public portal app with a challenge app that acts as its login page, you need to
configure the authentication settings. These are part of the App Settings dialog. How you
configure the authentication settings depends on the level of security you need. For details, see:
• Authentication settings for apps without OTP challenge
• Authentication settings for apps with OTP challenge
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Authentication settings for apps without OTP challenge
In the public portal app that you want to protect by using authentication, you need to configure
the authentication settings. These settings make the app into a protected app. The configuration
described in this topic is for apps that do not require the user to verify their identity after logging in
(where a one-time code (OTP) is sent to the user to verify their identity).
To configure authentication for a public portal app that is not using an OTP challenge:
1. On the Studio Designer page, click App Settings (top right).
2. Go to the Authentication tab.
3. In the Setup section, enter:
Field
Challenge Page App

Description
Select the CE Studio app configured as the
challenge app. The app must be live.
Note If you change this later, then save
the app before continuing to configure the
settings.

Initiate Authentication Action Set

Select the action that requests the user's data
from the endpoint.
Note Only action sets that are marked as
Authentication Actions are listed.

Required Inputs from Challenge App

Map the inputs required by the challenge app
to the form that you created for the challenge
app input parameters. See Creating protected
apps for details of adding this form.

4. In the Get Authentication Details section, enter:
Field
Select Authentication Details Action Set

Description
Select the action that gets the authentication
details.
The response properties are for the OTP
challenge.

5. Click Continue to apply the authentication settings.
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6. Click Save to save the app.

Authentication settings for apps with OTP challenge
In the public portal app that you want to protect by using authentication, you need to configure the
authentication settings. These settings make the app into a protected app. As part of this, you can
increase security by configuring a one-time passcode (OTP) challenge. There are different options
available:
• Send a one-time password/code to the user's email address or mobile phone
• Allow the user to choose where to receive the password
• Verify that the user owns the email address or mobile phone number by requiring them to type
it in
Note For details of how to configure authentication without OTP, see Authentication settings
for apps without OTP challenge.
To configure authentication for a public portal app that is using an OTP challenge:
1. On the Studio Designer page, click App Settings (top right).
2. Go to the Authentication tab.
3. In the Setup section, enter:
Field
Challenge Page App

Description
Select the CE Studio app configured as the
challenge app. The app must be live.
Note If you change this later, then save
the app before continuing to configure the
settings.

Initiate Authentication Action Set

Select the action that requests the user's data
from the endpoint.
Note Only action sets that are marked as
Authentication Actions are listed.
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Field
Required Inputs from Challenge App

Description
Map the inputs required by the challenge app
to the form that you created for the challenge
app input parameters. See Creating protected
apps for details of adding this form.

4. In the OTP Configuration section, enter the details for sending an OTP challenge. This sends
a one-time password or secured link depending on the configuration:
Field
Verification Methods and Precedence

Description
Select the verification method and then drag
to change the precedence:
• SMS: requires the contact center unit to
have an SMS-enabled phone number for
sending outbound SMS messages. Select
the number to use below.
• Email: defaults to the outbound email
address defined for the contact center unit.
Note You need to select the verification
methods before dragging to change the
order.

Timeout

The OTP challenge expires after the timeout
period. Maximum timeout is 60 minutes.
Note The expiry time is calculated from
when the email or text is sent and not
from when the user receives it.

Maximum failed attempts allowed

Sets a limit on the number of attempts to
enter the OTP code. For example, if you enter
1 then the user can only make one mistake
before their session expires and they must
start again.
The minimum is 1 and the maximum is 5.
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Field
SMS From Number, Phone Number Mask

Description
Lists the SMS-enabled phone numbers
for sending outbound SMS messages. By
default, the number displayed to the user is
masked using asterisks.
You can:
• Enter a different character in the adjacent
field.
• Select a different way of masking the
number by configuring an alternate regex
pattern. To view or edit the phone number
mask, go to the side menu, and select
Global Configuration > Regex dialog.

Email From Address, Email Mask

Lists the system email address available for
sending emails in this contact center unit.
Like SMS From Number, you can change the
character used in the mask and/or select a
different mask.

Mode of Authentication

The OTP challenge sent to the user contains
one of the following:
• One Time Code
• Secure Link

Require User to Confirm OTP Address

This is an additional layer of security. It
prompts the user to type in their full email
address or mobile number.

SMS Content, Email Content

Select the SMS and/or email response
template to use. See Response templates for
details.
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Field
Whether Users Can Select the Verification
Method

Description
Select the verification method to use:
• Always: lets the user choose between
receiving an SMS or an email even if
there is no choice because the user has
a mobile phone number but no email
address (for example).
• Never (Configured Precedence): you
send the challenge using your preferred
verification method. If that is unavailable,
then you use the alternative method.
• Only When User Has Multiple Methods:
lets the user choose between receiving an
SMS or an email only if both are available
for the user.

Code Length

Length of the password that is sent to the
user. Minimum 6, maximum 9 characters in
length.

Code Type

By default, the code is numbers only but you
can choose to use a code that is a mix of
numbers and letters.

5. In the Get Authentication Details section, enter:
Field
Select Authentication Details Action Set

Description
Select the action that gets the authentication
details.
The response properties are for the OTP
challenge.

Select response properties

Select the provider property that provides the
data for the OTP challenge. For example, for
email, which response property contains the
email address.

6. Click Continue to save the authentication settings.
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Response templates
You can configure custom emails and SMS messages for sending the OTP challenge. You do this
by configuring response templates in the Admin Portal. You need to create response templates for
each browser locale used by your users. The default locale is US English.
The default message is:
Please use CE authentication code %OTPCode% to access [%AppName%]. This
code will expire in %OTPCodeExpiry% minutes.
The default message for a secure link is:
Please use the following link to access [%AppName%] %SecuredLink%
When configuring the response templates use the following placeholders for the OTP code and so
on:
%OTPCode%

Placeholder for the automatically-generated OTP code.

%SecuredLink%

Placeholder for the automatically-generated link.

%AppName%

The name of the protected CE Studio app that the user is trying to
access.

%OTPCodeExpiry%

The configured expiry period for the OTP code or secure link.

To configure a new response template:
1. In the Admin Portal, go to the Media Management > Response Template page.
2. Click New.
3. Enter the name of the template.
4. Select the type as SMS Response or Email Response.
5. Select the language. The language used for the OTP challenge depends on the locale of the
user's browser.
6. Complete the details. The content must include the above placeholders.
7. Save the template.
To use the response template:
1. In CE Studio Designer, open the protected app.
2. Click App Settings and go to the Authentication tab.
3. On the OTP Configuration section, select the response template from the SMS Content and/or
Email Content lists.
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Styles and themes

Styling CE Studio apps and individual components.
Note There are some sample templates available for download that demonstrate the
possibilities for styling CE Studio apps. See the Samples page in the CE Studio help for
details.
You can style the CE Studio app to apply an organization's branding and improve usability for
users. To make it easier to apply the style consistently use themes.
All the style options are available on the following toolbars on the Designer page:
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To configure the themes, on the side menu, click Global Configuration > Themes.

Themes
Note Selecting a 6.4 theme in a CE Studio app overrides any legacy theme. Once
applied, you cannot go back to the legacy theme.
There are system themes, for example IFS Theme is the default theme, and you can create your
own themes to style most of the components in a CE Studio app. The following are not included in
themes:
• Stack panel
• Social media component
• Currency symbol in a currency UI element
• Rich Text Editor
When you select a theme for a CE Studio app, any styles already applied in the app are
preserved. Currently it is not possible to revert the override changes.
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Styling a CE Studio app
You can change the look and feel of a CE Studio app by setting, for example, colors, spacing,
rounded corners, dropped shadows, icons. You can apply styles to:
• The whole app
• Individual components in the app (in Designer, these are the areas in dashed lines)
• Elements within components (provided that the component is set to use the default style option
Inherit from App)
• Button groups
• Any templates embedded in the app
By default, styles are set at the top level, that is at the app level, and can then be inherited by
the components, elements and templates in the app. If you do not want this then you style the
individual components and templates.

Apps, components and elements
To change the style of the app, go to the Designer page and click

App Settings. You can set:
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Field
Theme

Description
You can select a theme as the starting point for the app. In
particular, this sets the default color of headers and buttons.
Default: IFS Aurena
Scope: Everything that is set to Inherit from App

Typeface

You can change the typeface but this will only apply to headers.
Default: Open Sans. This is an Open Source font and is used for
headers, labels and buttons.

Display Density

Set the spacing around components, elements and labels. This
is only visible when the app is run in Agent Desktop.
Scope: App level only

Translation Provider

Used when localizing the labels. For details, see Localizing
strings in the user interface.

Rounded

Whether you want rounded corners on components, headers,
fields and buttons. You can enter any value in the range 0
(square corners) through 15 (rounded corners).
Scope: App level only

Drop Shadow

By default, there is a narrow drop shadow around components.
This is visible in both Designer and Preview.

To ensure consistency you can't change some styles:
• The app always has a pale gray background
• Components and elements always have a white background (unless you make it transparent)
• The default font, Open Sans, is always used for labels and buttons

Styling components
In Designer, a component is the set of elements inside the dashed rectangle. There are several
styling options for components.
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Three components when previewed
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How the same components are shown in Designer
To change the style of a component, click
tab. You can change:
Field
Headerless

on the component toolbar and then go to the Styles
Description
Whether the shaded banner above the
component is visible. See above for an
example. A version of the banner is always
shown in Designer so click
result.

to see the
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Field
Background Transparent

Description
The app or template has a pale gray
background. Select:
• No if you want the component to have a
white background
• Yes if you want the component to be the
same color as the app/template background.
Useful for Stack Panels for example.

Header Theme

By default, the color of the component header
is the same as the app – the Inherit from App
option.
To override the app, select a color for the
component header from the list. This becomes
the default color of all of the button groups in
the app.

Header Tint/Shade

You can set the tint of the header. The
dropdown list shows you the options and how
the font color changes with the tint.
Choose None if you want the header to be the
same color as the background.

Add an Icon

You can add an icon to the header to make the
element more identifiable.

Inherited Properties

Click

to display the icon before the label

Click

to display it after the label

The roundness of the corners is inherited from
the app or template and cannot be modified.

Note To set Tooltips, position of the tooltip when open and message IDs for localizing the
app, click

on the component toolbar and then go to the Settings tab.
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Templates and inherited styles
Styling a template is similar to styling a component with the exception of button groups. To style a
button, click

on the button toolbar.

The following button properties are independent of the selected theme. These are:
• Base style: primary, warning, success, secondary
• Size
• Solid or Outline
• Background tint
• Hover color tint
• Border tint
The button color however is determined by the selected theme. Consider this example of an app
that embeds three templates:
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Example – the Inherit from App template
The first template in the above example inherits its styles from the app. The app theme determines
the color of the header and the buttons in the button group.
Example – the Component Header with Default Button Styles
In the second template in the above example:
• The header is set to the Blue theme
• The buttons in the button group inherit their theme from the app. This means that their color
doesn't change when you change the header theme.
Example – the Component Header with Custom Button Styles
In the third template in the above example:
• The header is set to the Blue theme
• Each button in the button group is individually set to use the Blue theme. This determines the
color of the button.
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14

CE Studio apps for email

You can configure a CE Studio app for handling emails in Agent Desktop or add email handling
to any app that needs it. You can configure multiple email apps if different contact center units
have different requirements for email. To speed up and simplify configuration, IFS Customer
Engagement provides an email template that you can use as a starting point.
Note For background information on templates, see Working with templates.

Configuring CE Studio apps for email
The following diagram summarizes the life cycle of an inbound email.
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Life cycle of inbound email
When an email is sent to one of the tenant's configured email addresses, it can be processed by
a script before it is presented to an agent in Agent Desktop. Emails that need the attention of an
agent are then placed on the queue for the next available (and suitably skilled) agent. When the
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email reaches the top of the queue and a suitably skilled agent goes into the idle state, the email
is presented to that agent and the associated CE Studio app loads.
The agent deals with the email, closes it and wraps up. If they are unable to deal with the email,
they may need to transfer it to another agent.
It is useful to consider the following when designing apps for email:
• Emails are delivered to agents in Agent Desktop from the queue. Each email has an ID and is
automatically tracked with a conversation ID (by default based on the subject).
• When an email is accepted by an agent, it is handled as an email activation and has an
activation ID. Some methods needed for handling email, such as close and wrap up, are
provided by the activation and the Agent Desktop provider.
• How emails are handled in the queue is based on the email media script. You configure scripts
for queue progression in the Admin Portal. The script may send automatic replies and perform
other processing based on the results of keyword searches and natural language processing.
For details of media scripts, see the IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide.
• Emails remain in the queue until an agent closes them. The email stays in the queue if it isn't
closed — by default, the email keeps its position in the queue unless its priority is changed.
• Other emails in the thread or conversation are held in a follow up queue.
• To provide additional data for use with emails, you can design entities and import data into
entities. For example, you might need to define categories for use when wrapping up a closed
email. You do this in the Admin Portal.
Email conversations
By default, inbound emails are automatically grouped into conversations based on the subject line
and are identified by a conversation ID. Only the latest email in the conversation is presented to
an agent — any other open emails in the conversation are held in a follow up queue. When the
active email is closed and wrapped up by an agent, the next email from the follow up queue is
presented to the same or a different agent.
Depending on business requirements, you can design the email app to:
• Show all the emails in the conversation
• Let the agent deal with all the open emails in the conversation at the same time
You can change the way that a conversation is defined. For example, a conversation could be:
• All emails from the same client
• All emails with the same reference
When handling emails, you can:
• Configure the app to save any data that might be needed later as part of the application data
for a conversation.
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• Add a reference, such as a case number, to email replies. You can then configure the media
script to detect and make use of these AppRef values.
• Configure the media script to look at the email history and assign the email to the agent that
handled previous emails in the conversation.

About the IFS CE Email Template

The email base template as it appears in Agent Desktop
Note Clicking Reply or Forward expands the Reply or Forward pane. To discard the reply,
collapse the pane. Note that you can copy the email template and configure different behavior
if required.
You can inspect the IFS CE Email Template:
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to Home > Apps.
2. Locate IFS CE Email Template in the list and click Manage Versions.
3. Click Designer.
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4. You cannot make changes to the live version of the template but you can inspect it. Click OK to
continue.
The template is configured as follows:
Components
The top-level component is the template. It contains three components and a utility
component.
The Follow-up Emails component show all the emails in the same conversation. These are
held in a follow-up queue. The Flag column indicates the type of email, such as 1 for inbound
emails waiting in the queue and 4 for outbound emails.
The Incoming Email component has a
• A list container for displaying multiple file attachments
• A Rich Text element for the email body
• A button group
• Hidden property fields for the mandatory ID, the conversation ID and the start date. (The
start date will be used as the received date. This is the date the email is put on the queue.)
The Reply component has:
• Send buttons for handling emails with and without attachments.
A hidden utility component for downloading inbound email attachments.
Providers
The template uses the IFS CE Email provider and the Agent Desktop provider. The email
provider has different types for inbound and outbound email. Information about email
activations in Agent Desktop is obtained through the client provider, which also provides close
and wrap up actions.
The template uses the Live version of the providers. This means that the template will update
automatically whenever IFS update the provider.
Actions
The template has an action set for each function performed by the app.
Note You may need to modify the configuration of the send action based on how you
have configured email sending in your tenant. For example, if there is no EWS Mailbox for
the from address.
Display tasks
The template has display tasks, for example, to update the UI when the app loads and to
populate fields in the Reply component from fields in the Incoming Email component. There is
a specialized display task for formatting the email in a reply to.
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Rule sets
Has rule sets for invoking the close and wrap up actions.
Note Actions that use Agent Desktop provider types and methods must be in a rule set. It
is not currently possible to invoke actions directly.
Events
The outer container – the template – has an OnLoad event that runs an action set to:
• Get the email for the current email activation in Agent Desktop
• Run the App Loading display task to disable fields in the inbound email
The Incoming Email component has an OnNotification event and subscribes to a topic
published by the Get Active Email action set.
The Close and Wrap Up buttons both have onClick events and run rule sets. For example, the
Wrap Up button runs the Wrap Up Email rule set.

Using the email template
You can embed the IFS CE Email Template in an email app or you can import the template and
then modify and extend it to meet your own requirements.
Note For background information on templates, see Working with templates.

Basic workflow for email
In Agent Desktop, the basic workflow is to accept the email activation, close the email and then
close (wrap up) the activation. For an app based on the email template, agents will:
1.

Accept inbound emails by clicking Accept Email

on the Agent Desktop toolbar.

2. Close the email by clicking the Close button in the app.
3.

Close the activation either by clicking the Wrap Up button in the app or

on the toolbar.

For additional information, see IFS Customer Engagement Agent Desktop User Guide.
Creating an app from the email template
1. Creating a standard app or template.
You do not need to add any providers for use with the template.
2. Add the template to the app:
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a. Click

to add a component.

b. Select the template IFS CE Email Template.
c. Select the template options.
d. Click Continue.
3. Click

to save the app. The app is automatically saved as version 1.

You have now created a standard email app. You can preview it by clicking
be able to test the functionality as you require Agent Desktop for this.

but you will not

4. On the Manage Versions page, make the app live.
5. In the Admin Portal, go to Media Management > Media Apps.
6. For the contact center unit, set the Email media type to your email app.
You can now test the email app in Agent Desktop by sending an email to one of the email
addresses configured for the tenant.
Note You also need a media script that adds the inbound email to the queue. For details of
media scripts, see the IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide.

Overview of the email provider types and methods
The IFS CE Email Template uses the IFS CE Email provider. This provider defines the following
data types:
Summary of the IFS CE Email provider data types
Data Type

Description

Email

The email record in the tenant database. The email record
includes both details of the original email and how it was
processed.

OutboundEmail

The outbound email that will be sent by the email activation.

OutboundEmail.AttachmentsAn email attachment that is attached to an unsent email. The
attachment is held in temporary storage until the email is sent
successfully.
EmailAttachment

An email attachment that has been saved.

ReplyEmail

The email that will be sent in reply by the email activation.
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Data Type

Description
Type of email record to get: inbound, outbound, email in the
queue, email in the follow up queue or any combination of
these.

EmailFlag

UploadedFile

An email attachment that is opened in a browser.
This data type can also be used for other purposes than email,
such as by IFS Field Service Management.
For outbound email, whether the email body is text or HTML.

BodyType

Provides a lookup for the BodyType property: HTML (0),Text
(1).
Importance

For outbound email, the Importance tag.
Provides a lookup for the importance property: Low (0),
Normal (1), High (2) and None (3).

CE Email type and methods
The IFS CE Email provider type, Email, models the email record in the tenant database. The
email record includes both details of the original email and how it was processed. Email has
several methods for getting email records.
Note In an action, the Email methods always run before any filters defined on the same
action. For example, you might get all the emails from a specific sender and then apply a filter
to the records returned by the method.

EmailFlag flag
The EmailFlag flag specifies the type of email record to be processed by the Email methods.
Typically you map these as static values:
Enum

Description

1

Inbound emails waiting in the queue

2

Emails received

4

Outbound emails sent from Agent Desktop by agents or automated replies sent by
the email script.
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Enum
8

Description
Inbound, open emails in the same thread or conversation waiting in the follow up
queue (see Configuring CE Studio apps for email.

For example, enter 15 for all email types (1 + 2 + 4 + 8). You can also set any combination of the
above.
Email methods
GetEmails
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag where flag is an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsByActivationID
Gets the email where the ID of the activation matches the given activationid. Map:
• activationid to the Activationid in the activation context (ToolbarQueryParams).
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsByConversationID
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag in the same conversation. Map:
• conversationid to a field that provides the conversationid of an email.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsByDates
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag for a single date or a range of dates. Map:
• startdatefrom, startdateto to a single start date or range of start dates to get emails based
on when the email is put on the queue (this therefore includes any emails currently in the
queue). The start date is set when the script adds the email to the queue.
• enddatefrom, enddateto to a single end date or range of end dates to get emails based on
when they were closed. The end date is set when the agent wraps up the email or the script
closes the email.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
For any unused parameters, select Use Null.
GetEmailsByDirection
Gets either inbound or outbound emails where:
• inbound should be true for inbound emails and false for outbound emails. Outbound emails
will include both emails sent by the agent and auto replies sent by the email script. This
parameter overrides flag.
• flag is an EmailFlag enum.
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GetEmailsById
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag with an ID that matches the given email ID.
Map:
• id to a field value that provides the ID of another email selected in the app.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsByMailbox
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag that are in the given mailbox or in any of the
mailboxes that match the Contains operator. Map:
• contains is a Boolean. The value in mailbox is processed as a Contains operator when true
and as a literal value when false.
• mailbox is the name of the mailbox or the exact string to use as the Contains operator. For
example, entering ifs finds any mailbox containing 'ifs' in its name.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsByPriority
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag that match the given priority. The priority
derives from either the email address configuration or as modified by the email script. Map:
• priority to a number in the range 0 (low) through 9 (high).
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsBySender
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag for the given sender email address or the
addresses that match the given Contains operator. Map:
• contains is a Boolean. The value in sender is processed as a Contains operator when true
and as a literal value when false.
• sender is the email address of the sender or the exact string to use as the Contains
operator. For example, entering ifs finds any email address containing 'ifs'.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsBySkillsetId
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag that match the given skill set ID. You can get
the skill set ID from the activation context (ToolbarQuery Param). Map:
• skillsetid, for example, to a field value that provides the skill set ID of another email selected
in the app.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsBySkillsetName
Gets all the emails of the type specified by flag that match the given skill set name or names
that match the given Contains operator. Skill sets are set in the email address configuration or
modified by the media script for the queue. Map:
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• contains is a Boolean. The value in the skillsetname is processed as a Contains operator
when true and as a literal value when false.
• skillsetname is a string giving the skill set name or the exact string to use as the Contains
operator. For example, entering ifs finds any skill set name containing 'ifs'.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.
GetEmailsBySubject
Gets all the emails of the type specified by the flag, where the subject line matches the given
subject or Contains operator. Map:
• contains is a Boolean. The value in the subject is processed as a Contains operator when
true and as a literal value when false.
• subject is a string giving the subject or the exact string to use as the Contains operator. For
example, entering ifs finds any email with 'ifs' in the subject line.
• flag to an EmailFlag enum.

OutboundEmail type and methods
The IFS CE Email provider type, OutboundEmail, is an unsent, outbound email. It has:
• A single sendemail method for sending the email.
• An additional provider type Attachments for any files attached to the email.
sendemail
Sends an email for the current activation. Specify what you want to include in the email,
including any attachments and how it should be processed. The following properties are
required and specific to CE:
• ClientId — you must map this to the account code of the contact center unit. In the
ToolbarQueryParams, this is AccountId.
• SenderId — you must map this to the activation ID in order to associate the outbound email
with the activation. In the ToolbarQueryParams, this is the ActivationId.
The following optional property is also specific to CE:
• AppRef: an additional reference that can be set by a CE Studio app and used by the email
script to process the email in the queue if the recipient replies to the email. For further
details, see the IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide.
To add parameters for an attachment,
1. click Manage Properties.
2. Click in the Filter by Provider Type field adjacent to the OutboundEmail. field and select
Attachments. You can then add parameters to set the filename, for example.
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Note For outbound email, the email property SenderType should be set to 1 (the default
value). SenderType is an enum with these values:
• AutoReply: 0
• Agent: 1
• WorkObject: 2
• TextChat: 3
• IVR: 4
• Report: 5

Email methods from the activation
The activation context of the current email provides the methods for closing the email and
wrapping up. You can also get information about an email.
The CloseEmail method
An agent can either close the email or they can transfer the email to another agent. Both
these cases are handled by the emailCloseData method closeEmail. It has four required
parameters:
Required parameter
appData

Description
A SystemString that stores the state of a group of emails
(identified by a conversation ID).
For example, an agent may need to store notes relating to
an email in the conversation that they have closed and refer
to these notes later when handling other emails in the same
conversation.

category

A SystemString for a custom property that you may want the
agent to set when they wrap up the email.
For example, you may need to categorize emails for reporting
purposes.

processed

Set this to:
• true to close the email and remove it from the queue.
• false to leave the email on the queue, at the same priority.
The email will then be presented to another agent.
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Required parameter
newSkillset

Description
A SystemString that is set to the name of the skill set to which
to transfer the email.
Note If processed is false then you may also need to
update the skill set. If you do not then the email is likely to
be presented to the same group of agents again.

To use the closeEmail method in an action:
1. Add an action to an action set.
2. As provider, select Agent Desktop provider.
3. As the provider type, select emailCloseData.
4. As the method, select closeEmail and set the required parameters.
You do not need to publish this action.
The wrapUp method
The actions method wrapUp does one of the following based on the outcome of the
closeEmail method:
• Removes a processed email from the queue and puts the agent back into the idle state ready
for the next activation.
• Puts the agent back into the Idle state but leaves the email in the queue so it can be picked up
by another agent.
wrapUp has no required or optional parameters.
To use the wrapUp method in an action:
1. Add an action to an action set.
2. As provider, select Agent Desktop provider.
3. As the provider type, select actions.
4. As the method, select wrapUp.
You do not need to publish this action.
The getEmailInfoCallback method
The emailInfo method getEmailInfoCallback gets information about the current email or
email entity.
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Email attachments
You can configure the app to send and receive emails with attachments. You use the email
provider type UploadedFile.
Attachments are automatically saved once the email is successfully sent.
Add an element to list the attachments
On the Designer page:
1. Click Add

and select List Template.

You need to add the List Template as the inner element of a component. For example, you can
add a list template to a form component.
2. From the Templates list, select Attachment Template.
3. Map the fields you require — for example:
a. Set the Attachment ID to the AttachmentId property on the Email type.
b. Set the File Name, Mime Type and File Size to the corresponding properties on the
InboundFile type.
Add an element to upload attachments
1. In the Upload Files dialog, specify the file extensions that you want to support and the
maximum file size of each attachment.
2. For an email app, you must select Allow Multiple Files.
Add an action to download email attachments
This action lets the agent view the contents of the file attachment. The downloaded file is an
instance of the property type UploadedFile.
On the Action Sets page, add an action:
1. Select the property type UploadedFile.
2. Select the get method.
3. There is one required parameter for the email attachment ID. Map this to the field in the
incoming email that has the attachments.
4. Publish the topic.
Add an action to send email with an attachment
On the Action Sets page, add an action:
1. Select the property type OutboundEmail.
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2. Select the sendemail method.
3. Click Manage Properties.
4. Map all the fields that are in the component for email replies. Map the file attachment to the
IFS_CE_StudioServices-Models-Emails-EmailEntity property Attachments:
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CE Studio apps for chat

IFS Customer Engagement provides a chat template that you can use in any of your apps. It is
unlikely that you will need to modify this template.
Note For background information on templates, see Working with templates.

About the IFS CE Chat Template

The base template as it appears in Agent Desktop
You can inspect the IFS CE Chat Template:
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to Home > Apps.
2. Locate IFS CE Chat Template in the list and click Manage Versions.
3. Click Designer.
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4. You cannot make changes to the live version of the template but you can inspect it. Click OK to
continue.
The template is configured as follows:
Components
The top level component is the template. It has one component, a form, that contains three
elements:
• A Chat element to show the initial question and then the follow up messages from the caller.
The Chat element is configured with the mandatory InitialQuestion property from the
Chat client. See Configuring the Chat component.
• A ChatInput UI element for entering the message to send.
• A button group. The End Chat and Wrap Up buttons duplicate tools available on the Agent
Desktop toolbar.
Providers
The template uses the Agent Desktop provider and the IFS CE Chat provider. The client
provider is required to obtain information from the chat session in Agent Desktop (the
activation), and perform reply, close and wrap up actions.
The template uses the Live version of the providers associated with the template. This means
that the template will update automatically whenever IFS updates either of these providers.
Actions
The template has an action set for each function performed by the app. Actions for
components and elements in the GUI need to publish topics. For example:
• IncomingMessage action uses the client provider incomingMessage data type and
the addChatMessageWithoutDate method. The method parameters are mapped to
properties on chatEvent.
• OutgoingMessage action set contains two methods. The methods are run in the order in
which they are listed in the action set.
• OnChatChanged action sends an indicator that the agent is typing.
Display tasks
The template has a single Message Sent display task to update the UI whenever a chat
message is sent.
Rule sets
Has a rule set for invoking each of the action sets.
Note Actions that use Agent Desktop provider types and methods must be in a rule set. It
is not currently possible to invoke actions directly.
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Events
The outer container – the template – has an OnLoad event that runs an action set that:
• Gets the chat message
• Runs the Message Sent display task
The inner Chat component has an OnNotification event and is configured with subscriptions.
These notify the app of the incoming message, the end chat session event and the call ID of
the current chat session.
Each button in the button group has an onClick event which when invoked runs the
appropriate rule set.

Using the chat template
You can embed the IFS CE Chat Template in a chat app or you can import the template and then
modify and extend it to meet your own requirements.
Note For background information on templates, see Working with templates.

Basic workflow for chat
In Agent Desktop, the basic workflow is to accept the chat activation, end the chat session and
then close (wrap up) the activation. For an app based on the chat template, agents will:
1.
2.
3.

Accept a new chat session by clicking Accept Chat

on the Agent Desktop toolbar.

End the chat session by clicking the Close button in the app or

on the toolbar.

Close the activation either by clicking the Wrap Up button in the app or

on the toolbar.

For additional information, see IFS Customer Engagement Agent Desktop User Guide.
Creating an app from the chat template
1. Creating a standard app or template.
You do not need to add any providers for use with the template.
2. Add the template to the app:
a. Click

to add a component.

b. Select the template IFS CE Chat Template.
c. Click Continue.
3. Click

to save the app. The app is automatically saved as version 1.
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You have now created a standard chat app. You can preview it by clicking
able to test the functionality as you require Agent Desktop for this.

but you will not be

4. On the Manage Versions page, make the app live.
5. In the Admin Portal, go to Media Management > Media Apps.
6. For the contact center unit, set the Chat media type to your chat app.
You can now test the app in Agent Desktop by starting a chat session using, for example, the
demo Chat client. For details of the chat client, see the IFS Customer Engagement Admin
Portal Guide.
Note You also need a media script that adds chat to the queue. For details of media
scripts, see the IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide.

Configuring the Chat component
Note The chat client defines a JSON-formatted, dictionary-like object with a mandatory keyvalue pair, where the key is InitialQuestion and the value is a string entered by the caller.
You need to add this property to the Chat element. For details of how to configure chat, see
the IFS Customer Engagement Admin Portal Guide.
This section describes how to add a component with the mandatory InitialQuestion property,
and the ChatInput box:
1.

Click

2. Click

to add a form.
and select UI Elements.

3. Add a ChatInput box to the form.
4. Click

on the component toolbar.

5. Add the Chat element:
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6. Click Add Property and add the property called InitialQuestion.
7. Click Done.
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16

Integrating with Agent Desktop

Handling call data and the current activation, setting default media apps.
Note For details of how agents use Agent Desktop, see the IFS Customer Engagement
Agent Desktop User Guide.

Linking CE Studio apps to Agent Desktop media types
To associate a CE Studio app with a media (activation) type in Agent Desktop you can set a
default app for each media type. The default apps will be used by all the tenant's contact centers
and contact center units.
Home page apps and apps for offline working
Any component that has an activation ID as a property can only be loaded when an activation is
presented to the agent. This means that you cannot use any of the system templates as the home
page app. For example, the IFS CE Email Template will look for an email activation when it loads
and will display an error when it can't find one. You can only configure this template as the app for
the email media type.
Note This also means that an app can only contain one component that has an activation ID
as a property. For example, an app that embeds both the IFS CE Email Template and the IFS
CE Inbound Voice Template cannot load without erroring as one of the those components will
not have the activation ID set.
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Note If you set a default home page app and it doesn't display in Agent Desktop then check
whether a different app is configured in the Admin Portal on the Media Management > App
Home Page.

Linking apps to the media types
To link a CE Studio app to each media type:
1. In CE Studio Designer, go to Home > Default Media Apps.
2. Set a default for each media type. The media types are described below.
Media type

Description

Default Home page

This app is shown when agents are in the idle state.

Inbound call

Use this media type for an app that loads when an inbound
call is presented to the agent. The app will be used by all
the tenant's inbound numbers.

Forced wrap-up

An app that loads when agents:
• Make an outbound call
• Dial a number in the Address Book
• Click Forced Wrap Up and select the Normal type.

Training

An app that loads when agents click Forced Wrap Up and
select the Training type.

Demo

An app that loads when agents click Forced Wrap Up and
select the Demo type.

Offline entry

An app that loads when agents click Forced Wrap Up and
select the Offline entry type.
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Media type
Workflow

Description
An app that loads when a work object is presented to the
agent. Design the app to cover all the different types of
workflow handled by the contact center unit.
Note If there is a significance difference between
workflows then you need to design apps for each
workflow and assign them to different contact center
units (see above for details).

Note Outbound campaign calls that use Preview
dialing will present as workflow activations.
Chat

An app that loads when a chat message is presented to
the agent. The app will be used by all the tenant's chat
definitions.

Email

An app that loads when an email is presented to the agent.
The app will be used by all the email addresses configured
for the tenant.

Outbound campaign call

An app that loads when agents are working on outbound
campaign calls which use either Predictive or Progressive
dialing.
Note For details, see the IFS Customer Engagement
Admin Portal Guide.

Social Media

You can either use a single app for all social media
messages or you can configure a separate CE Studio app
for each social media type:
• Select Social Media - Default if you have a single app
for all social media messages regardless of the social
media type.
• If you have a separate app for each social media type
then select the social media type, such as Social Media
- SMS, Social Media - WhatsApp.
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Overriding the default app for the media type
You can override the default media apps in the Admin Portal if one of the contact center units has
different requirements to the other units in the contact center.
For example if a contact center that has several inbound numbers:
• By default, all inbound voice calls use the inbound call app that's set in CE Studio on the Home
> Default Media Apps page.
• For one of the inbound numbers, the contact center unit is configured to use a different app.
This is set in the Admin Portal on the Media Management > Media Apps page.
For example if a contact center that handles call backs and also runs outbound dialer campaigns both are types of workflow:
• Campaign calls configured for preview mode present to agents as workflows and use the CE
Studio app configured as the default for the workflow media type. This is the app that's set on
the Home > Default Media Apps page.
• Callbacks are configured for a different contact center unit. This is set in the Admin Portal on
the Media Management > Media Apps page.
To configure a contact center unit to use a different version of an app:
1. Go to the Admin Portal.
• To set a different home page for a contact center unit, go to Media Management > Home
Page.
• To set different apps for each media type used by a contact center unit, go to Media
Management > Media Apps.
2. Select the required contact center unit, the media type and then the CE Studio app to use at
this contact center unit.
Note Select All when agents are able to use a single CE Studio app for all their work in
Agent Desktop.

Application data
You can access application data, for example data passed through from a running queue
progression script, by using the IFS CE System provider (version 5 or later).
1. Add the IFS CE System provider (version 5 or later) to the CE Studio app.
2. Add a component, such as a form.
3. In the field selector, enter GetApplicationDataResponse as the data type.
This is the only data type and there are no properties to search on. The properties are the keyvalue pairs from the application data (JSON blob). For example, if accessing data from a Script
Element in a queue progression script, then the key is the name of the script element.
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4. Enter each property and its data type.
Add an action to get the data. Use the GetApplicationDataResponse method
GetApplicationData.

Call data
You do not need a provider for call data. Current call data is always available to CE Studio apps
and automatically populates the call data fields in the app. Call data is generated by all media
types. The CE Studio app must be used as the home page, for example, call data is not available
if the app is set as the Forced Wrap Up media type.
When configuring actions, you access call data through the Toolbar Query Param source.

In the above app, clicking Dial makes an outbound call to the phone number from the contact
details. This creates an activation and the call details are shown in the app. The agent can hang
up and wrap up the call by using either the CE Studio app or the Agent Desktop toolbar.
Figure: A CE Studio app that shows the call details when agents dial out
Adding call data properties to components
You add call data properties to components from the Call Data menu:
1. On the Designer page, add a new component or click
data to an existing component.
2. Click

on the component toolbar to add call

.

3. Select Call Data and then add the required properties:
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Accessing call data in methods and conditions
The Toolbar Query Param source provides access to the call data captured by Agent Desktop.
You use this data source in two ways:
• When using the Client provider types and methods. For example, you map the emailInfo
type method getEmailInfoCallback to the ActivationId field provided by the Toolbar Query
Param source.
• By creating conditions in rules and action filters that make use of information from the current
activation in Agent Desktop.
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Figure: Mapping the outbound email SenderId to the
account ID of the current activation in Agent Desktop
Call data properties
The following table summarizes some of the properties used to identify activations and calls:
Call data property

Notes

AccountId

The internal code of the contact center unit. Use this when you need
to associate something, such as an email SenderId, with the contact
center unit that handled the activation.

AccountNumber

The unique code of the contact center unit as set in the Admin Portal.

ActivationId

The unique ID of the activation which identifies an interaction with an
agent. Any task performed in Agent Desktop will have an activation ID.
For example, use this when you need to get the call, email and so
on associated with an activation or when you need to associate an
outbound call or email with the current activation.

ActivationType

For a list, see General methods in the Agent Desktop provider.

ApplicationData

The DDI name or reference given to the DDI number as configured in
the Admin Portal on the Media Management > Voice page.
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Call data property

Notes

CallReference

An 8-digit reference that's given to the voice call, email, work object
or chat session. It is not guaranteed to be unique but serves as a
reference that can be given to callers or used when searching.

IncomingCallId

A unique ID that's given to the voice call, email, work object or chat. An
IncomingCallId may be associated with more than one activation ID.
For example, when an agent works on the email and then puts the
email back on the queue, the email will be presented to another
agent. The IncomingCallId and CallReference will be the same but the
ActivationId will be different.

NumberDialled

Outbound phone number dialed.

Using the Toolbar Query Params - Configuration example
You use the Toolbar Query Params when configuring actions, for example, to access events and
data from the Agent Desktop toolbar.
The following example configures an action that uses the Toolbar Query Params to get the skillset
name from the activation and display it in a CE Studio app.
Note To try out this example, you could clone the example chat template.
1. Add a text box that will display the skillset name from the activation.
2. Click Config on the text box and then map the text box to the provider (the Chat provider in this
example). Select Skillset as the provider type and then Name.
3. Add an action. The provider type will be Skillset and the method will be
GetTabularResponse.
4. Add a filter to the action:
• Left side: Map the Field Reference to Skillset > Id
• Right side: Map Toolbar query param > InitialSkillsetId
5. Attach the action to the rule set that is run on the OnLoad event.
6. Configure the OnNotification event for the component that contains the text box.
7. Save the CE Studio app.
8. Test it in Agent Desktop.
Now when the Chat app loads in Agent Desktop, the skillset name will be displayed.
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Agent Desktop provider methods
All Agent Desktop provider methods must be called by a rule.

General methods in the Agent Desktop provider
When an agent accepts an email, chat or voice call, the communication pops to the agent as
an activation. The activation provides the context for many of the actions that the app needs to
perform.
actions
The following general methods are available on the Agent Desktop provider actions type.
getActivationType
Returns the activation type:
• -1, None
• 0, Inbound call
• 1, Forced wrap-up
• 2, Training
• 5, Demo
• 6, Offline entry
• 7, Inbound call transferred internally to agent on another imedia server
• 8, Workflow
• 9, Chat
• 10, Email
• 11, IVR result
• 12, Work definition result
• 13, Outbound campaign call
• 14, Chat result
• 16, Social media
• 255, No activation — agent is in DND mode
getAgentState
Returns the agent's current state, such as Idle, Ringing. For a list of states, see Agent states.
getCallId
Returns the ID of the current activation.
pauseRecording
If call recording is in use, this method pauses the recording. For example, use this while the
agent is handling sensitive information. Returns:
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Parameter
success

Returns 0 on success

returnCode

The error returned by the function

agentState

Agent state

agentStateText

Agent state description. See Agent states.

resumeRecording
When call recording is in use, this method restarts the recording. Parameters are the same as
pauseRecording.
wrapUp
Closes the current activation, for example, after ending a call or closing an email. This puts
the agent back into the idle state ready for the next activation. When in the idle state, the CE
Studio app for the home page is shown. The agent must be in a valid state for wrapping up.
Invalid states are: on an active call, in an open email, making a voice recording.
forceWrapUp
The following method is available on the Agent Desktop provider forceWrapUp type.
forcedWrap
When an agent clicks Forced Wrapup on the Agent Desktop toolbar, they go to the CE Studio
app associated with the Normal, Offline Entry, Demo or Training media types. The default apps
for these are set on the Default Media App page.
For example, you can use this approach to select an email on the Agent Desktop home page
and then open it in the Offline Entry app (for example). You can then work on the email, such
as close it. The email is not in an activation.
To do this this you use the forcedWrap method.
The following parameters are optional:
• account: The ID of the contact center unit, entered as a static value.
• options: A string, for any additional information you want to record or the identifier for
something that you want to open in the CE Studio app associated with the Normal, Offline
Entry, Training or Demo media apps, such as an email ID.
• type: Any string that identifies this activity. The Forced Wrapup option in Agent Desktop is
configured with the types. These are lowercase:
• normal
• offline entry
• training
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• demo
Important The above types are case sensitive and must be entered in lowercase.

Voice call methods in the Agent Desktop provider
When an agent accepts a voice call, the call pops to the agent as a voice call activation. This
activation provides the context for many of the actions that the app needs to perform. The CE
Studio app should contain all the controls need for answering calls, hanging up, and dialing phone
calls.
Important Ideally, agents should always make outbound calls and accept inbound calls using
controls in the CE Studio apps used for voice calls. This gives the best control and the most
flexibility. When working on voice calls, agents should be discouraged from using the toolbar.
The toolbar should be seen as a troubleshooting tool.
The following provider types and methods are provided by the Agent Desktop provider for voice
calls:
Provider type

Method

Description

actions

conferenceCallers

Connects the calls to start the conference call.
No parameters.

actions

connectToEnquiry

Connect the agent to a second call. The second
call is termed the enquiry call. No parameters.

actions

connectToPrimary

Connect the agent to the voice call that they
have accepted in Agent Desktop. This call
is termed the primary call. You also use this
method when you need to reconnect the agent
to the primary call. No parameters.

actions

holdCall

Puts a call on hold. To retrieve the call use
connectToPrimary. No parameters.

actions

transferCall

Connects the primary call to the enquiry call.
Once the agent leaves the call, the agent will be
in a wrap up state because they are still in the
activation. No parameters.
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Provider type

Method

Description

chatEvent

EVT_OUTBOUND_STATE_CHANGE
Notifies the app when an event occurs on an
outbound call, such as ringing, call answered,
disconnected. See Agent Desktop events.

dialInfo

dialOutEx

Places an outbound call to the number entered
in or obtained from a form field or entered in
the field on the Agent Desktop toolbar. The
parameters are:
• cli – this may be required by the trunk
provider
• dataId – map this to a space
• flags – map this to
• 0 – System will retry the number for the
period set in the Outbound Call Ring
Timeout field on the Advanced Settings
page in the Admin Portal.
• 1 – System will dial the number once only.
• number – the number to dial
• timeout – map this to the number of seconds
otherwise 0

dialInfo

hangUp

Hangs up the current inbound or outbound call.

Email and chat methods in the Agent Desktop provider
For details of the Agent Desktop provider types and methods for email and chat, see the following
templates that are provided as part of the tenant deployment:
• IFS CE Email Template — for details, see CE Studio apps for email
• IFS CE Chat Template — for details, see CE Studio apps for chat

Agent Desktop events
You can configure actions to respond to specific events in Agent Desktop, such as when there
is an agent state change or when a call ends. Agent Desktop packages the event and sends the
data to the CE Studio app. The app container can be configured to listen for these events using
the toolbar event type EVT_OUTBOUNDCALL_STATE_CHANGE.
You can configure a CE Studio app to respond to these events using the Agent Desktop provider.
This has a chatEvent provider type with the following methods:
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• EVT_OUTBOUNDCALL_STATE_CHANGE
• EVT_AGENT_STATE_CHANGE
Configuring the action
To configure an action that responds to a Agent Desktop event:
1. In a new action, select the provider Agent Desktop provider.
2. Select chatEvent as the provider type.
3. Select the EVT_OUTBOUNDCALL_STATE_CHANGE or EVT_AGENT_STATE_CHANGE
method.
4. Click Manage Properties.
There are no required parameters. You can add the optional properties that are needed for
your action.
5. In the Parameter Properties dialog, click in the chatEvent. field and select message from the
list.
This displays all the event properties. Many of these properties are specific to chat. The IFS CE
Chat Template demonstrates how they are used.
6. Add the properties you require for your method and then click Done.
General event data properties
The following table lists the general properties in chatEvent:
callID

The activation ID

data

The event data as sent by Agent Desktop

eventText

The name of the event. Use this rather than the eventCode when
configuring conditions. For a list of these, see Call events.

newState

The agent's current state. For a list of these, see Agent states.

oldState

The agent's previous state.

Call events
EVENT_CODE_NONE
EVENT_CODE_INBOUND_ENDED
EVENT_CODE_OUTBOUND_FAILED
EVENT_CODE_OUTBOUND_RINGING
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EVENT_CODE_OUTBOUND_ANSWERED
EVENT_CODE_OUTBOUND_ENDED
EVENT_CODE_ENQUIRY_FAILED
EVENT_CODE_ENQUIRY_RINGING
EVENT_CODE_ENQUIRY_ANSWERED
EVENT_CODE_ENQURIY_ENDED

Agent states
The agent state tells you what the agent is currently doing or what they are connected to. It
determines the active state of the Agent Desktop toolbar buttons. When the agent state changes,
you can run a rule set. Both the IFS CE Inbound Voice Template and the IFS CE Chat Template
provide examples of disabling a button when the agent goes into the wrap up state.
To run a rule set when the agent state changes:
1. Add a rule set and a rule. See Rules and rule sets.
2. Add a condition.
a. On the left side of the condition, select Event Context > App and then select a property,
such as Toolbar.AgentState.New.
b. Select an operator, such as Equals.
c. On the right side of the condition, select Static and then enter the number of the state (see
below).
3. On the Event Configuration page, configure the event that will run the rule set:
a. Select the outermost container (the app).
b. In Event Type, select OnToolbarEventReceived.
c. In Toolbar Event, select EVT_AGENT_STATE_CHANGE.
d. In Run Rule Set, select your rule set.
The complete list of agent states is listed below. For notifications of agent state changes, use the
Client provider type chatEvent and its method EVT_AGENT_STATE_CHANGE.
Agent
state name

Number

Description

IDLE

1

Agent is ready for the next activation or in DND mode.

RINGING

2

An activation (any type) is presented to the agent but they haven't
accepted it yet.

WAITING_FOR_CONN
4
Applies mainly to voice calls where the agent has accepted the call but
there might be a very short delay before the call is connected.
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Agent
state name

Number

Description

8
INBOUND_CALL

Agent is connected to an inbound call.

ON_HOLD

16

Agent is connected to an active inbound or outbound call that's on hold.

WRAP_UP

32

Agent has ended the call, email or chat, and is now in the wrap up state.
When they leave the wrap up state they go back to IDLE.
Note For work objects and offline working, agents start in the wrap
up state. For example, for callbacks, agents start in the wrap up
state and their status updates when they place the call.

Note For apps accessed by clicking
on the Agent Desktop
toolbar, the agent will be shown as being in the wrap up state.
CALLER_RANG_OFF
64

Caller rings off before the agent is able to pick up the call. Agent goes
back to IDLE when this occurs.

OUTBOUND_CALL
128

Agent has made an outbound call and is talking to the caller.

ENQUIRY_CALL

Agent has two active voice calls (primary and enquiry) and is talking to
the enquiry caller. For example, before transferring the call.

CALL_RETRIEVED
1024

Occurs when the agent is in the RINGING state and doesn't pick up a
call quickly enough within the timeout. The agent is put into the Do Not
Disturb state and the call is presented to someone else.

INBOUND_CALL_ENQUIRY_ON_HOLD
Occurs when the agent has two active calls and is talking to the primary
caller (an inbound call). The enquiry call is on hold.
CONFERENCED

All parties in a call are talking to each other.

OUTBOUND_CALL_ENQUIRY_ON_HOLD
Occurs when the agent has two active calls and is talking to the primary
caller (an outbound call). The enquiry call is on hold.
CHAT

16384

Inbound chat answered by the agent.

EMAIL

32768

Inbound email accepted by the agent.

SOCIAL_MEDIA65536

Inbound social media message accepted by the agent.
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Error and return codes
0, Success
-1, Unknown error
-6, Invalid arguments
-13, Busy already
-14, Idle already
-15, Find failed
-16, Check failed
-2005, Command ignored
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Localizing strings in the user interface

Using the Message Store and Translation providers.
The Message Store provides a single page for managing localization. Using the Message Store,
you can customize or localize the strings used in Agent Desktop and by the chat client. After
configuring messages for a component, you can view localized strings on the Preview page.
Note It may take an hour or longer for the CE Studio cache to be reset depending on the
most frequently accessed items in the cache.

Note CE Studio Designer is provided in English only.

Translation providers
You can choose the source for the translations of the user interface strings. The translation
provider can be the CE message store or from one or more of the data providers used in the app
or template.
To set the translation provider for the app or template:
1. Click App Settings

.

2. In Translation Provider, you can:
• Either select one of the data providers as the single translation provider for all the user
interface strings.
• Or select Multiple which allows you to select the provider when you set the message ID for
a field, button or header.
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Note Translations from the Message Store are provided by the IFS CE System provider.

Translating strings in the user interface
Agent Desktop uses the strings for the agent's default language and displays any missing strings
in curly brackets. An agent's default language is set in their user profile.
Note Message IDs and localized strings are managed in the Admin Portal in the message
store, and then assigned to properties, buttons and prompts (display tasks) by clicking

.

Adding languages
By default, only US English, UK English and English are supported but you can add additional
languages in the Admin Portal, on the Contact Center > Manage Languages page.
Adding message IDs and messages to the CE message store
1. In the Admin Portal, on the Message Store page, click New.
2. Select the language.
3. In Message Type, select Label.
4. Enter the message ID and the string to use.
Assigning message IDs in CE Studio Designer
For example, to localize the title of a component:
1. In CE Studio Designer, edit the element you want to localize. For example
• Click

on the component toolbar and go to the Settings tab.

• Click

on the button toolbar.

2. Click

:

a. In Default text, enter the default string. This defaults to the title if you leave it empty and
there is no message in the message store.
b. Click in Message Id.
The Mapping Field dialog opens.
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c. Select the provider that is the source of the messages for this element.
d. Select the message.
e. Preview the app or template to see the message.
Removing a message ID
1. Click

.

2. Click in Message Id.
The Mapping Field dialog opens.

3. Click Clear.
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